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1.1 Background 

(1) Study background 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Government of the Republic of Turkey has been placing increasing emphasis on the 
rectification of inter-regional disparity in the Country's socio-economic development. The 
Department of Less Developed Regions was established in 1971 within the State Planning 
Organization (SPO), and the highest priority was attached to the Eastern and the Southeastern 
Anatol ia regions bordering on USSR, ıran, lraq and Syria. 

in particular lor the Southeastern Anatolia region, further institulional arrangements have been 
made wilhin SPO in recognition of high development potentials and needs to coordinate and 
manage various development activities, which are in total ity called the Southeaslern Anatolia 
Project (Güneydoğu Anadolu Projesi ; GAP). The Research and Project Promotion Group (MAG) 
has been created and vested with the following responsibilities: 

- to deıermine priorities of necessary infrasıructure establishments and investments tor 
economic and social development at macro level , 

- to use financial resources effi cienlly tor the implementalion of plans and ~rograms, 

- to enhance the rate of returns on investment, and 

- to put to use the local and lhe Central Government consumptions tor the integration of 
Nalion 's economy. 

in addilion, the Project Management Unit (PMU) was established in May 1986 under the 
coordination and supervision of MAG in order ıo facilitate the planning and implementation of 
regional development by procuring and mobilizing necessary expertises, both Turkish and 
foreign. Further, the Southeastern Anaıolia Projeci Group (MGAP) has been establ ished, 
separated from MAG. 

The clear intention of the Government in taking lhese measures is to adopt a very implementation 
oriented approach to regional development encompassing projeci identification, coordinalion 
and integration , financial managemenı and relaled activities. As the important first step to realize 
ıhese ideas, the Souıheastern Anatolia Projeci Master Plan Study (lhe Study} has been ordered 
with the terırıs of reference prepared by PMU. 

(2) Study objectives 

The objectives of the Study are: 

. - to prepare the integrale.d regional development master plan tor the Southeastern Anatolia 
Region (hereinafter called the GAP region or the Region) in order to clarify the general 
direction of the development of the Region and to formulate additional projects to 
complement the on-going and already planned projects with investment scheduling, and 
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- to establish an efficient project management system for coordination and integration of 
individual investments, and monitoring and evaluation of projeci implementation. 

(3) Work progress 

Worksetup 

The GAP Master Plan Study is being carried out by the Consultant of Nippon Koei Co. Ltd ., Japan 
and Yüksel Proje A.Ş. , Turkey joint venture team, in accordance with the contract concluded 
between the Undersecretariat of the State Planning Organization of the Government of the 
Republic of Turkey and the Consultant. Execution of the Consultant' s work has been aided and 
monitored by PMU assigned by SPO to these functions. 

The first foreign team of the Consultant arrived in Turkey by February 1 O, 1988 and started 
discussions wi th SPO and PMU on various subjects related to the Study, together with the Turkish 
team of the Consultant. The latter was formally assigned to the Study on February 15, 1988. The 
contract between SPO and the Consultant became effective on February 19, 1988. Thereafter, 
the Consultant moved to Şan lı urfa and established its office there within the SPO compound 
provided tor the GAP projeci. 

Phasel 

The first stage of the Study in Phase ı was spent mostly for data collection in Ankara and in the GAP 
region, discussions with PMU/ SPO to clari fy the scope, procedure and other related matters tor 
the Study, reconnaissance surveys and study of existing conditions of the Region, covering all the 
different sectors. it has been re-confirmed through a series of discussions between SPO, PMU 
and the Consultant that the Study will focus on the three crucial issues: 

1) General direction of the development of the Region, i.e. the Master Plan, 

2) Scheduling of the GAP and related projects, and 

3) Establishment of the Projeci Management System, 

and that the degree of detailed analysis undertaken tor each task will be determined on the basıs 
of data availability and its relationship to the above crucial issues. 

The study of existing conditions by sector was carried out based on the data collected by the 
Consultant during this period with the aid of SPO, PMU and other related agencies and institutes. 
The Mid-Term Report 1 was submitted on April 18, containing summary results of the Study in this 
initial stage. 

The Study proceeded immediately to the second stage. The main objectives of the Study at this 
stage was to clarify frameworks tor the Region 's development tor the coming decades by setting 
development targets, identifying priority areas with respect to resource capacity and spatial 
development structure, projecting the Region's economy, population and employment, and 
examining various conditions for development. in the course of these analyses and projections, 
some ideas on possible development projects and associated institutional measures also 
emerged. 

During the second stage, comments on the Mid-Term Report 1 were received both formally from 
SPO and individually from staff of PMU. Extensive discussions took place !rom May 30 to June 2 
between SPO/ PMU and the Consultant on many important issues involved in the Study. The 
Mid-Term Report 2 was prepared, incorporating the SPO/ PMU comments to an extent possible, 
and submitted on June 6. 
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The third stage of the Study in Phase 1 was tor the elaboration on development strategy, 
formulation of specific measures to attain development targets and preparation of an investment 
schedule as well as further modifications of previous works based on the SPO/PMU comments 
and revision of socio-economic and spatial frameworks tor the Region 's development. During 
!his period, occasional discussions were held between the PMU staff and the Consultant to clarify 
approaches to the Region 's development and planning methodologies and to exchange views on 
development strategy. 

Throughout the Study in Phase 1, the experts of the Consultant visited many agencies/ 
organizations and individuals related to the GAP to have discussions on various aspects of the 
Region's development, to test their hypotheses and to obtain additional data and information. 
Those agencies/organizations visited include the Ministries of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural 
Affairs, Public Works and Settlement, Transportation, lndustry and Commerce, Energy and 
Natura! Resources, Culture and Tourism, Education , Youth and Sport, Health and Social Affairs, 
DSI, TEK, EIE, TCK, TCDDand DESIYAB aswell asSPOinAnkara, provincial offices in the Region 
such as G.D. of Rural Affairs (ex TOPRAKSU) , Provincial Governors Offices and Chambers of 
Commerce and lndustry, regional offices of MAFRA, DSI and G.D. of Highways, research 
institutes and the State Farm in Şanlıurfa. 

Phase 1 completed by the submission of the Phase 1 Completion Report on July 28. The report 
consists of two volumes: Volume 1 containing the first draft of the GAP Master Plan, and Volume 2 
presenting the proposal tor the Projeci Management System. 

Phase il 

Phase il of the GAP Master Plan Study was originally planned tor three months. However, the 
deadllne tor the submission of Phase il Completion Report was extended , in consideration of an 
additional task imposed on the Consultant and the need to accommodate a large number of 
comments issued on the Phase 1 Completion Report. The additional task was to revise the 
socio-economic projection of the Master Plan to investigate a wider range of alternatives tor the 
development of the GAP region. The " lnterim Macro-economic Plan" report was prepared by the 
Consultant and submitted on November 7. it contained alternative socio-economic projections 
with expected performance of each measured by some socio-economic indices as well as 
objectives, basic scenario and concepts of the GAP Master Plan. 

The proposed Project Management System (PMS) contained in the Phase 1 Completion Report 
was further eleborated on by clarifying the PMS functions, presenting alternatives far 
organizational measures requ ired in Ankara and in the GAP region , and proposing initial actions to 
be taken. The results were submitted on November 7 as the Phase il Completion Report, Volume 
2. 

Major Works have been carried out during Phase il tor the revision of the GAP Master Plan. in 
revising the socio-economic projection , assumptions on cropping patterns under irrigation, yield 
by crop, labour productivity by sector, raw materials availability tor agro-processing and other 
aspects were reviewed. A tripartite meeting was held on September 29 between SPO, the State 
Hydraulic Works (DSI) and the Consultant to discuss and settle some critical issues involved in 
planning the GAP hydropower and irr igation schemes. 

Comments on the Phase 1 Completion Report were received not only from SPO - MAG and PMU 
but alsa f~om other departments of SPO. They were extensively discussed during the September 
5-7 meetings. Most comments, except a few tor which no additional data/information were 
obtalned, have been taken into account in the revised GAP Master Plan. 
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in order to finalize the GAP Master Plan jointly, PMU and the Consultant had a series of 
discussions. Each chapter or appendix of the Master Plan report was prepared by the Consultant 
in a draft form, circulated to PMU staff in advance, and discussions were held. Final corrections 
were made by the Consultant reflecting the results of discussions. 

During Phase il , prel iminary results of the Study were conveyed to a wide range of audience lor 
the purpose of receiving their responses. On August 1, a ministerial briefing was held at the Prime 
Ministry, inviting several Ministers and other high ranked officials of the Turkish Government. The 
Consultant presented a summary of the draft GAP Master Plan contained in the Phase 1 
Completion Report. Scope, objectives and basic concepts of the master planning and some 
inlerim resu lts were explained also to several delegations, both Turkish and foreign, on different 
occasions. The " inlerim Macro-economic Plan" report was distributed by SPO-MAG to ali the 
related agencies. 

Phase 111 

The Phase il Completion Report containing the revised Master Plan was distributed widely by 
SPO-MGAP to ali the related agencies. Form al responses were obtained by a specified date from 
some 30 Government agencies and institutes. SPO also transmitted its consolidate comments to 
th~ Consultant, compiling extensive comments from SPO departments and PMU. 

Ali the comments were carefully examined by SPO-MGAP, PMU and the Consultant. PMU and 
the Consultant visited selected agencies to clarify their comments and to have follow-up 
discussions. 

The finalization of the Master Plan has been done jointly by PMU and the Consultant, keeping in 
touch also with SPO-MGAP. For ali the chapters of the main Master Plan report and ali the 
appendices, the Consultant prepared the proposed revisions, taking into account ali the 
comments received. PMU cleared with SPO-MGAP the proposed revisions or provided further 
revisions. 

(4) Working Paper Series 

A Working Paper Series was inaugurated, associated with the Study. The purpose was to convey 
preliminary results of the Study promptly to SPO/PMU with more detailed data and analyses and 
to provoke discussions on important planning issues. 

The following working papers have been issued during Phase 1 and Phase il. 

1) An lnitial Note on the GAP Regional Model 

2) Early lssues within GAP's Transportation Sector, Conditions and Development 

3) Land Use Pattern in GAP Provinces 

4) Agronomic Review of the Proposed Cropping Pattern tor the GAP lrrigation Projeci 

5) Preliminary ldeas on Possible Project Management Systems 

6) Municipal and Regional Planning and lts lmplications 

7) Existing Conditions of Livestock Sector 

8) Changing Rural Socio-Cultural Structures and Land Tenure Systems in the GAP Region 

9) Crop Budget Analysis tor the GAP lrrigation Projeci 

1 O) Agricultural Sector Review 

11) Tourism Resources and Potentials in the GAP Region 

12) Optimum Central Locations in the GAP Region 

13) A Macroeconomic Analysis of GAP lnvestment and Financing 
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14) Agricultural Development Possibilities in the GAP Region 

15) Water Demand and Supply Balance Study 

16) Evaluation of Land Capability in GAP Region 

17) Manufacturing Sector Review 

18) Projeci Financing-lnternational Agencies and lnternational Sources 

19) Fishery Sector Report 

20) Prospects and Measures tor Tourism Development in the GAP Region 

21) Projeci Financing - The Context 

22) Projeci Financing - Public lnvestment Projects 

23) Social Needs tor the GAP Development 

24) Urban Sector Review 

25) Energy Sector Report 

26) General Land Use Plan tor the GAP Region 

27) Manufacturing Sector Report 

28) Analysis of lnter - Provincial Migration Related to the GAP Region 

29) A Simple Network Model tor Analyzing Future Traffic Patterns 

1.2 Organization of the Report 

(1) Composition of Final Master Plan Report 

The Final Master Plan Report of the Southeastern Anatol ia Projeci Master Plan Study has been 
compiled both in Turkish and in English, consisting of four volumes, respectively: 

Volume 1 : Executive Summary 
Volume 2 : Master Plan 
Volume 3 : Appendices A,B,C 
Volume 4: Appendices D, E, F, G 

(2) Organization of the Master Plan report 

The main Master Plan report (th is volume) contains a complete regional development master plan 
tor the GAP region. The seven appendices support the main Master Plan report by providing more 
detailed analysis on the present conditions by sector and some specific aspects with all the 
supporting data. 

The remaining part of the Final Master Plan Report, Volume 2: Master Plan is organized in the 
fol lowing way. in Chapter 11 , the objectives for the development of the GAP region are set and 
basic strategy is established. First, an overview of the national economy is given and the Region 's 
position in the socio-economy of Turkey is clarified. Second, development problems of the 
Region are analyzed in a macroscopic way to clarify main constraints to the Region's 
development. Third, development objectives are set and basic strategy established with the view 
to overcoming the constraints. Objectives and strategy byeconomic sector are also presented on 
the basis of more detailed analysis contained in Appendices A and B. 

in Chapter 111 , the Region 's development scenarios are described. Firs t, main features of the basic 
scenario are explained, and the time dimension (development phasing) and the spatial 
dimension (spatial development procedure) are introduced. Second, development scenarios by 
sector are described, highlighting important aspects of agricultural and industrial development to 
be observed in the Region. 
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Chapter iV presents the development frameworks, consisting of a soc io-economic framework 
and a spatial development framework. The socio-economic framework is described by 
value-added by sector, urban and rural population, labour force and per capita gross regional 
product projected to the year 2005 in a mutually consistant way. Basis tor this projection is 
included in Appendix C. The spatial development framework is clarified on the basis of the 
analysis on land capability, transportation network and settlement pattern. Details are given in 
Appendix D. Areas of higher potential are eventually identified. 

in Chapter V, development conditions of various resources that would support the regional 
development are examined, including water, energy, human, and financial resources. General 
measures tor the development of these resources are proposed . This chapter is supported by the 
detailed data and analyses in Appendices E, F and G. 

Chapter VI presents the development plan , consisting of specific projects associated with the 
areas of high potential and associated institutional measures. An investment schedule tor the 
initial phase is also presented. 

Finally in Chapter Vll , an action plan is proposed. it consists of adm i nistratıve steps to be taken , 
projeci formulation/ promotion activities tor priority projects, and other follow-up studies. 
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Chapter il 

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES AND BASIC STRATEGY 

2.1 Development Objectives 

2.1 .1 National economy and the Region's position 

(1) National economy 

Overview of past performance 

Since 1963, when the first fi ve year development plan was launched, the economic development 
policy of Turkey had centered around state enterprise initiative and import substituting 
industrialization. The policy was effective in attaining high economic growth, when the basic 
economic infrastructure was insufficient to expect private enterprises to flourish in competitive 
markets. The gross national product (GNP) grew on an average by 6. 7 % and 7.1 % per annum 
respectively in the first and the second five year plan period (1963-67 and 1968-72). 

Such high economic performance was frustrated by a series of sharp increases in petroleum 
prices in 1970's, coupled with other unfavorable factors such as stagnated export of agricultural 
produce due to generally sluggish world economy, hikes in import prices and ad hoc public 
expenditure in some sectors. Continuation of the high growth economic policy under these 
conditions disclosed the structural problems of the Turkish economy. 

State enterprises in key economic sectors exhibited their inherent inefficiency and low 
productivity. Their deficit management became a prime factor to cause serious inflation. With a 
highly protected lucrative domestic market, the manufacturing enterprises had no incentive to 
export. Over - valuation of Turkish Lira worked negatively for export, resu lting in aggravating 
balance of payments which was furthered by the sharp increases in petroleum prices. 

in order to overcome these difficulties, the Economic Stabilization Programs were issued in 1980 
by the Government. The aims of the Programs were first to stabilize the economy in the short run for 
suppressing the inflation and improving the.balance of payments, and to reform the economic 
structure in the long run. 

Along the basic aims of the Programs, the following measures have been laken. First, a series of 
measures have been taken un der general tight-money policy, including ceiling for money supply, 
higher interest rates, higher indirect tax rates and the new value - added tax system. Second, 
measures to improve the efficiency of state enterprises and privatize some of them have been 
laken to utilize competitive market mechanism effectively. Third , export promotion measu res 
have been introduced such as tax rebates,subsidized export credits, foreign exchange retention 
privi lages, and tax incentives to improve the balance of payments. Measures for lowering and 
removing protective rates on imports and for promoting foreign capital investment have alsa been 
introduced gradually. 

Some effects of these policy changes were phenomenal as in growth of exports. The full impact of 
these measures is yet to be seen. However, there is no doubt that the Programs have set a correct 
overall framework far the development of Turkish economy toward the twenty- first century and 
the actual development will lake place along the lines indicated by the Programs. in this sense, the 
Turkish economy has entered a new era of development, and renewed growth is expected to be 
çıttained in the long run, overcoming short-term ditticulties. 
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Gross domestic roduct 

The gross domestic product (GDP) of Turkey in recent years is presented ı n Table 2.1 by 
economic sector. The share of agriculture, livestock, forestry and fishery has been steadily 
declin ing, and now claims less than 20 % of the GDP. The industrial sector, including 
manufacturing, mining and utilities, surpassed the argicultural sector in 1979 and expanded 
rapıdly to reach the 30 % level share in the GDP. Over 80 % of the industrial GDP ı s due to the 
manufacturing industry. 

in the seven ye ar period between 1979 and 1986, T urkey's GDP grew at an average annual rate of 
4.1 % in real terms. The industrial sector contributed twice as much as the agrıcultural sector to 
the increase in GDP during this period by attain ing 5.4 % per annum average growth. in particular, 
theaverage annual growth of the manufacturing industrywas5.8 %. The growth of the agricultural 
sector in the same period was a modest 3.0 %. 

The per capita GDP of Turkey grew in this seven year period at an annual average rate of 2.3% in 
real terms. The per capita GDP in 1985 is calculated to be TL 1,834 thousand ı n mıd-1988 price. 
However, there exist wide disparities in per capita gross regional product (GAP) of different 
regions. According to a recent study, which classi fi ed the Country in 16 regıons, the per capita 
GAP of these regions in 1986 ranged from 48% to 150% of the national per capita GDP (Eraydın, 
A. , Dept. of City and Aegional Planning , METU, unpublished, 1988). 

The share of primary agriculture and agro-industry products in the total export of Turkey has 
sharply decreased in recent years from over 50% share in 1982. Stili this sector contributes most 
to the Country's export value. To compensate th is decrease, the export of textile and clothing had 
expanded and reached 30%. Other major export products are iron and steel, machinery and 
transport equipment and various chemicals. No significant change in export structure is observed 
tor these and other commodities (Table 2.2). 

The fuels, lubricants and related materials are decreasing their share in the total ımport value of 
Turkey, reflecting primarily the decreasing petroleum prices. lmports of agricultural and 
manufactured goods seem to be in line with development of Turkish economy itself (Table 2.2). 

The foreign trade balance has been "consistently in red" in recent years. ünce it improved from 
the record deficit of US$ 4.6 billion in 1980, but it started to increase after 1985. Despite the 
substantial positive net transfer, primarily due to the remittances of workers abroad, the current 
account balance has been consistently negative, although it does not show any clear sign of 
aggravation (Table 2.3). 

(2) Region's position 

Area and o ulation 

The Southeastern Anatolia region under study is defineci as the jurisdictions of six provinces: viz. 
Adıyaman , Diyarbakı r , Gaziantep, Mardin, Siirt and Şanlıurfa. it occupies the southeastern part of 
Turkey bordering on Syria to the south and lraq to the southeast, covering the land area of 73,863 
km2 (datum area) corresponding to 9.5 % of the total land area of Turkey. The total population at 
the 1985 census is reported to be 4,303,567 in the Aegion , accounting tor about 8.5 % of the 
Nation 's total , 50,664,458 in 1985. The average population density was 58 per km2, compared 
with the Country's average of 65 per km2. 
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Growth rates of population in the GAP region have been consistently h igher than those forTurkey 
for any five-year period since 1945. Consequently the population share of the Region has been 
steadily increasing from 7.0 % in 1945 to 8.5 % in 1985. This is due to high birth rates in the 
Region , which more than offset the significant out-migration. 

With in the Region , the growth rates of urban populat ion are signi ficantly higher than those of rural 
population, despite the birth rates that are higher tor rural families. 

Population movements of the Region seem to be dominantly rural to urban, and a significant 
portion of rural population seems to be attracted to the cities outside the Region, including those 
cities close to the Region boundaries such as Adana, K. Maraş, Malatya, and El azığ. The combined 
population of the latter four ci ties (1,420,986 in 1985) is almost equivalent to the total population of 
all the major cities in the Region having population over 40,000 in 1985 (1,594,653 in 14 cities). 
The capacity of cities within the Region to attract and assimilate people from its rural areas may not 
be sufficient to counter the out-migrating force to these outer cities as wel l as to Ankara and 
lstanbul. 

Economy 

The gross regional product (GRP) of the Region in 1985 is compared with the gross domestic 
product (GOP) of Turkey (Table 2.4). Agriculture by far is the dominant production sector, 
claiming its share in the Region's GRP elese to 40 %. The Region contributes in thissector to over 
9 % of the agricultural value-added of Turkey, higher than the Region 's population share in the 
CountryJhe Region produces substantial portions of the national production for some crops: 75 
% lentils , 17 % chickpeas, 17 % barley, 1 O% wheat, 41 % sesame, 43 % sorghum-millet, 12 % 
cotton, 94 % pistachios, 21 % grapes and 25 % pomegranate (1985). 

Manufacturing shares 11 .7 % in the GRP, contributing onlyto 1.9 % of th is sector's value-added 
in TurkeyJhe Region had 11 ,378 manufacturing establishments in 1985, of which only 243 were 
classified as large employing 1 O or more workers. 

Asa whole, the Region's economy claims a modest share of 4.0 % in the Turkey's GOP, much 
lower than its population share. The per capita GRP of the Region was TL 862 thousand, only47 % 
of the per c~pita GOP of Turkey in 1985. 

Food production 

The per capita production of main foodstuff in the GAP region and in Turkey is compared in the 
table below. The per capita consumption of wheat, the staple crop for the people in the Region 
and in Turkey exceeds the level of self-sufficiency. The Region is a net exporter of wheat to other 
regions and countries. 

The per capita production of meat in the Region (15.2 kg in 1985) is larger than the national 
average (13.4 kg in 1985). The Region is a net exporter of meat as well as live animals to 
neighbouring countries. 

The per capita production of milk in the Region (95. 1 kg in 1985) is lower than the national average 
(122.4 kg in 1985), but it is almost self-sufficient, if not ideal. However, due to intra-regional 
imbalance in milk production as well as perishable nature of th is commodity, some areas in the 
Region are net importer of milk from neighboring areas, sometimes beyond the Region boundary. 
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Per Capita Production of Main Foodstuff 

Wheat 

Meat 

Milk 

Per capita production 1 (kg/year) 
Turkey GAP region 

336 

13.4 

122.4 

406 

15.2 

95.1 

Ratio of net import to production2 

in Turkey (%) 

0.9 

-8.1 (i.e.net export) 

0.1 

1) 1985 
2) Average of 1983, 84 and 85 

Sources Agrıcullural Structure and Producııon 1985 (Productıon). Staııstıcal Yearbook 1987 
(Populatıon). FAO Producııon Yearbook 1985 (Producııon) and FAO Tradc Yearbook 
1985 (Exporl/lmport) 

2.1.2 Development problems of the Region 

The GAP region at present faces a range of problems which are interacting with one another. 
Major problems and more important interactions are illustrated in Figure 2.1 as the problem 
structure of the GAP reg ion. in the figure, those problems on the righ t side are more immediate or 
easily observable problems, while issues on the left may be considered more fundamental 
problems. 

Referring to Figure 2.1 , the more immediate development problems of the Region may be 
summarized ·as fol lows. 

Low income level due to immature economic structure, characterized by a small share of 
manufacturing industry sector and dominance of low productivity rainfed agriculture and 
livestock. 

Out-migration from villages to larger cities in the Region and out of the Region. 

These immediate problems indicate the objectives tor the Region 's development to be 
established. 

The more fundamental development problems are observed from Figure 2.1 to be the following. 

- Unfavorable topographic and climatic conditions, in particular maldistribution of water 
resources and low productivity land without land/ water management. 

- Distortion in land distribution I ownership. 

Low levels of education and health services. 

- Lack of proper planning and management tor resource utilization. 

The Region 's development in the long run can be most effectively attained by tackling more 
fundamental problems. Thus the basic strategy tor the Region's development will be formulated 
on the basis of these more fundamental problems (Section 2.2). 

2.1.3 Development objectives 

(1) National development objectives 

The Turkish economy entered a turning point in 1980's, and fundamental changes have been 
introduced by the Government in its development policy in order to reform the socio-economic 
structure of the Country (subsection 2.1.1 ). Such changes are reflected in the current five year 
development plan. 

Main objectives of the current five year development plan (1985-89) may be summarized as 
follows. 
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{i) To increase industrial output in order to raise employment, improve income distribution, and 
promote export, taking into consideration the potential lor agricul tural development and 
requirements lor national delence. 

(ii) ro sustain stable economic growth and keep inl lation under control. 

(iii) To gear the economy to market mechanism, while taking macro policy measures and 
institutional adjustments, and bring up reinlorced private sector. 

(iv) To uti lize indigenous resources, both physical and human, eflectively to meet requirements 
for social stability, international competition and self-sufficiency. 

(v) To balance international payments, particularly by the diversilication and expansion of 
exports and promotion of foreign capital investment. 

The Government recognizes that the development of less developed regions would contribute 
substantially to the attainment of these objectives. The specific target is to develop regions 
designated as the Preferential Development Areas, starting with the Eastern and Southeastern 
Anatolia regions. Also the plan stipulates that the functions of local governments be augmented in 
order to replace direct Central Government involvement and expense. 

(2) Regional development objectives 

On the basis of the relative position of the Region in the Nation's socio-economy (subsection 
2.1 .1), the development potentials and problems, and the national development objectives listed 
above, the objectives for the development of the GAP region are set as follows. 

(i) To raise the income levels in the GAP reg ion by improving the economic structure in order to 
narrow the income disparity between the Region and other regions. 

(i i) To increase the productivity and employment opportunities in rural areas. 

(iii) To enhance the assimilative capacity of larger cities in the Region. 

(iv) To contribute to the national objectives of sustained economic growth , export promotion, and 
social stability by efficient utilization of the Region's resources. 

2.2 Basic Development Strategy 

The problem structure analysis (subsection 2. 1.2) has clarified the more fundamental 
development problems facing the GAP region. Of them, the lack of proper plahning and 
management tor resource utilization can be alleviated by streamlining the SPO functions and 
taking other associated measures in accordance with the projeci management system proposed 
by this study. 

To overcome the other fundamental problems, the basic strategy tor the Region 's development is 
drawn up as follows: 

(1) To develop and manage water and the related land resources tor irrigation, urban and 
industrial uses. 

(2) To improve the land use by managing more efficiently cropping patterns based on 
marketability and land suitability, and devising appropriate farming practices and farm 
management systems. 

· (3) To promote the manuiacturing industry with the emphasis on agro-related industries and 
those based on other local resources. 

( 4) To improve the provision of social services and urban infrastructure to meet the requirements 
of ıocal people and to attract technical and administrative staff to stay in the Region. 
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2.3 Objectives and Strategy for Agricultural Development 

2.3.1 Development constraints and objectives tor agriculture 

(1) Constraints to development 

Agriculture 

in the light of present conditions observed in the Region (Appendix A-1 ), the major constraints to 
the agricultural development may be summarized as follows: 

1) Agro-ecological conditions: i.e. low and uneven distribution of rainfall, very high summer 
temperatures and extended dry periods. 

2) The prevalence of low yield agricultural technologies with limıted input use and 
commercial ization. An example of this limited use of modern inputs is the fertilizers : 

Fertilizer Use in the GAP Region and Turkey, 1985. 

(Unit: kg/ha of cultivated area) 

Region 
Turkey 

Source: MAFRA 

Nitrogenous 
(21 % N) 

124 
199 

Phosphate 
(17% P2 0 5) 

70.8 
141 .3 

Potassium 
(50% K20 ) 

0.52 
2.63 

Total 

195 
343 

3) Low level of farm mechanization and modernization. Utilization of tractors in the Region is 
cpmparatively low. 

Utilization of Tractors in the GAP Region and Turkey 1985. 

Region 
Turkey 

T ractor horse 
power/ha 

0.41 
1.05 

Source: GAP Symposium in 1985, Ankara 

No. of 
tractors/1 ,000 ha 

8.29 
22.30 

Cultivated area 
per tractor (ha) 

120.4 
44.8 

This is primarily due to the predominance of dry farming system, the dominance of three relatively 
less machine intensive crops (wheat, barley and lentils), and land tenure system. 

The combine harvester. hiring system is well developed. Many combine harvesters come from 
other regions tor early crop maturity season in the Region. 

4) Socio-cultural structure. Enrollment ratios at different education levels are generally lower in 
the Region than the national average, although they are rapidly improving, and the literacy 
ratios are still low. The traditional hierarchical structure in the social system tends to hinder 
innovative decisions and creation of farmers' organizations. 

5) Land tenure situation with a few large landlords and many landless/smallholder farmers , 
existence of "ağa" , continuing ıand disputes and incomplete agrarian reform. 

6) lnefficient marketing systems. Prices of most agricultural commodities are set, under the 
commodity support price system, largely on the basis of production costs. While this 
contributes to the stabilization of prices tor essential foods, it tends to bias the crop selection 
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by farmers in favour of those crops more heavily subsidized and their purchase guaranteed. ıt 
tends to deprive incentives tor farmers to be innovative. Some crops face marketing problems 
due to over-production and the lack of sufficient storage facilities. 

7) lnsufficiency in other support services including extension, partly due to dispersed settlement 
patterns. 

Livestock 

Observed characteristics of the Region constraining the development of the livestock sector may 
be summarized as fol lows. 

1·) Lack of sufficient forages coupled with the diminishing productivity of village common 
pastures. 

2) Animal diseases promoted by climatic conditions and nomadic movements. 

3) Dominance of the livestock population by sheep and goats and small shares of cattle and 
poultry, reflecting severe cl imatic conditions, and also the dominance of nomadic stock 
breeding. 

4) Peripheral location and dispersed settlement patterns which hamper support services to 
reach individual farmers effectively. 

5) lnadequacy of the people's knowledge on breeding, animal care, quality control and services 
available. 

6) Low population density and the smal l regional market for fresh milk and meat. 

Forestry 

Due primarily to climatic conditions, forest areas in the GAP region are quite limited, confined 
mostly in the mountainous areas along the northern and northeastern borders. lllicit cu tting of 
trees tor fuelwood and pressure on existing forest and bush areas far grazing/ cultivation are 
reducing the quality of forest resources. Afforestation activities are constrained by insufficient 
seedlings/saplings supply capacity, although supply by private enterprises has been 
encouraged with incentives due to Forestry Law 6831 amended and new Afforestation 
Legislation introduced in 1987. 

Fishery 

Lack of authorities and strong initiatives far inland fi shery development is the main constrain t. 
Unrevealed demand for fish is another constraint tor fishery activities in the Region. The Region 
does not have any large lakes and river fishery is not popular. 

(2) Objectives 

The objectives for agricultural development in the GAP region, including crop cultivation, 
livestock, and fishery, are established on the basis of the Region's development objectives 
(Section 2.1) and the regional resource base (Appendix A-1 ). 

1) Ta raise the income levels in rural areas by enhancing agricultural productivity and diversifying 
farming activities including crop cultivation in summer and winter and also in greenhouses, 
livestock activities for cattle and poultry as well as sheep and goats, and possibly aquaculture, 

2) To provide sufficient inputs ta agro-processing industries to be established within the Region, 

3) To increase employment opportunities to minimize the drift of people out of the rural areas. 
and 
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4) To contribute to the production of exportable surpluses. 

2.3.2 Basic strategy for agricultural development 

Overall strategy 

The enhancement of agricultural productivity would be a key of attainıng the agricultural 
development objectives. The strategy tor this consists of the fol lowing : 

1) to provide irrigation facilities where found effective in overcoming the adverse agro-ecological 
conditions, 

2) to promote farm mechanization in proper combinations with the application of fertilizer, 
agro-chemicals and irrigation water, 

3) to distribute, timely and in sulficient quality and quantity, betler inputs, 

4) to improve land tenure systems in consideration of the present situation characterized by a 
few large landlords and many landless/smallholder farmers and of pası experiences in 
agrarian reform , and 

5) to improve pricing and marketing to give incentives lor farmers to produce more. 

lrri ation develo ment 

For those areas where irrigation is found effective in enhancing productivity, most measures 
under the strategy above can be taken in an integrated manner. Optimal levels of ferti lizer and 
agro-chemicals application under irrigated conditions should be established as well as better 
farming practices with mechanization. in addition, the following strategy should guide the 
formulation of specific measures to be taken far irrigated agriculture in the Region. 

1) To identify and promote strategic crops in view not only of agro-ecological conditions but also 
of marketability and prospects lor processing into exportable commodities; 

2) To encourage higher crop intensity by establishing cropping patterns/rotations suited to 
irrigated agriculture and adjusting water charges in order to maximize the cost-effectiveness 
of irrigation investment; and 

3) To organize farmers in irrigated areas for on-farm management of irrigation water in order to 
minimize soil erosion, water-logging, salinization and other water- related problems, and to 
utilize such organizations as recipients of extension services. 

Livestock 

in order to overcome the present constraints and contribute to the attainment of development 
objectives, the strategy lor livestock development may be spelled out as follows. 

1) To improve the present low productivity husbandry practices by: 

a) improving the loca! cattle breeds through artificial and natura! insemination wherever 
appropriate, 

b) improving feeding by betler pasture management, forage production and production 
of feed concentrates, and 

c) improving veterinary services, 
and 

2) To improve the physical infrastructure to promote commercial livestock production. 



Fishery and forestry 

Strong public sector initiatives would be required to establish fishery activities in the GAP region, 
which at present are almost non-existent. The basic strategy may be spelled out as follows. 

1) To uti lize dam lakes to promote inland fishery; and 

2) To provide a package of supporting services including a hatchery, fingerlings production , 
training and research, processing, marketing and pricing. 

An additional and important strategy tor maintaining/enhancing land productivity and providing 
new opportunities for economic activities as well as for protecting environment tor sustained 
growth is: 

3) To conduct intensive afforestation within the designated forest areas and areas around the 
reservoirs and to encourage on-farm tree planting especially on slope land with good soil. 

2.4 Objectives and Strategy for lndustrial Development 

2.4.1 Development constraints and objectives for industry 

(1) Constraints to development 

Manufacturin 

The manufacturing industry in the Region is stili immature, constrained generally by the fol lowing 
factors : 

· Small regional market, 

lnsufficient entrepreneurship, 

lnsufficient capital accumulation and capital flow out of the Region partly due to tendency of 
potential local entrepreneurs to avoid association, 

lnsufficient managerial and technical skills, 

lnadequate incentives, and 

lnadequate communication faci lities, insufficient/unstable public water and electricity suppl ies. 

Minin 

Mining activities in the Region are limited at present to petroleum, asphaltite/ coal , copper and 
phosphate (Appendix B-1 ). More extensive mining activities are constrained by the following 
main factors: 

· limited exploration activities, and 

· lack of sufficient investment capital. 

Due to limited basic exploration and insufficient dissemination of available data/ information on 
reserves. private sector interests and capital cannot be attracted to the Region. 

Tourism 

Tourism activi ties in the Region are very small at present, despite its potentials. The following are 
the main constraints: 

insufficient accomr;,odation and other support facilities both in quantity and in quality, 

· limited exploitation of potential resources, and 
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. ıack of publıcıty actıvıtıes and agents lor such purposes. 

(2) Objectives 

1 e of the Regıon's development objectives (Section 2. 1) and the present condıtions of the 

1~;~s~y sector (Appendıx B-1 ), the following objectives are set for the industrial development ın 
ıhe Regıon 

ı) To serve on the one hand asa driving force for economic development of the GAP regıon, 
ıncludıng related economıc activities, and on the other hand as a demand generator for 
educatıon, ıechnology development and vocational training, in order in both ways to enhance 
the Regıon's ımages, social welfare and the people's motivation ; 

2) To contrıbute to the rectification of inter-regional income disparity by expanding employment 
opportunıtıes ın hıgh payıng jobs; and 

3) To contrıbute ıo the nationalobjective of export promotion and foreign exchange earn ings/savıngs. 

2.4.2 Baslc strategy for industrial development · 

Overall strat 

in order to realize the industrial development by overcoming the constraints and satisfy the 
development obıectıves v.ery deliberate efforts would be required. in formulating the basıc 
strategy lor the Regıon's development, the following points are noted. First, the Region is well 
supplıed wıth most consumer goods and construction materials. These industries can grow only 
followıng the Regıon's economic growth and can not be a driving force tor the Region's industrial 
development. Second, Gaziantep initiative for industrial development should become less 
dıstınct ın the future. The reasons tor the ıatter are (1) Gaziantep faces basically the same 
constraınts that the rest of the Region faces, (2) conflicts with agriculture in land use is most acute 
around the cıty of Gaziantep, (3) more intra-regional equity would be demanded, and (4) 
processıng ın Gaziantep of signi ficantly increaSed agriultural produce from other provinces would 
put stress on the transportation infrastructure. 

it follows from the above !hat in addition to continuing industrial development in Gaziantep, 
substantıal ındustrıal development will have to take place in the other five provinces, and those 
ındustrıesother than consumer goods or construction material industries should be encouraged. 
Thus lhe followıng should constitute the basic strategy far industrial development in the GAP 
regıon. 

l) To ıdentıfy and promote ındustries of strategic importance which would be established or 
much enhanced on the basis of locally available raw materials developed in a stepwise 
manner wıth assocıated eco · · · · · ' nomıc actıvıtıes and dırected to exports; 

2) To utılıze the strateg d 1 · 
Proc ıc ın us rıes to demonstrate production and management technologies 

urement of capıtal develo t f ' markets, · pmen o entrepreneurship and access to the international 

3) T o establısh at ıeası h . . 
except Gazıante one suc st~ategıc ındustry in each of the five less developed provinces, 
ınıeractıons bet!~ ın ~~nsıderatıon not only of comparative locational advantages but alsa of 

4 en e provınces and ıntra-regional equity; 
) To streamlıne lunctıo f 1 . 

second ıo sustaın th n.s ~ re ~ted pub l ıc agencies first to assist the strategic industries and 
e ın ustrıaı development initiated by them · and 

5) To encourage the locaı , 
other necessary ıncenıı:e~~epreneurs th rough credit, information, technical supports, and 
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Mining 

Mining is already an important economic activity in the Region. in order to maintain such a 
position , the following basic strategy is in order. 

To conduct on the one hand systematic and comprehensive exploration of mineral resources 
using various survey techniques, and on the other hand to concentrate exploitation activities 
on more promising resources. 

Tourism 

The long-term strategy is necessary lor the tourism development in the Region. 

1) To increase domestic tourists and visitors from neighbouring countries in the short to medium 
term and to promote international tourism in the long run; and 

2) To coordinate activities of related agencies in both the public and the private sectors tor 
publicity, restoration of historical ruins, and improvement of accommodations and other 
facilities with support services. 
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Table 2.1 : Gross Domestic Product of Turkey by Economic Sector (Unit: billion TL in current prices) 

Real growth 
rate, 1979-86 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 (% p.a.) 1987 

1. Agriculture 471 .6 937.2 1,345.4 1,703.8 2,150.8 3,433.4 4,875.5 6,594.6 3.0 9,705. 7 
(23.4) (18.6) (18.3) 

2. lndustry 491.4 1,048.4 1,612.2 2,241.0 3,161.6 5,222.4 8,230.5 11,593.3 5.4 17,196.6 
(24.4) (32.7) (32.4) 

3. Construction 105.8 217.1 292.2 365.5 458.7 716.4 980.0 1,451 .4 2.2 2,211.3 
(5.2) ( 4.1) (4.2) 

4. Wholesale and 308.2 664.2 1,033.5 1,397.4 1,942,7 3,201 .9 4,490.9 6,216.5 5.4 9,512.6 
retail trade (15.3) (17.5) (17.9) 

5. Transport and 200.5 423.0 626.8 845.8 1, 141.5 1,794.3 2,724.6 3,678.4 3.2 5,350.7 
communication (9.9) (10.4) (10.1) 

6. Government 235.2 377.6 481.1 686.6 860.9 1,056.5 1,441 .0 2,073.3 4.1 3,219.0 
services (1 1 . 7) (5.8) (6.1) 

7. Others 202.6 430.5 632.8 840.8 1,101.2 1,904.3 2,783.5 3,888.0 3.4 5,814.3 
(10.1) (11 .0) (11 .0) 

Total 1-7 2,015.3 4,098.0 6,024.0 8,080.9 10,817.4 17,329.2 25,526.0 35,495.5 4.1 53,010.2 

~ Sector share (%) in parenthesis 

Sources: Statistical Yearbook of Turkey: 1987 (1979-86 and growth rates) 
Statistical Pocket Book of Turkey, 1988 (1987) 



Table 2.2: Commodity Compositlon of External Trade (Unit: % ) 

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

lmports 

1. Machinery and transport equipment 26.4 25.7 25.3 27.3 36.9 28.5 
2. Fuels, :ubricants and related materıals 43.9 40.9 35.5 33.5 19.7 22.5 
3. Chemicals 11.6 13.9 14.6 13. 1 14.4 15.2 
4. Agricultural goods and related products 6.8 6.3 11 .1 10.5 12.3 12.6 
5. Manufactured goods except iron and steel 6.1 7.0 7.2 7.9 9.9 11 .8 
6. lron and steel 5.2 5.5 6.4 7.7 6.7 10.9 

Total including others (billion TL) 1,453 2, 114 4,000 5,959 7,502 n.a. 

Exports 

1. Agricultural goods and related products 50.2 48.0 39.1 32.9 38.2 27.9 
2. Textiles and clothing 20.4 26.1 31.3 28.6 29.5 33.7 
3. lron and steel 5.5 6.3 7.4 11 .0 9.9 8.4 
4. Machinery and transport equipment 5.2 5.2 4.8 8.1 5.5 10.7 
5. Chemicals 2.9 2.6 2.8 3.8 5.5 6.6 
6. Other manufactured goods 9.6 7.9 8.0 10.7 8.8 14.5 

Total including others (billion TL) 937 1,299 2,608 4,153 5,01 2 n.a. 

Sources: Statistical Yearbook of Turkey, 1987 (1982-86) 
SPO, Main Economic lndicators, January 1989 (1987) 



Table 2.3: Current Account Balance (Unit: million US$) 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Foreign trade balance -2,554 -4,603 -3,864 -2,628 -2,990 -2,942 -2,975 -3,081 -3,234 
Net service -669 -976 -630 -501 - 653 -579 -36 -396 - 171 
Net transfer 1,81 o 2171 2,575 2,294 1,785 2, 114 1,998 1,949 2,418 

Current account balance -1,413 -3,408 -1 ,919 - 835 -1 ,828 -1,407 - 1,013 -1 ,528 -987 

Sources: Statistical Yearbook of Turkey, 1987 (1979-86); Econom[c Report 1988 (1987). 



Table 2.4: GRP of GAP Region by Province 1985 (Unit: billion TL in 1985 price) 

GAP as % 
Sectors Adıyaman Diyarb?kır Gaziantep Mardin Siiq Ş. Urfa Total % to GRP Turkey of Turkey 

1. Agriculture 42,545 96,353 77,626 84,175 31 ,957 105,315 437,972 39.6 4,891 ,353 9.0 
Farming & Animal Husbandry 42,052 96,252 77,095 84,104 31 ,773 105,130 436,406 39.4 4672,442 9.3 
Forestry 485 100 485 71 171 185 1,497 0.1 142,606 1.0 
Fishery 8 1 46 o 13 o 69 O.O 76,305 0.1 

2. lndustry 8,723 25,913 60,274 12,364 55,809 10,636 173,719 15.7 8,753,328 2.0 
Mining & Quarrying 684 4,002 1,762 2,847 18,585 626 28,506 2.6 645,531 4.4 
Manufacturing lndustry 7,657 19,104 53,210 6,294 34,889 8,196 129,350 11.7 6,952,621 1.9 
Electric, Gas and Water 381 2,807 5,302 3,223 2,335 1,814 15,862 1.4 1,155,176 1.4 

3. Construction 2,611 32,481 7,306 5,713 4,605 29,621 82,337 7.4 1,044,957 7.9 
4. Trade 9,049 12,860 70,966 3,810 4,763 7,144 108,592 9.8 4,762,783 2.3 
5. Transportation 7,351 9,868 26,150 10,361 4,687 14,308 72,725 6.6 2,741 ,039 2.7 
6. Financial lnstitution 2,425 6,693 9,661 3,974 3,701 6,047 32,501 2.9 834,626 3.9 
7. Housing 4,599 13,683 18,743 7,014 5,634 10,694 60,368 5.5 1,149,857 5.3 
8. Professional Services 1,724 17,057 30,029 4,333 4,391 13,200 70,734 6.4 1,525,839 4.6 
9. lmputed Service Expenditure -1,209 -3,339 -4,819 -1 ,982 -1 ,846 -3,016 -16,211 1.5 -416,291 3.9 

10. Sub Total (1-9) 77,818 211 ,570 295,935 129,762 113,700 193,950 1,022,736 92.4 25,295,730 4.0 
11 . Public Services 6, 196 15,707 17,580 10,375 6,917 11 ,096 67,871 6.1 1,440,999 4.7 
12. Sub Total (10+11 ) 84,014 227,277 313,515 140,137 120,617 205,045 1,090,607 98.5 26,738,729 4.1 
13. lmport Duties 1,021 2,526 6,413 999 4,213 1,277 16,448 1.5 823,347 2.0 
14. GDP (12+13) (Purchasers Prices) 85,035 229,803 319,928 141 ,137 124,830 206,322 1,107,055 100.0 27,560,076 4.0 

Source: '5tanbul Sanayi Odası , Araştırma Dair~si , Yayın No: 1988/8 
"Türkiye Gayri Safi Yurt içi Hasılasının iller itibariyle Dağılımı , 1979-86" 
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Chapter 111 

DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS 

3.1 Basic Development Scenario 

(1) Main features 

As expressed in the development objectives (Section 2.1 ) , some structural change will ha ve to be 
caused to the Region's economy in order to raise the income levels with 'sustained economic 
growth, and the productivity in rural areas and the service levels in urban areas will have to be 
simultaneously enhanced. Thus, the GAP development scenario has two basic features to be 
incorporated: (1) the economic structure of the Region and (2) rural - urban interaction. 

Economic structure 

The Region is in effect self-sufficient in basic foodstuff (subsection 2.1.1 ). However, the Region's 
economic structure is immature mainly due to a very weak manufacturing sector, and industrial 
crops in the Region have the smallest share in the national production of ali the different kinds of 
crops (Appendix A-1 ). Therefore, any development scenario describing the Region 's future 
primarily as a granary does not seem to be justified from the points of view of regional 
development with structural changes and contribution to the national objectives of sustained 
growth and export promotion . 

Rather, crop diversification in favour of production of forage for livestock and industrial crops, and 
promotion of agro-related industries seem to be the main direction to be pursued. With 
production of industrial crops, the markets should be sought not only within the Region but more 
importantly outside the Region. For this , the peripheral location of the Region bordering on 
neighbouring countries may be effectively turned into an advantage. The ultimate goal of the GAP 
region may be called "the Agro-Related Export Base". 

The manufacturing inöustry in the Region is expected to be primarily agro-based. These are both 
industries providing inputs for agriculture as well as processing/marketing agricultural produce. 
Some industries based on loca! mineral and tourism resources will also be established. 

Rural-urban interactions 

Significant out-migration is observed in the Region , which is basically of rural origin, and the 
population pressure on larger cities in the Region is increasing (subsection 2. 1.1 ). To cope with 
these phenomena, more active and positive interactions should be sought between rural and 
urban areas. Such interactions, however, should be promoted more by enhancing functions of 
respective areas rather than by improving physical linkages between the two types of areas, as 
the transportation network in the Region is fairly well developed. 

The functions of rural and urban areas can be enhanced most effectively by making use of 
complementary aspects of these areas. Typically, rural areas are to provide basic foodstuff and 
raw materials for processing, and urban areas to serve as distribution centers tor agricultural 
inputs and outputs as well as to provide various social services. Other cases are (1) for rural areas 
to increase the production of industrial crops and tor urban areas to promote agro-related 
industries in order to increase value-added in both ways, and (2) to en sure sufficient employment 
opportunities in rural areas and to enhance assimilative capacity of larger cities in order to reduce 
out-migration from the Region. 
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(2) Development phasing 

lmplementation of the Region's development has to be planned in phases, as the expansion of 
resource base and financial capacity and institutional development in the Region can only be 
realized over time. The planning period may be broadly divided into the foll owing three phases. 

Phase 1: up to 1994 (end of sixth five-year plan period) 
Phase 2: 1995 - 2004 (seventh and eighth five-year plan periods) 
Phase 3: beyond 2005 

Expected performance of the Region in each phase is outlined below. 

Phase 1 u to 1994 

During this phase, all the on-going projects should be completed. Budget allocation to new major 
projects should be very limited in accordance with the Turkish Government policy. 

As the agriculture is the predominant sector in the GAP region at present, the initial emphasis will 
be on the enhancement of productivity on existing farm lands. For th is, the adoption of better 
varieties and farming practices with proper extension and information dissemination should be 
emphasized as wel l as irr igation schemes (e.g. Urfa-Harran) depending primarily on gravi ty flow 
of water. For those priority irrigation schemes, on-farm development and drainage should keep 
pace with the development of irrigation facilities to make a good precedent of all the GAP irrigation 
schemes. Livestock productivity improvement through breed improvement, betler feeding and 
disease control, wil l be another important activity in agricu ltural / rural development to be initiated 
in this phase. 

Various demonstration efforts tor new industrial crops should be initiated/ intensified , especially 
those to be introduced under irrigation such as horticultural crops, oil seeds and feed grains. For 
some new pror'rıising crops (e.g. irrigated sorghum and safflower) basic research should be 
initiated. Alternative schemes lor pasture improvement under different climatic conditions and 
available forage composition should be demonstrated. 

lndustrial development in this phase will be supported primarily by steady growth of consumer 
goods industries. A few agro-related industries will be newly established. Measures to encourage 
commercial establishment of livestock-related industries should be introduced, such as dairy and 
poultry industries. 

Current water shortage in some of major cities ( e.g. Gaziantep and Şanlıurfa) should be alleviated 
first by urgent measures such as rehabil itation of existing facilities, while preparation is made tor 
the development of new sources. No major transportation project seems to be in order, and 
emphasis in this sector wi ll be on overlaying and mainte.nance/ repair of existing roads as well as 
extension of rural roads associated with agricultural development. Communication facilities need 
improvements to satisfy a prerequisite tor subsequent industrial development. 

Comprehensive plans should be prepared tor improving social infrastructure in line with the 
regional development master plan and tor tourism development. Feasibility studies of 
post-Atatürk projects should be conducted during this phase. 

Phase 2 (1995 - 2004) 

This phase is the period of economic re-structuring and accelerated growth . The main part of the 
GAP hydropower and irrigation schemes will be completed. 

On the basis of experience gained through the demonstration schemes implemented in Phase 1, 
areas under new industrial crops and double c ropped will expand rapid ly along with the 
completion of irrigation schemes. Land use wi ll also become more intensive with mixed farming 
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and/or poultry farming combined with the cultivation of horticultural crops. Oevelopment of 
agro-related industries will be accelerated. 

lntensive land use in rural areas and development of agro-related industries have important 
implications to population distribution in the Region. in facı, active economic interactions 
between rural and urban areas represent a crucial aspect of the development in th is phase. On the 
one hand, urban functions will have to be strengthened, and on the other hand growth of rural 
areas should be encouraged with the assurance of good access to urban services and markets tor 
their products. 

The provision of infrastructure and utilities in some cities will have to be strategically improved. 
Betterment of living conditions in villages should also be undertaken at the same time. 
Development needs during this phase may include artery highways (Gaziantep - Şanlıurfa -
Diyarbakır) , selected secondary roads, selective railway reinforcement, industrial estates, water 
supply and sewerage tor major ci ties, an international ai rport and con tainer depots. 
The ports just outside the Region will be upgraded with container handling capacities. 

Phase 3 be ond 2005 

By the beginning of this phase, most industrial crops will have been ful ly expanded, although the 
maximum yields may not have been attained. Export markets will have been established tor 
agricultural products and manufactured goods. Stable and self-sustained growth should be 
realized. 

This phase will be characterized by active private sector investment not only in production 
activities but also in some infrastructure and social services. Major urban cen ters will be equipped 
with some higher order service functions such as a communication/conference center and 
higher education/ advanced technology development. lnternational tourism will also be well 
established by this time. The ultimate goaı of the development of the-GAP region may be the 
enhancement of an open society with an open economy directly linked to many countries as well 
as other regions of Turkey, which provides the meeting place lor people of different backgrounds. 

(3) Spatial development structure and process 

S atial develo ment structure 

The Region 's spatial development structure is characterized by the fairly well developed road 
networks, relatively sparse settlement distribution anda few major cities where various economic 
activities are concentrated together with administrative functions and the military. Within the 
Region, there are two east - west highways: one in the south connecting three out of six provincial 
capitals, viz. Gaziantep, Şanlıurfa and Mardin, and the other serving the remaining three, viz. 
Adıyaman , Diyarbak ı r and Siirt. The inter-regional freight and passenger movements are 
dominantly along a southeast - northwest axis. Main road linkages from the Region pass through 
Elaz ığ/Malatya and Adana. 

For planning the Region's spatial development, a kinked development axis may be hypothesized, 
connecting the three major cities: i.e. Gaziantep, Şanlıurfa and Diyarbakır (Figure 3.1 ). Gaziantep 
is not only the gateway from the Mediterranean coast, but easily connected to Adana, a nodal 
point on inter-regional traffics as noted above. Diyarbakır is the distribution cen ter tor goods from 
the inland, connected to Elazığ and Malatya. 

The combined population of all the ci ties and settlements in the corridor along th is development 
axis was 1 .2 million in 1985. Further concentration of various economic activities in this corridor 
will be more easi ly attained than any other areas in the Region. At the same time, the development 
of other areas will have to be effectively attained. For this purpose, firs t the economic interactions 
between the corridor areas and other areas of high potential should be promoted. Second, the 
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development of the hinterlands of high potential areas should be induced by improving the 
service provision of central cities in each high potential area. 

The basic strategy tor the spatial development of the Region is summarized. 

1) Consolidation of the corridor along the kinked development axis by providing improved 
infrastructure and utilities and encouraging location of strategic industries, and 

2) Expansion of this corridor by promoting economic interactions between the corridor area and 
otherareas of high potential, aiming at inducing the development o f respective hinterlands. 

s 
in the short-to mid-term, main development ettorts should be focused on the corridor defined 
above. Urban infrastructure and utilities in the major cities should be improved as well as physical 
linkages between them. As the irrigated agriculture develops in the hinterlands with the 
implementation of major schemes, active rural-urban interactions should be sought. Strategic 
industries to process increased agricultural produce would find their locations within the corridor 
or secondary towns with the improved physical links to/ from the respective hinterlands. A full 
range of service activities related to agriculture would be provided in these and other secondary 
towns, including major distribution depots, financial institutions, major storage and agro -
processing facilities. Outside the corridor accelerated growth will lake place only in selected 
population centers. 

The expansion of the corridor will lake place first from Diyarbakır to Batman, and !rom Gaziantep 
and Şanlı urla to Adıyaman. in particular, the Ad ıyaman area is in a unique position encircled by the 
corridor and a few of large cities just outside the Region, viz. Elaz ığ , Malatya and K. Maraş. 
Although some portion of the productive land will be inundated by the Atatürk reservoir, 
rural-based development can be expected in this area, il complementary rural-urban interactions 
are effectively realized. · 

The corridor will be further consolidated as the intermediate cities develop with irrigated 
agriculture in the hinterland such as Siverek and Birecik. The corridor expansion will proceed also 
!rom Şanlıurfa to Viranşeh i r. The Diyarbakır-Batman axis will be fu rther extended to Siirt, and the 
inter-connection between Diyarbakır and Mardin will become important. The development axis 
will be further extended from Mardin/ Kızıltepe to Cizre/ Silopi and from Siirt to 
Şırnak/Cizre/Silopi (subsection 4.2.3). 

in this process, functional and hierarchical divisions among cities should beJurther clarified . The 
city of Şanlıurfa , in the middle of main corridor having in its hinterland the most promising irrigation 
schemes, can become a regional center, equipped with some higher order functions such as 
communication / conference and advanced education/ technology development. Gaziantep will 
consolidate its industrial base to become an export-oriented manufacturing center, and 
Diyarbakır will be a regional commercial center. 

The corridor eventually will have dual functions. To the southern periphery, it would serve as a 
consolidated and robust base with several strategic industries located. To the inland, it would hold 
the rich and versatile rural economy capitalized on the Atatürk reservoir. The corridor will provide 
not a barrier but a meeting place between the east and west and the north and south. 

3.2 Agricultural Development Scenarios 

in the short to medium term, agriculture will be dominantly rainfed . lmprovement of productivity in 
rainfed agriculture , therefore, should receive serious attention. The long-term development of 
agriculture in the GAP region wil l, on the other hand, depend heavi ly on the implementation of the 
GAP irrigation schemes. Therefore, the development scenarios for the Region 's agriculture may 
be drawn with the focus on the irrigation development. 
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(1) Rate of irrigation development 

Ori inal schedule 

The rate of irrigation development as originally planned by DSI is shown in Table 3.1. This calls lor 
completion of irrigation networks covering 1.6 million ha by the year 2002. This may be 
considered to represent the maximum rate of irrigation development. 

A slightly s lower rate of irrigation development wi th the total of 1.6 million ha irrigation by 2005 wi ll 
require DSI to complete its irrigation works on almost 100,000 ha per year. Given the pr.esent 
status of the GAP projeci and DSl's proven capacity ,this should be feasible provided that 
sufficient financing is made avai lable. However, it will be extremely difficult lor General 
Directorate of Rural Affairs (GDRA) to complete the on-farm development at a comparable rate. 
The Şanlı urla GDRA office indicated !hat they now have on-farm development capacity of 1,000 
ha per year but !hat 3,000 ha per year could be achieved by supplementing GDRA office capacity 
with contractors. 

Land redistribution and consolidation 

üne reason lor the lack of GDRA activities in the GAP region is the delay in carrying out the 
redistribution of farm lands expropriated under the land reform law and lands belonging to the 
State. The agrarian reform agency's goal to complete land redistribution lor Şanlıurfa province by 
1990 and lor the remainder of the Region by 1992 may not be easily achieved. 

Extension and research 

Successful transformation of the Region's agriculture from its current pattern of dry land cereals 
and pulses to an intensive irrigated agriculture with a minimum of fallow wi ll cali lor proper 
provision of extension services and research activities. in Şanlıurfa, the Provincial Directorate of 
MAFRA in charge of extension and research coordination has just started to gear up lor the large 
scale introduction of irrigated agriculture. The various research organizations are continuing to 
test varieties under both dryland and irrigated conditions but have done very little research on 
crop rotations and irrigation practices. 

The World Barik financed TYUAP projeci (Appendix A-1) provides support to the reorganization 
and strengthening of the extention services in the selected provinces and lor the Southeast 
Anatolia Agricultural Research lnstitute in Diyarbak ı r . The fallow reduction program and the 
second crop program results will also be used to select new crops to be introduced in the newly 
irrigated areas. With ali these efforts, however, it will take several years to establish appropriate 
farming practices lor many irrigation schemes and to realize the optimal yields after the 
completion of each irrigation development. 

Experience in other irrigation projects both in Turkey and elsewhere shows that once water is 
available, farmers will want to utilize it even though on-farm works are not completed. Moreover 
with plentifu l suppl ies of water there is a tendency to overirrigate leading to rising water tables and 
eventually to salinization. To avoid such problems it is extremely important that drainage and 
on-farm development are completed when irrigation is started. The large discrepancy between 
the expected pace of irrigation development and the extremely limited capacity for on-farm works 
is a critical problem to be redressed. 
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(2) Step-wise implementation 

in view of the factors reviewed above, step-wise implementation of the GAP irrigation schemes 
may be conceived. The basic idea is to concentrate the development efforts on the most 
promısıng sub-projects in the short to medium term, while formulating lenger term measures by 
utilizing ınformation to be obtained in the meantime through basic research, monitoring of 
ongoing projects, and developments in the domestic and export markets. 

General criteria to be applied in this step-wise implementation would be: 

· early implementation of priority schemes including those at advanced development stages, 

· attaintment of higher productivity by higher cropping intensity with proper water management 
and extension services, and 

· maximization of geographic dispersion of irrigation benefits or better dıstribution of inceme 
within the Region. 

The step-wise implementation would allow better cost-effectiveness of irrigation investment by 
increasing the unit benefit per ha and more effective provision of extension services. On-farm 
development can keep betler pace with the development of irrigation facilities so that salinization 
and water logging due to lack of sufficient drainage will be minimized. The step-wise 
implementation would also facilitate the concomitant improvement of land tenure systems, 
organization of farmers and provision of new agricultural inputs as compared with the case where 
these efforts will be spread over much larger irrigation areas. 

(3) Cropping patterns 

The present and expected cropping patterns in the Region aredominated by cereals, pulses and 
cotton. This cropping pattern can be diversified by promoting three groups of crops. 

Turkey has been deficient in oil seeds and this deficiency is likely to remain in the short to medium 
term. Production of oil seeds in the Region should be emphasized to reduce this deficit and 
possibly contribute to exports. Sesame, groundnut and maize oil are high priced commodities 
with good export prospects. The çake can be both exported and will contribute to the livestock 
feed base. Other oil seeds that can be grown are soybeans, sunflower, rape and safflower. Safflower 
is native to Turkey but grown only on a very limited scale. Further research and trials will be 
necessary before it is introduced on a signifıcant scale. 

Another group of crops lor agro-processing are fruits and vegetables. Olive oil , tomato paste, 
grape processing and some other reg ionaly grown fruits appear promising. 

Further diversification can be achieved by introducing new strategic crops. üne such promising 
crop to be planted immediately after cereals is high yielding sorghum. They yield up to 4.5 tons 
per ha as compared to yields of 1.5 tons/ ha with traditional varieties. Sorghum can be substituted 
lor maize in livestock feed and has established export markets. 

The third group of crops are forage crops and feed grains. Sorghum grain and maize lor si lage are 
the two most promising crops. lncreased production of feed crops will be one of essential 
conditions for improving the present low productivity stock raising practices. · 

The emphasis on these three groups will increase the crop diversity and cropping intensity in the 
irrigated areas. 
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Cro rotations 

The cropping patterns to be proposed are at best notional, as solid research results in the Region 
on irrigated crop rotations are very limited. it is proposed to planı cotton on land which either was 
fallow in winter or produced quick maturing crops that could be harvested in time to planı cotton, 
i.e. win ter vegetables, oil seeds or pulses. 

Af ter the winter wheat, it is proposed to planı oil seeds, maize or summer vegetables. The exact 
mix will depend on yields, market demand and costs. However, the experience in other countries 
shows a wheal/soya rotation has been very profitable since the same machinery can be used lor 
both crops, and it is possible to planı soybean into the wheat stubble withou t further land 
preparation (minimum ti llage system). Maize has been successfu llygrown in the GAP region with 
plantings in the first week of July and high yields. 

To reduce ferti lizer requirements, it is important to have a leguminous crop in the rotation. Thus 
cotton and maize should be followed by a winter growing leguminous crop - i.e. pulses or oil 
seeds such as rapeorsafflower. Wheat would be followed byoil seeds or pulses in most cases but 
by maize or summer vegetables when the harvest is late. Vetch can be planted right after cotton 
followed by maize. Beneficial effects of vetch have been observed for two years following the 
ve tch harvest raising yields on subsequent maize and cotton. A notional cropping pattern at full 
development is shown in a simplified form (Table 3.2.). 

3.3. lndustrial Development Scenarios 

(1) lndustrialization process 

Successful development of the strategic industries will be the first substantial step of the 
industrialization in the GAP region. This will provide a basis for subsequent industrial 
development in terms of capital, entrepreneurship, technical and managerial skills. This, 
combined with the trend development of consumer goods and construction materials industries, 
will lead to the inducement o f other industries through forward and backward linkages and related 
economic activities. 

The increase in income as a resul! of !his initial development will set the stage tor further 
industrialization in the Region. The strategic industries will grow with more establishments, taking 
advantage of expanding markets as well as demonstrated production and management 
technologies. Trend acceleration of consumer goods and construction materials industries will 
also take place, as the urbanization proceeds. 

As the Region's socio-economic and income levels are enhanced, new industries will emerge to 
meet the increasing demands from other sectors. The fertilizer industry will be established, 
fo llowed by agricultural machinery and equipment industry, as the Region's agriculture improves. 
Eventually, the general machinery industry will be established. 

(2) lndustries of strategic importance 

Assessment of industries 

Prospective manufacturing industries that may be newly in troduced or much enhanced in the 
GAP region were first enumerated (Appendix 8 -2). For those industries. a preliminary 
assessment has been made by using the following five criteria: 

1 ) Procurement of raw materials, 
2) Labour requirement and required skili levels, 
3) Capital requirement, 
4) Marketing prospect, and 
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5) Need for utilities - electricity, water supply and wastewater treatment. 

For each criterion , the degree of sufficiency and insufficiency in the Region has been assessed 
respectively in five ranks. 

Degree of sufficiency 

1) Not sufficient but promising tor the future, 
2) Not sufficient but promising in the near future, 
3) Sufficient, 
4) Sufficient and promising tor the future , 
5) Sufficient and promising tor the near tutu re. 

Degree of insufficiency 

1) lnsufficient but promising in the near future, if some promotion measures are taken, 
2) lnsufficient but promising in the future, if some promotion measures are laken, 
3) lnsufficient, 
4) lnsufficient and .slow deterioration, 
5) lnsufficient and rapid deterioration. 

The score of 1 to 5 was given to the degree of sufficiency and the score of -1 to -5 to the degree of 
insufficiency, and the total score has been found out tor each sub-sector industry. The results are 
summarized in Table 3.3. 

Pros tive industries 

Based on the ranking in Table 3.3 and other considerations such as environmental effects 
prospective industries can be identified. Those sub-sector industries having the highest scores 
should be selected. Those sub-sector industries mutually related should be selected even it 
some of them have relatively small scores. Some having medium scores should be selected as 
they may have comparative advantage, because they are concentrated in a few provinces causing 
a low overall score. 

Thus the following sub-sector industries may be selected as promising . 

Wheat-related industry 

- Wheat flour 
- Macaroni/semolina 

Cotton-related industry 

Ginning 
Corded cotton yarn/Mercerized cotton yarn 
Cotton fabrics 
Cotton wool 
Wearing apparel 

Edible oils industry 

- Raw edible oils 
- Refined edible oi ls 
- Animal feed 
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Livestock industry 

Slaughtering 
Tannery (hides and skins) 
Meal processing 
Leather shoes 
Milk processing 

Construction materials industry 

- Concrete blocks/ Ready made concrete products 
- Tiles and bricks 
- Pipes made of cement 

Others 

Printing and publishing 

Of the industries listed above, those in the tirsi four groupsseem to be more promising in terms of 
impact on the Region 's economy and conformity to the basic strategy tor industrial development. 
Construction materials industry and printing and publishing industry will grow only following the 
trend , as the income in the Region increases and the urbanization proceeds. Other industries that 
deserve further investigation include vegetables/fruits processing, canning and bottling , packing 
materials, pistachio processi ng , fish processing and canning / packaging. 

Other kinds of industries were also assessed qualitatively. Tourism related industries conform to 
the basic strategy, especially if a variety of potential tourism resources within the Region are 
effectively developed tor fo reign tourism. No mining industries seem to be qualified as strategic 
industries. Al though the petroleum refinery , copper products, fertilizer, cement and ceramics are 
important mining-related industries, the known reserves are small, and products are domestic 
market oriented. 

Another set of industries that will develop in the Region will be those serving the primary 
production/ processing oriented industries. These include casting, turning , and spare parts 
producers. Another set of industries are those producing consumer goods such as furni ture, 
utensils, and chemicals. These two sets of industries will develop ata later stage following the 
establishment of industries detailed above, and the growth of population and income in the 
Region . 

Selection of strat ic industries 

The following industries have been selected as the industries of strategic importance for five GAP 
provinces, except Gaziantep. 

Adıyaman : Tourism-related industries; 
Diyarbakır : Edible oils (main) and animal feed industries; 
Mardin : Semolina/ pasta, ginning and fruit processing ; 
Siirt : Meat Processing and leather industries; 
Şanlıurfa : Textile-garment (main) and edible oils animal feed industries. 

These industries already exist in the Region but will be much enhanced and expanded in 
the future. The selection should not imply that other industries could not be strategic industries 
nar that the strategic industry in one province should not be established in another province. 
Rather it implies that at least these industries should be established in the respective provinces. 
Conditions for development are described below for each of them. 
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(3) Tourism-related industries in Adıyaman 

Resources/raw materials 

Tourism-related industries include construction industries lor tourism faci lities and various 
service industries. Raw materials lor these industries can be mostly procured within the province, 
including most construction materials, foodstuffs tor hotels, restaurants and catering services 
and some materials tor souvenir such as black stone. Some specialized construction materials tor 
tourism facilities will be imported from other provinces. 

The province of Adıyaman is the richest in potential tourism resources , including Mt. Nemrut and 
other historical ruins. The reservoir to be created by the Atatürk dam will provide additional 
significant opportunity for tourism. Distance is short from potential access points such as Malatya, 
Diyarbakır , Şan l ıurfa and Gaziantep. 

Conditions for develo ment 

in order to develop the tourism related industries in Adıyaman , the following conditions will have 
to be satisfied: 

improvement of access from Malatya outside the Region, Şanlı urfa and Gaziantep, 

better passage of the reservoir in the north to improve access from Diyarbakır , 

afforestation around the reservoir and creation ofa water-based recreation area, and 

- supporting facilities including a tourism training/ information center as well as improved 
accommodations and restaurants. 

(4) Edible oils and animal feed industries in Diyarbakır 

Raw materials 

The production of oil seed in Diyarbakır at present is 22,000 tons cotton seed, 5,500 tons 
sunflower, and 2,000 tons sesame. With this production quantity, an edible oils industry of 4,000 
tons/year capacity can be established. With the implementation of the GAP irrigation schemes, 
the production of these kinds of oil seed wi ll increase two to four times. in addition, large amount of 
soybean and maize will become available as additional raw materials. 

Conditions for develo ment 

Diyarbakır satisfies the requirements lor establishment of edible oil extraction and refining. This 
includes availability of labor, utilities, and support services/ industries. 

Markets 

Export markets for edible oils are potentially large. The annual rate of increase in 1960-80 of edible 
oils export from developing countries to OECD countries was 11.4 % . Turkey is sti li a significant 
importer of edible oils (140,000 tons in 1982/83) , but exports are also increasing (60,000 tons in 
1982/83) due primarily to olive oil. Domestic production is currently constrained by the shortage 
of raw materials. 

(5) lndustries in Mardin 

Raw materials 

A set of smaller manufacturing establishments are envisaged in Mardin tor short to medium term 
on the basis of raw materials avai lability. Flour milis have re lative adv8:ntage in the province in view 
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of present production of wheat contributing to 20 % of the regional production and the existence 
of priority irrigation schemes. Seed cleaning can be established as the productioo of various 
grains increases and soybean introduced. 

Fruits production in Mardin is generally larger than in Adıyaman, Siirt and Şanlıurfa, and 
comparable to the level in Diyarbakır. The province at present is the largest producer of apricot in 
the Region. it is also a larger producer of grapes comparable to Diyarbakır and only next to 
Gaziantep. 

More than 100,000 ha of land will be irrigated in Mardin at full development. A significant portion of 
this land is expected to be used tor cotton production , which will support a number of ginning 
plants and possibly cotton yam production. 

Conditions for development 

Flour milis and ginneries can be established in the near future. For subsequent establishment of 
pasta industry and cotton yam production, the successful implementation of major irrigation 
schemes is the prerequisite. For the former, the province will have to specialize in the production 
of hard wheat. 

For the establishment of fruits processing industry, the production within the province will have to 
increase tor selected fruits or more raw materials will have to be transported from the 
neighbouring provinces. it stone covered and slope land of the province can be effectively 
utilized, the grape production can be significantly increased to justify a winery. 

Markets 

Wheat flour, pasta and cotton products are primarily tor domestic markets. Processed fruits and 
wine should aim at intemational markets. Nectar drinks may find their marketsin the neighbouring 
Middle East countries, for which Mardin has locational advantage. 

(6) Meat processing and leather industries in Siirt 

Raw materials 

Siirt has the largest number of goats, although the popu lation of other livestock is relatively small. 
The population of cattle can be significantly increased by intensive stock raising methods such as 
non-grazing and stall grazing initiated recently with in the province. However, the present 
livestock population is sufficient tor establishing a major livestock industry in the province. lnputs 
that have to be imported from the westem part of Turkey are chemicals for leather processing. 

Conditions for development 

Two important points tor successful establishment of meat processing are assurance of sanitary 
conditions and improvement of product lines. For sanitation, the following conditions will have to 
be satisfied: 

improvement of veterinary services, 

establishment of sanitary slaughterhouses, 

installation of chil ling facilities at slaughterhouses and vehicles, and 

packaging (with p lastic containers). 

The product lines should be improved from carcase base to prime cuts of meat to reduce transport 
costs, tor ease of packaging, and lor full util ization of materials within the province. 
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Another important consideration is to establish a complete system of ali the related facilities, 
ıncluding the slaughterhouse, meat processing, processing lor animal feed materials, leather 
processing and other ancillary facilities. in this way. total investment costs can be minimized and 
production processes will be designed in a most efficient way and regıonal value-added 
maxımized . Also. more complete pollution control can be realized minimizing organic wastes and 
installing as an integral component, a wastewater treatment facility. 

Markets 

Despite the seve re competition in international markets, export prospects tor processed meat are 
high, provided that the sanitary conditions are observed and product lınes are improved as 
described above. 

The main export market tor meat from Turkey is the Middle East. Competition ıs very severe with 
suppliers of Australia and New Zealand. However, Turkey has the following advantages: 

low transportation costs due to the vicinity to the market, 

- cultural and religious ties with the market countries, 

- large share of mutton meat and preference tor the tat tailed sheep meat, 

- less stringent inspection standards in the market countries. 

Export of hides, skins and furskins from Turkey has been rapidly increasing as indicated below: 

1982 1985 - --------
Volume (tons) 
Value (million US$) 

13 
0.08 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Turkey, 1987 

915 
1. 7 

Promising leather products include coats and shoes, aiming at exports to the OECD and other 
developed countries. 

(7) Textile-hygienic products in Şanlıurfa 

Raw materials 

The production of cotton lint in the province of Şanlıurfa is at 25,000 tons/year. Several-fold 
increase is expected as the GAP irrigation schemes are implemented. Thus the establishment of 
this strategic industry is justified. 

Conditions for development 

As the product lines, hygienic products such as absorbentcotton, gauze and non-woven cloth are 
conceived in addition to the main product line tor cotton yam and fabrics. Such product 
diversification should take place in steps. 

A large amount of clean water is required to bleach inputs tor hygienic products (about 1 O tons 
water per ton of hygienic products). Effluent water treatment is also required. Sanitary and 
complete packaying is another condition in the case of hygienic products. 

Markets 

Export prospects are fair. Demand in domestic and export markets, however, is slow growing, 
and thus the expansion of production capacity should be planned in due consideration of demand 
tor different products. The OECD countries adopt quota systems tor these products, but export ın 
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excess of the quota is al lowed with the payment of surcharge. 

Turkish textile exports have increased rapidly from US$ 1 O million in 1979 to US$ 2.7 billion in 
1987. 

Export to production ratios are high: 54 % tor cotton yarn and 75 % tor kn itted cotton. lmport of 
textile products is comparatively low (US$ 145 million in 1985). These facts indicate that the 
domestic market is nearly saturated with domestic supply of textile products and that the 
expansion of this industry wi ll be conditional on the increase in raw materials supply and the 
expansion of export markets. 

(8) lndustries in Gaziantep 

A full range of manufacturing and trade industries exist in Gaziantep with many large scale 
establishments and subcontract enterprises. No serious problem is observed in procuring raw 
materials and marketing products as 13 provinces in the eastern Turkey are considered the 
hinterland of Gaziantep. lndustrial agglomeration has already been established, and the 
manufacturing industry is in a self-growing cycle. The trend development and the trend 
acceleration of consumer goods industry and some construction materials industry will take place 
mainly in Gaziantep with increasing demand in this and other provinces. 

A challenge tor the Gaziantep industries is how to re-organize them to cope with the international 
markets. The tendency to avoid cooperation among related enterprises and insufficient capacity 
of the trade sector are the problems here. However, in view of the fairly established status of the 
manufacturing industry in Gaziantep, what will be needed is guidance and technical support to 
improve product quality and assistance in export marketing. 
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Table 3.1: DSI Original Schedule for Completion of GAP lrrigation Projects 

lrrigation Schemes 

1. Urfa-Harran 
2. Mardin-Ceylanpınar 1 st stage 
3. Mardin-Ceylanpınar 2nd stage 
4. Siverek-Hilvan pumped 
5. Bozova pumped 
6. Suruç-Baziki 
7. Adıyaman-Kahta 
8. Adıyaman-Göksu-Araban 
9. Gaziantep 

1 O. Dicle right bank 
11 . Dicle right bank-pumped 
12. Batman right bank 
13. Batman left bank 
14. Batman-Silvan 
15. Garzan 
16. Silopi 
17. Nusaybin-Cizre-idil 

lrrigated Land Total 

Dryland Total 

Source: DSI 

lrrigation 
Area (ha) 

141 ,535 
230,130 
104,809 
160,105 

69,702 
146,500 

77,409 
71 ,598 
81 ,670 
52,033 
74,047 
18,758 
18,986 

213,000 
60,000 
32,000 
89,000 

1,641 ,282 

1,439,900 

Completion 
Date 

1992 
1996 
2000 
2002 
1995 
2000 
1994 
1997 
1997 
1993 
1993 
1993 
1993 
2001 
2002 
2002 
2002 



Table 3.2: Notional Cropping Pattern tor the Master Plan 

Crop 
· Primary crops 

Wheat 
Barley and other feed grains 
Lenti l and dry bean 
Cotton 
Winter vegetables 
Perrenials * 
Sub-total 

Secondary crops 
Soy be an 
Corn and fodder crops 
Groundnut 
Sunflower 
Sesame 
Vegetables, including tomatoes and potatoes 
Sub-total 

Total (Crop intensity) 

* lnclude pistachios, grapes, fruit trees, poplar and tree nursery 

(Unit: % ) 

share in total area 

25 
15 
8 

25 
2 

20 
95 

10 
8 
5 
5 
5 
6 

39 
134 



Table 3.3: Ranklng of Prospective lndustries for the GAP Region 

Subsector Score Subsector Score 

1 Wheat flour 89 36 Semi-kamgharn yarns 23 
2 Ginning 73 37 Slippers and sporting shoes 23 
3 Raw edible oil 64 38 Plastic shoes 21 
4 Pistachio 62 39 Canned vegetables 18 
5 Macaroni 48 40 Dried Food 18 
6 Corded cotton yam 47 41 Sewing thread 18 
7 Hand made carpets (wool) 47 42 Jute yarn 18 
8 Refined edible oi l 46 43 Embroidered fabrics 18 
9 Slaughtering 43 44 Fertilizer 18 

1 O Concrete briquette 42 45 Plastic receptacle (bucket ete.) 18 
11 Ready made concrete 42 46 Nails 18 
12 Knitting fabrics 40 47 Bottle cap and lids 18 
1 3 Cotton fabrics 38 48 Asbestos cement sheets 18 
14 Tannery 37 49 Auto parts 18 
15 Poultry meat 35 50 Kamgam yarn 17 
16 Bijouterie 34 51 Sacks textile bag 17 
17 Tiles and brick 34 52 Pure cotton knitting yam 17 
18 Pipes made of cement 34 53 Chip plate 17 
19 Shoes made of leather 33 54 T om at o sauce 16 
20 Printing and publishing 33 55 Air condition equipment 16 
21 Knitting ready made clothes 32 56 Tin boxes 16 
22 Quick lime 32 57 Mixed cotton yarn 15 
23 Refined salt 31 58 Pipes made of asbestos cement 15 
24 Hand made carpets silk 31 59 Marble plate 15 
25 Soinary products 31 60 Mineral water 13 
26 Cotton wool 31 61 Rose water and oil 13 
27 Wearing apparel 30 62 Tobacco processing 11 
28 Felt and felt products 30 63 Leather clothes 11 
29 Concrete columns 30 64 Furniture 11 
30 Soft drink bottling 28 65 Towel and similar fabrics 10 
31 Seeding machine 28 66 Ready made towel and bath robe 10 
32 Mercerised cotton yarn 28 67 Tanks tor water gas and fuel 9 
33 Milk processing 26 68 Agricultural insecticides 
34 Hard pipes made of plastic 26 69 Barby wire, brided wire 
35 Furniture and fixture 25 

* Ranking by the Consultant 
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Chapter iV 

DEVELOPMENTFRAMEWORKS 

4.1 Socio-Economic Framework 

4.1.1 Method and data 

(1) Method 

A socio-economic framework or macro-frame tor regional development planning specifies 
development targets or the level of development in some target year by selected socio-economic 
indices projected in a mutually consistent way. A simple model is used tor such projection. Main 
indices used in the model are the gross regional product (GRP) and its breakdown into 
agriculture, industry, construction and services, the population broken down into urban and rural, 
the total employment and the per capita GRP. 

Value-added 

Value-added due to the planned GAP irrigation schemes is estimated by adopting simplified 
cropping patterns and the unit value-added per ha by crop obtained from the crop budget 
analysis. Value-added on dry land is estimated by determining the total dry land area after 
irrigation development and incorporating future increase in productivity on dry land. 

Value-added in livestock sector is estimated separately by specifying productivity level in the 
future. Value-added of inland fishery, forestry and other related activities has been roughly 
estimated and added to make the total agriculture value-added. 

Prospective manufacturing industries that will be established or much enhanced in the GAP 
reg ion have been identified (Section 3.3). Value-added of these industries has been estimated 
individually. For each industry, the availability of raw materials has been examined on the basis of 
the envis ioned increase in crop and livestock production, the input-output ratio and prices of both 
main inputs and outputs are determined, and the value-added is calcu lated (Appendix A-2). 

The utility sector in the GAP region will be dominated by the electricity subsector, as the planned 
GAP hydropower schemes are implemented. The utility value-added is estimated from the 
amount of hydroelectric energy to be generated. 

Construction activities are determined by public investment, housing expenditure and industrial 
development. The construction sector value-added in the GAP region is estimated by assuming 
the public investment allocation to different types of projects to be implemented within the Region 
and estimating investment requirements tor housing and industrial development. 

The servjces sector value-added is estimated simply by applying service multipliers to 
agriculture, industry and construction sectors. 

Population and labour force 

For each broad sector, the un it value-added per person engaged in the particular sector or the 
employment coefficient has been determined based on the pası relationships between the 



production, value-added and employment. The model incorporates the future increase in labour 
productivity specified by sector. From the value-added and the employment coefficient, the 
model calculates labour requi rements or employment opportunities to be generated by sector. 

The total labour requirement in the future is converted to population by multiplying the labour 
force participation ratios with the ratio of working age in the total population. The former is the ratio 
of those actually working in the working age population. 

The urban population is estimated on the basis of employments in industry, construction and 
services. The rural population size is derived from employments in agriculture, though some 
agricultural employees may live in settlements officially classified as urban. 

(2) Data 

The base year is taken to be the year 1985 and the target year 2005. All the variables and 
parameters expressed in monetary terms are in June 1988 prices. Base year conditions are taken 
from the available estim ate tor value-added (Table 2.4) and SiS census results tor population and 
employment. Coefficients are estimated from the recent statistics to the extent available. in other 
cases, assumptions had to be made. Data used in projecting value-added, population and labour 
force are given in Appendix C. 

4.1.2 Alternative socio-economic frameworks 

(1) Trend projection 

The trend projection represents what the socio-economy of the Region will be in the future , if 
things go as they have been. it has been conducted by taking the trend population projection asa 
basis, and such levels of economic activities that would support the projected population are 
found out. 

According to the trend projection, the Region's economy wi ll grow at the average rate of 4. 7% per 
annum with agriculture growing at 2.7% , industry at 6.0% , construction 4.6% and services 5.8%. 
This resul! may be compared with the available estimates of provincial value-added by sector, 
which give the average annual growth of 4.6% for the overall economy of the six GAP provinces, 
and 2.6% tor the agricultural value-added during 1980-85. 

The total population will grow at the average annual rate of 2.9% to reach 7. 7 million in 2005, with 
urban population growing at 4.2% and rural population at 1.2% per annum. The per capita GRP 
will grow from TL 862 thousand in 1985 to TL 1 ,232 thousand in 2005 at the average annual rate of 
1.8%. 

(2) Scenario projections 

Development projections tor the Region are made for three separate cases. in one case 
(Alternative A) , all of the initially planned area will be irrigated. This will resu l! in some reduction in 
the energy generation. As a second alternative (Alternative B). the Government may aim at 
maximum power generation subject to the implementation of priority irrigation schemes. 

GAP implementation may be constrained by the limited availability of public funds and other 
resources, or slower development may be preferred for reasons discussed at the end of this 
section. in this case, only the priori ty irrigation and hydropower schemes (Section 5.1 ) will be 
implemented (Alternative C) 

The results of scenario projections are summarized in Table 4.1. The trend projection is also 
shown tor the purpose of comparison . 
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4.1.3 Evaluation 

(1) Policy framework 

The development of the GAP region wi ll have to be planned and evaluated within a framework 
consistent with the development of national socio-economy and resource allocation policies of 
the Government. The following are envisaged at the national level. 

The current public sector deficit is expected to be reduced in line with the Goverment policy to 
control high inflation rates. Since the rapid economic growth in recent years has been generated 
primarily by domestic demand fueled mainly by the public sector, the public fixed capital 
investment growth will have to be slowed down. 

The public fixed investment growth needs to be suppressed substantially over the medium term, 
and the economic growth will have to be lowered than the average attained during 1980-85 ( 4.8 % 
per annum). in the longer run, the real GDP will resume higher growth with public fixed investment 
also growing ata slightly higher rate. 

For the regional plannig purposes, the average growth rate of the national economy is taken to be 
5.4 % per annum during 1985-2005, and the growth of public fixed investment 4.0 % per annum. 

(2) Additional criteria and data 

in addition to the socio-economic indices used in the projection model, the following criteria are 
used to evaluate the development alternatives. 

Public investment 

Public investment requirements under Alternatives A,B and C are estimated by projeci tor 
agriculture and energy sectors in each project. For other sectors, overall regional estimates are 
made. 

lnvestment costs of the orig inal GAP irrigation and hydropower schemes have been taken from 
existing study reports or estimated on the basis of data contained in such reports. On-farm 
development costs are calculated by determining the unit cost per ha for each scheme. Cost of 
power transmission and distribution as well as other related costs are added to investment 
requirements tor energy sector. 

Public investments in housing , education and health services are estimated on the basis of 
projected population and assumed service levels. in principle, the attainment of the present 
national average is the target. 

For manufacturing and mining sectors, the public investments will increase at 2.0% per annum. 
Growth in public investments in transportation and other services will derive from the growth of 
regional economy. 

lnvestment efficiency 

The efficiencyof GAP investment is measured by the incremental capital-output ratio, i.e. the ratio 
of total investment including both public and private investments required to the increase in the 
total value-added to be attained. The private investment has been 65 - 75% of the total public 
investment in Turkey in recent years. This ratio is lower in the GAP region at around 45% . For the 
projection purposes, it is assumed that this ratio in the Region will increase steadily to reach 65% 
by 2005. 



External finance requirements 

External finance requirements tor GAP are estimated by determining foreign currecy portions of 
investment costs individually tor the GAP irrigation and hydropower schemes and overall tor the 
other sectors investments. The foreign currency portions are 25% lor irrigation faci lities, 60% tor 
power plants and 40% tor dams. The overall foreign currency portion of the GAP hydropower and 
irrigation schemes is 31 %. For other sectors, it is assumed to be 30% lor transportation, 25% tor 
manufacturing and mining and 10% lor all other sectors. 

(3) Evaluation 

The development alternatives are evaluated by several criteria (Table 4.2). 

Economic growth 

The highest economic growth, 7.7 % per annum during 1985-2005, can be attained under 
Altarnative A by implementing all the GAP irrigation and hydropower schemes by 2005. The per 
capita GRP figures, however, should be interpreted with caution. The alternative projections vary 
in their emphasis on different national and regional objectives. They imply different productivity, 
employment and population levels. 

Public investments 

Public investment requirements are generally in line with the expected economic growth, TL 
28,800 billion under Alternative A, TL 22,400 billion under Alternative 8 , and TL 20,600 billion 
under Alternative C during 1990-2005. Efficiency of public investment will be highest under 
Alternative C as indicated by the incremental capital-output ratio of 3.24 as compared with 3. 71 
under Alternative A and 3.27 under Alternative B. 

External finance 

External finance requirements are alsa generally in line with the expected economic growth. 
However, foreign currency portion of investment costs becomes s lightly higher comparatively as 
only priority projects are selectively implemented. 

Social services 

Under any alternative, the same social service levels have been assumed on per capita basis. in 
principle, enrollment ratios at different education levels and levels of health faci lities and 
personnel will attain at least the present national average levels. 

(4) Recommended framework 

Development alternatives attaining higher growth of the GAP region's economywill require larger 
public investment allocation. Efficiency of public investments into the GAP will be improved, if 
only priority schemes are selectively implemented, although the output levels will be lower. Thus 
a trade-off exists between the higher growth of the GAP region 's economy and the national 
economic efficiecy for public investments. This is a policy issue. 

However, in view of sizable public investment required for the GAP implementation and inherent 
uncertainties involved in long-term investment decisions, the deferment of non-priority 
projects (Al ternative C) is presently recommended. Under this alternative, the implementation 
period of the original GAP schemes wil l be extended over a lenger period. This will have the 
following favourable effects. 
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First, the allocation of public sector resources -financial, human and other- to GAP will be more 
compatib le with the requ irements of other regions. Also, initial investments wil l be more 
cost-effective, as only the priority schemes wi ll be implemented. Second , on-farm development 
can keep better pace with the development of irrigation facili ties. This in turn wi ll help to minimize 
the sal inization and water logging problems due to lack of sufficient drainage. 

Thi rd, future advance of technology can be incorporated in those schemes to be implemented in a 
later stage. in particular, those irrigation schemes which do not appear viable at present may be 
reformulated into viable ones. Thus the overall efficiency of GAP investments will be fu rther 
enhanced. 

According to the recommended framework, the Region's economy will grow at 6.8% per annum , 
with the agriculture and industry sectors growing respectively at 4.0% and 9.1 % . The projected 
value-added of these two sectors is given in Tabi es 4.3 and 4.4, respectıvely. The average annual 
growth of population wil l be 3.0%. The per capita GRP will grow at 3.7% per annum to attain TL 
1,784 thousand by 2005. This is the average growth rate over the period. lnitially, up to mid 
1990's, the growth wil l be around 5.5%, increasing to around 12% by 2005. 

4.2 Spatial Development Framework 

4.2.1 Land capability 

(1) Land classification 

The GAP region is composed mainly of the Lower Fırat and the Dicle river basins, and the upper 
Mesopotamian plains. The plains cover 20,000 km2 and are encircled by mountainous terrain on 
the east, north and west. 

Of the total land areaof 72,956 km2 , the cultivated land occupies 30,812 km2 or 42.2% of the total , 
consisting of 26,287 km2 or 36.0% dry farming land , 1,207 km2 or1.7% irrigated and the rest tor 
horticu lture and others. Pastures occupy 33.3% and 0.008% is used as meadows. Forest and 
bush cover 20.5%, and the settlements, marshes, river beds, rocks and water surfaces make up 
the balance. Present land use pattern has been analyzed based on 1978 data, as no recent data 
are available, and is schematically shown in Figure 4.1 . 

The land in the Region is classified into eight soi l classes. Classes 1, il and 111 are considered most 
suitable for cultivation. According to MAFRA (TOPRJ\KSU) classification, class iV is also suitable 
tor cultivation with some improvement measures. Of the total GAP land, 42.8% is suitable for 
cu ltivation within these fourclasses(Appendix D-1 ). Over 90% of the land in classes 1, il and 111 and 
some 65% of the land in classes iV have already been cultivated. About 445,000 ha in these 
classes are presently used as meadows, pastures, settlements or under bush covers. 

Surface stone coverage is a major problem. in classes 11, 11 1 and iV of soil , 37 .1 % of land is covered 
with stones. The problem is especially severe in Mardin, Şanl ı urfa and Diyarbakır where 
approximately halt of the cultivable land is covered with stones (Figure 4.2). 

The land of slope below 12% gradient is considered suitable tor cu ltivation. in the Region, 94% of 
the total land is in this category. The areas with slopes greater than 6% are located at the northern 
fringes of the Region and cover most of the Siirt province (Figure 4.3, Appendix D-1 ). 

Distribution of problem areas associated with land is summarized in Appendix D-1 . Salinity and 
alkalinity problems are minor, except the salinity problem in a small area in Adiyaman and in the 
Akçakale irrigation area. Drainage problems are also minimal with 4,408 ha of land of classes 11 , 111 
and iV soi l having insufficient drainage. 
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Wind erosion is observed in limited areas. Water erosion is a major problem. Moderate and strong 
water erosion is observed on classes 11 , 111 and iV soi l in all the provinces. in these soi l groups, 
61 -79 % of the land has moderate and 4-18 % has strong water erosion (figure 4.4). 

(2) Threshold analysis 

The criteria selected far land capabil ity evaluation are slope, soi l capability, erosion, irrigation 
projects and stone coverage. The following thresholds have been identified in the study. 

Slope 

An overall threshold of slope is considered to be 12% gradient. An intermediate threshold is 
identified as 6%. The land of slope 6 - 12% wi ll be used tor industrial and certain agricultural 
purposes. 

Soil capability 

On the basis of soi l capability classification by TOPRAK SU, classes 1, il and 111 soil is considered to 
constitute a threshold and reserved far agriculture. 

Erosion 

The TOPRAKSU classification is used, and seve re and very seve re levels of erosion are taken as 
erosion thresholds. 

lrrigation projects 

Areas under planned irrigation schemes are considered in principle as sites to be reserved far 
cultivation. However these areas have alsa been examined by other criteria far identification of 
erosion and other problems. 

Stone coverage 

Areas of classes il and 111 soil under stone coverage may be considered as future agricultural land. 

(3) Land use plan 

Based on the examination of present land use and the threshold analysis tor land capabil ity, a set 
of broad criteria have been established to guide the future land use decisions. Applying these 
criteria, a land use planning map has been prepared to show in an indicative way the land use 
pattern in the GAP region in the long term (Figure 4.5). 

The ownership of forest areas and communal pastures have major implications tor the analysis 
presented below. These could not be incorporated due to lack of data. in the fol lowing, controlled 
grazing is proposed far communal pastures while afforestation is recommended far publicly 
owned land. 

The following summarize the general criteria far future land use incorporated in the indicative land 
use planning map. 

Agricultural land 

Plain areas of classes 1, il and 111 soil should be reserved as the prime agricultural land. These areas 
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correspond largely to the DSI planned irrigation areas. Other areas of this category exist in small 
scale. They are also tor agriculture under irrigation either extending the planned irrigation network 
or by individual wells. 

Present cultivation areas of lower class soil should be tor less intensive agricultural uses. Existing 
pastures on lower class soil should be preserved in principle but improved it erosion problems 
exist. 

Certain parts of good quality soil are covered with stones, especially in Mardin, Şanlıurfa and 
Diyarbakır. Stone coverage by itself does not preclude the use of land tor agricultural purposes. it 
is reported that out of total stone covered area (820,000 to 970,000 ha depending on sources) 
367 ,000 ha may be improved economically (Şanlıurfa Provincial Directorate tor Rural Services). A 
further study is necessary to establish feasibility of stone removing projects, carefully analyzing 
soil depth and other soil characteristics and alternative land uses other than cultivation. 

Forestation/ lantations 

Land covered under the slope and erosion thresholds should be used tor either forestation or 
plantations, depending on the present land use and soil quality. il such land is at present planted 
with special crops such as pistachios and grapes, or the soil is of the fourth class, such land is 
proposed tor plantations with mandatory erosion control measures. Otherwise, the land should 
be designated lor forestation. 

Present pastures on land of low quality soil with very severe erosion should be turneci into forests. 
Plantations may be an alternative, if soil is fairly deep. 

Land having the gradient over 12 % would be the areas tor forest preservation it forests already 
exist or tor afforestation. 

The proposed forestation areas are encircling the Region. There are some patches of forests 
proposed in the interior, too. The existing land use of these areas is primarily pastures, followed 
by bush land. A considerably large pasture area is proposed to be converted to forests , as such 
land use is not efficient due to soil quality and existence of very severe erosion. 

Forestation around dam reservoirs is a must as described below. However, on the land use 
planning map, only the areas of very severe erosion are shown tor forestation. 

(4) Land use measures 

More important issues in future land use decisions, clarified through the preparation of the 
indicative land use planning map, are: 

1) enhancement of land productivity lor agriculture, 
2) tree planting and erosion control , and 
3) land lake tor urbanization and infrastructure. 

By comparing the land use planning map with the present land use map, main directions of future 
land use related to these issues may be clarified as follows. 

Chief means tor enhancing the land productivity tor agriculture are the management of irrigated 
land, destoning, and erosion control. in the case of irrigated land, drainage and land levelling will 
be of critical importance. 

Far forestation and erosion control, substantial areas of both bush land and pastures will be 
turneci into forests. in mountainous areas, existing pastures will be used tor this purpose. Other 
areas of severe erosion wi ll alsa be tor afforestation. 
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Soil conservation measures should be introduced to the cultivation areas having erosion 
problems such as terracing, buffer strip cropping and mulching. By the buffer strip cropping , 
alternate strips are planted with annual crops and grasses along contours. Even in absence of 
annual crops, permanent grass strips will trap the eroded materials and reduce the surface 
erosion. By mulching, chopped stubbles will be spread on land to protect soil !rom splash erosion 
and wind erosion. 

Main infrastructure-related land issues are the realignment of highways due to inundation by 
reservoirs, urban land take and land lor other new kinds of infrastructure such as organized 
industrial sites, international class airports, container depots and grain storage faci lities. These 
issues should be addressed on individual project basis within a broad framework of land use 
proposed by the Master Plan. 

The Master Plan envisions the concentration of development activi ties first in the areas better 
served with existing infrastructure. in particular, more industries and population will concentrate 
along the kinked development axis connecting Gaziantep, Şanlıurfa and Diyarbakır, and 
subsequently expand into other corridors. Such spatial development would provide 
opportunities to guide urban development in such a way that conflict with agriculture on land use 
will be minimized as compared with the case where development efforts are more dispersed. 

Two key measures will be prerequisites to promote such spatial development. 

1) Detailed land use planning should be conducted lor major urban areas within the corridor 
in the consistent framework of regional spatial development. 

2) Policy measures should be introduced to enforce environmental impact assessment and 
social/ economic cost-benefit analysis lor ali the major investments on prime agricu ltural 
lands. 

4.2.2 Transportation network 

(1) Present transportation - overview 

Road network 

The road network of the GAP region contains nine percent of Turkey's roads, including 138 
m/km2 of asphalt/gravel roads and 165 m/ km2 of unpaved and/ or unstabilized roads, 
respectively higher than Turkey's average. 

Focal points in the Region's road traffic are Gaziantep, Şanlı urla, Mardin - Kızı l tepe , Diyarbakır -
Batman and Silopi. 

The Gaziantep Silopi corridor carries most of the Middle - Eastern trade and transit traffic. Daily 
traffic along this corridor are estimated at 4,000 vehicles, the majority being trucks (Figures 4.6 
and 4.7). 

The second heaviest demand is along the Şanlıurfa - Diyarbakır - Silvan highway with a daily traffic 
of 1 ,500 vehicles. This route carries mainly domestic traffic. 

Other major roads linking district centers are mostly all weather asphaltic roads with a local gravel 
base. District roads connecting Gaziantep - Kilis, Gaziantep - Yavuzeli - Araban - Besni, 
Diyarbakır- Bismil, Gercus- Midyat- Ömerli, Mardin - Cizre, Şanlı urla -Akçakale, and Viranşehir
Ceylanpınar are second class asphalt covered gravel roads. The remaining district centers are 
interconnected by a network of third class roads. 
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Rural roads 

By the efforts initiated by the YSE (Yol Su Elektrik) program, 98% ot villages and hamlets in the 
Region have been linked to the State and provincial road system. The existing roads serve 2.1 
mil lion people in the rural areas by reaching 3,435 villages and 4,879 hamlets. Of this, 135,000 
ci tizens are served on unprepared tracks. Less than 5% of the total population may be considered 
devoid of good road links. 

There are two TCDD railway mainlines within the GAP region. üne passes in an east-west 
direction along the southern border of the Region, linking Turkey to eastern Syria and 
northwestern lraq. The other line links Malatya to Diyarbakır and Kurtalan. The total length is 805 
km. 

The TCDD railway shares of passenger and freight movement are 4 % and 1 O % of the total 
national demands, respectively. The railway data tor the GAP region suggests that its role is less 
than found for the Country. 

Of the major GAP cities, only Gaziantep, Diyarbakır and Batman have direct access to railway 
facilities. Major rai l users are the petro-chemical and refining center at Batman, and steel and coal 
distribution agencies. 

Aviation 

Within and contiguous to the GAP region, there are six airports available to commercial civilian 
services: viz. Gaziantep, Diyarbakır, Şanlı urla, Elaz ı ğ. Malatya and Adana. All the airports, except 
ones at Şanlıurfa and E lazığ, have adequacy far use of DC-9 and B-727 aircrafts. Adana has 
capacity far B-727 and A-320. Ali the airports, except Adana, have only one commercial flight per 
day at most. No intra-regional services exist. 

Pipelines 

Small volume pipelines have been installed between various well heads and local collection 
points. Medium volume pipelines are radiating from the Batman refinery far collection of crude oil. 
Two pipel ines exist for international throughout of petroleum from locations east and south of 
Turkey. 

Ports 

Two ports are available at Mersin and lskenderun just outside the Region tor inter-regional and 
international shipping. These ports at present function well without severe time delays or unduly 
high costs tor handling. However, cargo tonnage handled at these ports have not been increasing 
significantly in recent years, reducing the relative importance in the total national shipping. 

(2) Trends and prospects of the Region's transport 

Railways at present contribute less than one percent to the passenger and cargo haulage within 
the GAP region. Far commodity haulage into and aut of the Region, TCDD handles less than three 
percent, based on grains, cement, fertilizer, steel products, cotton, petroleum, coal and minerals. 
With the existing organization and physical conditions, the future penetration of the railway into 
greater haulage is not apparent. 
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Aviation may handle 5 % of the selected passenger markets involving major cities. in intra-area 
cargo, it will not reach one percent of the tonnage offered. 

Various equipment and organization methods of haulage by road transport will continue to be the 
dominant means of commerce. Roads wi ll account tor more than 95 % of passenger mobility and 
98 % of non-liquid cargo movement. 

Trends in road traffic 

Road transportation in the GAP region can be analyzed to some extent based on the past traffic 
survey dala. TCK regularly publishes the results of its traffic and transportation surveys, which 
include the number of vehicles of different kinds on main road sections in the Nation. Older 
publications contain also the data on freight transport by goods category and passenger 
movements. TCK is carrying aut origin-destination (0-D) surveys by selecting several points 
every year, but unfortunatelythe results of recent years are stili in the form of raw data, and no 0 -D 
table is avai lable. 

The number of vehicles by kind on main sections of the road network in the GAP region is shown 
in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 tor three recent years - 1975, 79 and 85. Fara few sections, the points of 
surveys are slightly different by year, making the comparison difficult. it is observed that the traffic 
on E-24 highway increased significantly, especially tor trucks. This is primarily due to international 
treight movements caused in part by the recent hostilities in the neighbouring countries. 

No other sections of the main roads show significant increase in freight traffic. Decrease in trucks 
on the Diyarbakır-Ergan i road reflects the reduction in copper production in Ergani. Decrease in 
trucks on the Diyarbakı r - Şanl ı urfa road may reflect more the diversion of traffic to E-24 than the 
decrease in the copper-related traffic. 

in all the sections shown in Figures 4.6 and 4. 7 except these two roads, agricultural products and 
manufactured goods constitute the main portion of goods carried in terms of tonnage. Shares of 
manufactured goods are higher on sections west of the Diyarbakır - Şanlıurfa road, while 
agricultural products have larger shares in the east tor both 1975 and 1979. Livestock transport is 
concentrated mostly on the Siirt - Diyarbakır - Adıyaman route and the Diyarbakı r - Ergani road, 
and animal products on the eastern portion of E-24 highway leading to the lraqi border. Bus traffic 
around Diyarbakır increased significantly, while automobi le movements decreased on such 
sections. 

Detailed data and analysis on the past and present transportation in the GAP reg ion are contained 
in Appendix D-2. 

Passenger traffic growth 

Future passenger traffic on road wil l grow in line with the population increase and economic 
growth. The latter is reflected in traffic generation per capita. The per capita GRP is expected to 
grow at 3.7% per annum. Assuming the elasticity of 0.8 with respect to per capita GRP, the traffic 
generation per capita may grow at 2.96 % per annum. Combining the effects of population 
increase at 3.0 % per annum, the passenger traffic on road may grow on an average at the annual 
rate of 6.0 %. 

(3) Future traffic pattern analysis 

Objective and ·method 

Future traffic in the GAP region will not necessarily fo llow the trends and prospects outlined 
above. A large amount of agricultural products and processed goods to be generated by GAP 
implementation may change the traffic pattern in the Region. 
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in order to analyze main directions of GAP related commodity flow in the future, a simple network 
model has been used. Demand and supply for main goods involved in GAP are specified by 
province and for major export directions. Main locations of processing facilities are specified with 
possible maximum capacity. Such traffic pattern that will minimize the total ton - kilometers has 
been found out by linear programming . The objective of th is analysis is to clarify general traffic 
pattern that will likely prevail in the future rather than to project future traffic on particular road or 
railway section. 

Traffic attern b commodit 

Main GAP related goods analyzed are cereals and their products, live animals and meat, cotton 
and its products, oil seed and edible oils, and vegetables and processed vegetables. The total 
regional production and regional / export demand for these commodities, used as inputs to the 
model, are summarized in Table 4.5. The results of optimization shown in Figure 4.8 reveal the 
following. 

For cereals and their products, major outflow of products from Mardin to Siirt and from Şanlıurfa to 
the west are observed. Exports of cereals are represented by feed grains to the neighbouring 
countries and wheat to the Eastern Anatoli a. 

Flow of meat is generally from the east to west with Diyarbakır and Siirt as the main processing 
centers. Small amount of meat export from Siirt and export of animals from Mardin are observed. 

For cotton and its products and raw/processed vegetables, major flow is along the main 
corridors: Diyarbakır- Şanlıurfa, Şanlıurfa- Gaziantep, and Mardin -Şanlıurfa. Oil seed flows from 
Mardin to Diyarbakır and the southeast for export. Major flow of both oil seed and edible oil is 
observed from Şanlıurfa to the west. 

Traffic loads by GAP 

The flow of GAP related commodities may be converted to traffic volume. The total annual 
tonnage transported on each road section is converted to the average daily traffic (ADT) by truck, 
assuming the average payload capacity of large trucks being 12 tons per vehicle. The ADT in turn 
is converted to passenger car units (PCU's) by applying the automobile equivalentof a truck. The 
results are given in Table 4.6. 

Daily traffic shown in Table 4.6 should not be taken as projection of future traffics associated with 
GAP implementation. However, it indicates the relative importance of different network links in 
handling the GAP related traffic, which is not marginal in expected total traffic. The 
Gaziantep-Şanlıurfa link will be most important, followed closely by the Şanlıurfa-Hilvan and the 
Hilvan-Diyarbakır links. The Kızıltepe-Mardin link follows, and the Nusaybin-Cizre and the 
Cizre-Silopi links are more important than ali the rest. 

( 4) Strategy for transport development 

Through the analysis of existing conditions, trends and prospects, and the future traffic pattern 
analysis, the overall strategy for the transport system development in the Region has been 
clarified as follows. 

1) To further improve the road networkas the prime mode of transportation in the Region for both 
inter- and intra-regional traffics first by improving the maintenance and upgrading trunk roads, 
second by correcting network deficiencies and third by improving access to selected rural 
centers; 
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2) To establish and consolidate export corridors lor GAP related commodities by selectively 
improving trunk roads and the railway system, upgrading the outer ports, and providing 
associated facilities; 

3) To improve the air transport by upgrading selected airports, establishing local aviation 
networks which may be extended to neighbouring countries, and increasing inter-regional 
services aiming primarily at domestic and foreign tourism and industrial development; and 

4) To meet specific local transport needs such as rural access roads lor ali the villages, extension 
of small pipelines, storage facilities and truck/ bus terminals in some urban centers. 

4.2.3 Settlement patterns and corridors 

(1) Changes in settlement pattern 

Of the 3,61 O settlements, small ones dominate in the Region. Of the total regional population, 44 
% live in settlements with populations smaller than 2,000, and 31 % in settlements having 
populations greater than 50,001. 

Most significant population changes during the pası 20 years have occurred in settlements with 
populations smaller than 2,000 and greater than 50,001. The total population of places in greater 
than 50,001 category increased its share in the regional population !rom 14 % in 1965 to 31 % in 
1985. During the same period, the share of settlements smaller than 2,000 category decreased 
!rom 64 % to 44 %. The population of the eight major centers (Nizip, Siirt - Merkez, Kilis, 
Adıyaman - Merkez, Batman, Şanlıurfa - Merkez, Diyarbakı r - Merkez and Gaziantep - Merkez) 
increased !rom 469,696 in 1965 to 1,325,051 in 1985, an increase of 5.3 % per annum. The 
population of the remainder of the Region had grown only by 2.2 % per annum during the same 
peri od. 

With the gradual increase of irrigated agriculture under the GAP and its secondary effects, the 
population distribution will shift in favor of Batman - Siirt, Kızıltepe - Mardin and Viranşeh i r -
Şanlıurfa, due to their favourable locations relative to the irrigated land. The large centers of 
Diyarbakır, Gaziantep and Şanlı urla will maintain their regional and sub-regional dominance due 
to their existing advantages and strategic locations. 

Patterns of rural settlements will also change from the present dispersed pattern with very small 
settlements dominating in most rural areas except along main roads. This is a reflection of 
changing rural activities. in the future, rural activities will be more diversified, including new kind of 
mixed farming with poultry and zero-grazing stock raising, greenhouses and horticulture. As a 
result, land use lor agriculture will become much more intensive, especially near large urban 
centers. More clustered settlement patterns will be observed, with large clusters around major 
urban centers and smaller ones around lower tier towns where a set of rural oriented service 
activities and marketing opportunities are found. 

The clustered settlement patterns would allow more efficient provision of various rural 
infrastructure. Distributive capacity of electricity and telecommunication capacity can be 
increased more efficiently, and the provision of adequate water can be planned taking the 
clustered settlements within the same supply system. These in fact can be effective measures to 
guide the changes in rural settlement patterns. The priority in rural infrastructure should be given 
to these as well as the extension of rural roads and the provision of drainage associated with new 
irrigation development. 
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(2) Corridor development 

Evaluation of corridors 

lmportant corridors in the GAP region have been analyzed, based on population potential , 
density, transportation network, land use capabilty and manufacturing activities. Asa resul!, 23 
such corridors have been determined (Figure 4.9). With in the GAP region , areas outside the 
corridors are predominantly small village settlements with average population of about 500. Most 
of them have road access to the corridors, except some of the isolated villages in Siirt province. 

Evaluation of these corridors has clarified that two major corridors of regional importance are 
Corridor A extending from Gaziantep to Mardin, and Corridor B along the kinked development 
axis. in particular, Corridor B contains the highest percentage of regional population with a fewer 
number of settlement points (detai ls in Appendix D-3). 

Phasin of corridor develo ment 

The 23 corridors have been ranked and their development has been phased. Phasing strategy 
consists of the following: 

1) To establish an economically viable corridor in the short run, capitalizing on existing 
economic activities and locational advantages, 

2) To extend Corridor B to establish astar shape corridors centering on Şanlıurfa, and 

3) To interconnect the remaining corridors with the main ones. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.9. in Phase 1, major regional public works, urban and rural 
infrastructure along Corridor B will be planned and their implementation started. Phase il involves 
the integration of the Batman - Siirt , Adıyaman - Şanlıurfa,and Şanl ıu rfa - Mardin - Silopi axes with 
Corridor B. During this phase, main corridors leading into and out of the Region, lslahiye -
Gaziantep and E lazığ - Bingöl - Diyarbakır, are alsa scheduled tor development. Phase 111 wil l 
complete the matrix of corridor development. 

4.2.4 Urban growth 

(1) Growth characteristics 

Envisioned regional development involves significant in-migration and increase in urban 
population. Careful planning far urban development will be ali the more important to create a more 
pleasant urban environment by providing such levels of infrastructure and services as to attract 
potential investors and in-migrants. 

in the GAP region, relatively fası growing urban centers are concentrated within the main 
transportation corridors (Figure 4.1 O). Not ali of this growth can be attributable to production 
activities. Many of smaller centers are predominantly service sector oriented , and some others 
have grown primarily due to their administrative functions. 

Urban centers which need immediate reviewing and updating of their development plans have 
been identified. They include Hilvan, Birecik, Siverek and Suruç in the provinces of Şanlıurfa as 
well as its Merkez, Nizip and Merkez - Gaziantep, and Merkez-Diyarbakır . 
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(2) Urban land take 

Urban centers in the GAP region are densely populated. The average density tor the 20 urban 
centers closely studied this time has been estimated to be 213 persons/ha. Of these centers 
Şanlıurfa - Birecik and Merkez-Diyarbakır have the highest densities while Akçakale-Şanlıurfa 
and Siverek-Şanlıurfa have the lowest densities. Geographical caharacteristic of these centers is 
the major determinant of their respective densities. Both Akçakale and Siverek are located on a 
flat plain allowing a horizontal expansion of those centers while Birecik and Diyarbakır are 
bounded by rivers, forcing them towards a more concentrated growth. 

Estimates of urban land take, tor the 36 centers which will be larger than 10,000 in the year 2005, 
based ona 213 persons/ha indicate that additional 17,000 ha of land will be required tor urban 
purposes. Even it more dense population is allowed in the tutu re, extra urban land requirements 
would be no smaller than 12,000 ha by 2005 (Appendix D-3). 

Urban land take and density policies tor urban settlements must be taken in the light of trading-off 
between urban activities and agricultural land uses. Urban expansion areas need to be carefully 
selected, especially when the urbanization is already infringing upon the first and second class 
agricultural lands. Based on the on-site observations of 20 urban centers, those in need of 
immediate policy decision concerning such an infringement are: Suruç, Viranşehir , Akçakale and 
Siverek in the Şanlıurfa province as well as Merkez-Şanlıurfa, Merkez-Gaziantep, Ergani, Silvan, 
Bismil and Merkez-Diyarbakır , Batman in Siirt, Kızıltepe in Mardin , and Merkez-Adıyaman . 

(3) Urban infrastructure 

Present conditions 

Urban infrastructure development needs to be phased with the expected growth of the GAP 
region. An inventory conducted by SPO/PMU in 1987 determined that of the 89 municipal 
centers only two had sewerage and 17 had drinking water infrastructure completed. in the 
remaining municipalities,' construction works were going on or projects prepared , or no 
infrastructure existed. 

in the GAP region , 60 % of ali the urban households have water connections provided by the 
municipal administrations. Amount of water that reaches households is estimated at 64 % of the 
total water supplied from sources. The system losses are ıarge due to aged structures and 
insufficient maintenance. 

For those households with water connections, the usable water of 33 municipalities surveyed in 
1985 was estimated to be 109 liter per person per day. This is only 60 % of the water supply 
standard set by the iller Bank. 

Based on the information lor the 33 municipalities provided by the İller Bank, sewerage 
construction has completed only in one municipality (Kızıltepe, 1982). No municipality has 
sewage treatment plant. 

Constraints 

The İller Bank provides technical and financial assistance tor municipal water and sewerage 
facilities, and many projects were initiated in the past decade. The period from the project 
preparation to.the initiation of construction varies as well as the construction period. There are 
some projects that are stili uncompleted after 15 years from project initiation. 

in the GAP provinces, most municipal policies tor project planning and implementation are 
oriented towards newly expanding urban areas. Most central parts of the municipalities are 
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neglected and existing systems are over used. Financial capacity constrains the renovation of the 
entire urban infrastructure systems. 

Needs 

Needs tor municipal water supply have been determined on the basis of projeci summaries 
provided by the İller Bank. The population figures have been adjusted to reflect the GAP targets in 
2005. Water supply and demand estimates have been made using the information obtained from 
the iller Bank, SiS and municipal contacts. 

in the year 2005, the total daily municipal water consumption is expected to reach 1.0 million 
m3/ day to serve the population of 5.4 million. This will require the investment of TL 169 billion. 

Three different methods of sewage treatment have been analyzed: viz. aeration lagoon, activated 
sludge and trickling filler. lf land availability is nota restrictive factor, the aeration lagoon offers the 
best solution as it is least costly. For larger municipalities, the adoption of activated sludge 
process should be a part of their long-term plans in view of environmental regulations to be 
enforced. 

The GAP Master Plan calls tor the immediate development of infrastructure required tor major 
settlements along the kinked development axis. Seven municipalities with population greater 
than 10,000 (1985) are found along !his axis. The second priority should be given to those 
municipalities having a high population growth index. lncluding other municipalities, the total 
investment requirements tor the municipal infrastructure are TL 857 bi ll ion (Appendix 0 -3). 

4.2.5 Spatial development potential 

(1) Factors for potential evaluation 

Spatial development of any reg ion is prescribed to an extent by transportation network, 
settlement patterns and land capability.Availability of water is another factor that often affects the 
spatial development pattern. in the GAP region, however, this will be greatly modified as the result 
of implementing major infrastructure projects involving water storage and conveyance facilities. 

The transportation network and settlement patterns predominantly affect the accessibility to 
urban services, an important factor in determining development potential. This is measured by 
the distance from selected urban centers directly or by means of main transport routes. in line with 
the basic strategy tor spatial development and the results of corridor analysis, the highways 
connecting Gaziantep, Şanlıurfa and Diyarbakı r are taken as arteries and the corridor band on 
both sides of the highways is considered of high potential. For other main roads connecting the 
selected centers, a narrower band is laken as high potential area. Also defineci as high potential 
areas are within a certain radius of the sub - regional centers, secondary centers and other district 
centers. Areas of high potential decrease in this order. 

Land capability is another dominant factor to determine development potential. Plain areas where 
the GAP irrigation schemes are planned have been found to coincide largely with areas of good 
quality soil having little erosion nor slope restrictions. 

(2) Evaluation of spatial development potential. 

By using as criteria the accessibi lity to urban services and land capability as defined, lands in the 
GAP reg ion can be classified into four zones (Figure 4. 11 ). Areas of high potential identified and 
implications to the development of each zone may be summarized as follows. 
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Zone 1: {Hıgh accessibility to urban services, high land capability) 

Three areas may be identified in this zone: (a) Diyarbakır-Batman area, (b) Greater Şanlı urla area 
and {c) Cızre-Silopi area. Highe~t econo~ic pertormance .ca~ be expected, it th.e pro~ision 01 

water ıs ensured. lrrigated agrıculture ın these areas ıs lıkely to be very ıntensıve and 
commercıalızed. These areas are also prime candidates tor location of agro-industries. Conflıcts 
ın ıand use between urbanization and agriculture need to be carefully dealt with. 

Zone2: (Hıgh accessibility to urban services, low land capability) 

Two areas may be identified in this zone: (d) Gaziantep area and (e) Siirt area. Due to low lana 
capabılıty, the emphasis should be on industrialization: livestock industry tor Siirt anda range of 
ındustrıes tor Gaziantep. The development of these areas should be oriented to less intensive 
utılızatıon of land. Water supply tor industries and livestock as well as lor domestic use will be a 
prerequısıte . 

Zone3: (low accessibility to urban services, high land capability) 

Thıs zone is the hinterland of Zone 1. Enhancing land productivity wil l be most essential tor these 
areas relatıvely remote from major urban centers. With th is respect, the establishmenı o' 
marketıng channels and provision of agricultural inputs and extension services will be as 
ımportan t as the improvement of ru ral roads and other infrastructure. 

Zone 4: (Low accessibility to urban services, low land capability) 

These areas encompass those which are outside of Zones 1 to 3. Low priority is to be accorded to 
the development, unless other conditions are found to be exceptional such as endowment of 
mıneral resources or existence of potential tourism sites. 

in addıtıon to the areas identified above, two areas exhibit the mixed characteristics of Zones 1 
and 2· vız. (f) Adıyaman area and (g) Mardin - Kızıltepe area in line with the basic strategy lor 
spatıal development, the development potential of Zone 1 ar~as (a) and (b) and Zone 2 area (d) 
wıll be utılızed to consolidate the corridor. The development of Zone 2 are~ ( e) and area (f) wıll 
~~pa~d the corridor. Additional development areas are provided by Zone 1 area ( c). and area (g}. 
pr~vıd~~~lopment of areas in Zone 3 will be induced, il supporting services are concomitantly 

(l) High PGtentiaı areas 

By capıtalızıng on the a f . . 
may be defıned (F. reas 0 hıgher potentıals identified above six broad development areas 

ıgure4 . 11) : • 

1 l Dıyarbakır - Batman Development Area 
~)) GGreater Şanlıurfa Development Area . 

azıantep Gatewa 0 • 
4) Sıırt Deveı Y evelopment Area, 
51 Ad opmenı Area 
6) M ıyaman Development Area and 

ardın Frontıer Developmenı' Area. 
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Table 4.1: Projections of GAP Socio-Economy under Alternatives A,B and C 

2005 

1985 Trend Alternative Scenario Projections 
Projection A: Max. B: Max. C: Slower 

irrigation power development 

GRP TL 109 3,709 9,329 (4.7) 16,503 ( 7.7) 15,158 (7.3) 13,929 (6.8) 
Agriculture 1,467 2,499 (2.7) 3,81 o ( 4.9) 3,186 (4.0) 3,186 (4.0) 
lndustry 582 1,867 (6.0) 3,922 (1 O.O) 3,790 (9.8) 3,307 (9.1 ) 
Construction 276 680 (4.6) 987 ( 6.6) 956 (6.4) 864 (5.9) 
Services 1,384 4,283 (5.8) 7,783 ( 9.0) 7,225 (8.6) 6,572 (8.1) 

Population 1Q3 4,304 7,575 (2.9) 9,284 ( 3.9) 8,228 (3.3) 7,809 (3.0) 
Urban 2,148 4,859 (4.2) 6,299 ( 5.5) 5,732 (5.0) 5,313 (4.6) 
Rural 2,156 2,716 (1.2) 2,986 ( 1.6) 2,496 (0.7) 2,496 (0.7) 

Employment 103 1,528 2,355 (2.2) 3,324 ( 4.0) 2,942 (3.3) 2,796 (3. 1) 

Per capita TL 103 862 1,232 (1.8) 1,778 ( 3.7) 1,842 (3.9) 1,784 (3.7) 
GRP 

* Average annual growth rates in % during 1985-2005 are in parentheses. 



Table 4.2: Evaluation of Development Alternatives by Selected Economlc lndices 

Alternative 
A B c 

lndex Max. lrrigation Max. Power Slower Oevelopmeot 

lncremental 3.71 3.27 3.24 
Capital-Output 
Ratio 

GRP Growth 7.7 7.3 6.8 
% p.a. 

Per Capita GRP 1,778 1,842 1,784 
in 2005 
103 TL 

Total Public 28,800 22,400 20,600 
lnvestment 
Requirements 
109 TL 

Foreign Currency 6,100 5,400 4,900 
Requirements * 
106 US$ 

• Converted at the mid-1988 rate of 1 ,350 TL/US$ 



Table 4.3: Estimated Production and Value-Added in Agriculture 

1985 2005 

Production Value-Added Production Value-Added 
Crop/ activity 103 tons 109 TL 103 tons 109 TL 

Crop Cultivation 
Wheat 1,748.8 63.5 3,270.2 150.7 
Bari ey 1,103.8 32.3 1,624.6 51.7 
Drybeans 2.0 1.7 53.3 45.3 
Lentils 464.7 231.0 704.6 308.7 
Cotton 160.6 46.1 477.8 193.1 
Sesame 18.3 19.6 70.3 89.0 
Tomatoes 192.7 54.6 1,024.4 259.9 
Potatoes 4.6 1.4 325.4 38.6 
Other vegetables 1,092.1 118.6 1, 181 .5 225.9 
Maize 8.3 0.6 150.0 12.2 
Rice 6.4 5.0 96.4 51.3 
Feed grains 6.4 1.6 265.4 21 .9 
Soy bean 0.1 158.0 32.0 
Groundnut O.O 85.1 59.4 
Sunflower 5.5 1.4 91.1 23.5 
Pistachios 33.0 121 .7 124.7 

} 874.9 Grapes 698.6 290.4 786.6 
Others 78.5 
Sub-total 1,068.1 2,438.1 

Livestock 
Milk 394.8 1,253.7 
Meat 75.7 162.0 
Other products* 
Sub-total 365.8 648.0 

Fishery , Forestry 
and Others 33.2 100.0 

Total Agricultural 1,467.1 3,186.1 
Value-Added 

• lncludes egg, wool , mohair, hair, raw leather, intestine, animal manure and leather of mert 
animals. 

Source : Appendix A - 2 



Tlble 4.4: Estlmated Value-Added in lndustry 

Sector/subsector 

Manufacturing 
lntroduced/enhanced industries 

Raw edible oils and oil cakes 
Refined edible oils 
Wheat flour 
Semolina/macaroni 
Cotton ginning 
Cotton products 
Slaughtering and meal processing 
Hides and skins 
Fruits/vegetable processing 
Cement 
Phosphate fertilizer 
Sub-total 

All other industries 
Total manufacturing 

Mınıng 

Utılities 

Total lndustrial Value-added 

Sources: Appendix B-2 (2005), Table 2.4 (1985) 

1985 

o 
433.0 
433.0 

95.5 
53. 1 

581 .7 

(Unit: 109 TL) 

2005 

70.3 
5.8 

163.5 
29.9 
94.7 

147.1 
125.9 
64.0 
22.8 
31.9 
35.9 

792 
1,322 
2,114 

306 
887 

3,307 



Table 4.5: Total Regional Production and Regional/Export Demand for Selected Agriculture Products and Processed Goods 

Final demand lor raw goods Fınal demand lor processed goods 
Provınce Agucul1Ural Total Ratıoof lnpuı· 1000 ıons 1000 ıons 
wı th prncess· producı and productıon processed output 
ıng lacıhııes pıocessed ın ıhe wıthın ratıo GAP Regıon2 Exporı' GAP Regıon' Exporı' 
ın ıhc Regıon 1 goods Regıon ıho Regıon 

1000 ıons o/o A o G M s u E c w s 1 A o G M s u E c w s 

A.O.G Cereaıs 
1,804 594 1,785.6 100 

M,S.U Flour, Feed 4,755 49 6 0 8 162 424 425 253 244 296 286 123 95 48 42 160.7 4196 421 3 249.9 241 1 2928 o o o 50 50 

Lıvesıock o 43 186 8 

S.M.0 Meaı 285 85 0.8 o o o o o o o o o 22 21 17 43 43 26 26 31 o o 

Cotıon 
o o 53 269 

- -
G,U Coııon produc1s 859 100 0.375 o o o o o o o o o o o 5 13 13 7 7 8 10 20 169 35 35 

Oıı seed 172 275 28 147 
-

U.0 Edıble orıs 1,147 61 o 0.25 15 40 41 25 23 28 13 34 101 60 67 2.5 66 66 3.9 3.8 46 3.3 134 361 42.8 51 4 

Vegetable 1,995 Q Q 957 

0 .M Processed vege 2952 32 4 1.00 180 469 471 279 269 327 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 557 400 

Noıe 1 A Adıyaman. O Oıyarbakır . G Gazıantep,M Mardın, S Sıırt, U Şanhur1a 

2 Demand ın each provınce ıs proportıonal to total provıncıal populatıon ın 2005 
(A 9 Oo/o. O 23 5%. G 23 6%. M 14 0%, S 13 5%, U 16.4%) 

3 E Eastern parı ol Turkey C Central pan ol Turkey, W: Wesıern parı of Turkey, 
S Syrıa 1 lıaq 



Table 4.6 : Trattic Loads on Selected Roads by Major Commodltles lnvolved in GAP" 

I Annuaı Tonnage Transported 1 O ıons 
Passanger 

Cereal Cotıon Edıble Processed 
Road SecıK>n Cereaıs Products Lıvestock Meaı Cotıon Products Oıl Seed Oıls Vegetables Vegetables Total Car Unıts 

Adıyamar.ı - Ş. Urfa/Diyarbakır 26 17 43 44 

Diyarbakır - Ergani 123 20 34 13 200 390 401 
Diyarbakır - Silvan 54 45 35 60 17 7 119 337 346 
Gaziantep - Şanlıurfa 169 413 7 47 169 88 86 87 557 1,623 1,667 
Şanlıurfa - Nusaybin 8 52 39 225 42 29 27 417 428 
Şanlıurfa - Hilvan 13 39 254 50 405 530 1,291 1,326 
Hilvan - Diyarbakır 39 56 254 50 405 530 1,334 1,371 
Kızıltepe - Mardin 89 92 31 39 225 7 67 23 427 1,000 1,027 
Mardin - Cinar 156 27 183 188 
Nusaybin - Cizre 42 171 21 35 67 51 400 787 809 
Cizre - Si lopi 42 50 21 4 35 67 51 400 670 688 

• Estimated by the Consultant 
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Figure 4.2: Distribution o f Stone·Covered land in the GAP Region 
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Figure 4.4: Erosion Thresholds in the GAP Region 
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Figure 4.5: Land Use Planning Map lor the GAP Region 
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Figure 4.6: Average Daily Traffic
Western GAP 
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Figure 4.7: Average Daily Traffic-Eastern GAP 
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Chapter V 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Water Resources 

5.1 .1 Existing plans and projects 

(1) River systems 

The Fırat (Euphrates) and the Dicle (Tigris) are the major river systems running through the 
Region. The Fı rat river system hasa catchment area of 102,876 km2 north of the Syrian border, of 
which 22,000 km2 or 22 % is with in the Region between Karakaya dam and the Syrian border. 

The Dicle river has a catchment area of 38,295 km2 . Most of the catchment area of the Botan 
river, the largest tributary of the Dicle river is outside of the Region. The Dicle river drains 30,000 
km2 within the Region. 

The small rivers running between the Dicle and the Firat river basins eventually flow into these two 
river systems downstream the international border. The small rivers occupy a catchment area of 
21,000 km2 within the Region. A large part of the small river basins would be affected by 
development of the Atatürk dam and Urfa tunnel and others by Birecik dam project in the Fı rat river 
system and the Cizre dam project in the Dicle river system. 

DSI has planned 13 groups of water resources development projects in the GAP region (Table 
5. 1, Figure 5.1 ). These development projects are illustrated asa diagram separately lor the Fı rat 
and Dicle river systems (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). These diagrams are the basis to study the river 
systems tor project screening, water allocation and investment sequence optimization in the 
study. 

(2) DSI plans and projects 

Fırat river s stem 

There are three existing dams in the Region. They are Karakaya, Tahtaköprü and Hancağız dams. 
The Karakaya dam was completed in 1987 with a 900 MW power plant now in operation and an 
additional 900 MW is to be put into operation shortly. The Tahtaköprü dam is located on the Karasu 
river of the Asi river system in the western corner of Gaziantep province. it was commissioned in 
1975 tor irrigation and flood control with its beneficiary area located in the province of Antakya. 
The impacts of the dam tor the Region are for fishery and recreational activities. The Hancağız dam 
has just been completed to serve for irrigation purpose. 

The development plans of the GAP projeci tor the Fırat river basin are grouped into seven 
schemes. Their major purposes are irrigation and hydroelectric power production. After full 
development of these projects, there would be 1 ,083,000 ha of irrigation area. The projects would 
extract about 9,000 million m3 of water per year from the Fırat river corresponding to about 30 % of 
the average annual runoff volume of the Fı rat river (30,000 million m3) at Karkamış near the Syrian 
border. The major water resources faci lities in the Fırat river system are Keban, Karakaya, 
Atatürk, Birecik and Karkam ı ş dams, of which Keban and the Karakaya are in operation. The 
Atatürk dam is under construction and the feasibility study and final design completed tor Birecik 
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and Karkamış. These dams are located on the main stream in a serıes and the potential head are 
fully utılızed below Keban dam. Since the activ~ storage capacity of the reservoirs on the Fırat rıver 
would become 42,000 million m3, the natura! rıver runoff would be largely regulated and the rıve• 
water utılızatıon ratio of 30 % would not be critical for irrigation water supply. 

Dicle river s stem 

ın ıhe Dıcle rıver system, six development schemes have been planned by DSI. in the plans, fouı 
damsare ıo belocaledon the main stream of the Dicle river. The Kral kızı and Dicle damsare under 
consıructıon . The llısu and Cizre dams are in the final design stage. in addition to the maın stream 
development, tributary development is extensively planned in the Dicle river basin. The Batman, 
Sılvan and Kayser dams are located on the Batman river. The Garzan dam is on the Garzan rıver 
The Batman dam is now under construction and the others are in planning stage. The Botan rıveı 
ıs ıhe largest trıbutary of the Dicle river system and several hydroelectric power developmen' 
proıects are planned on the river. Of them, the Çetin, Al kumru and Baykan projects are ın Sıırt 
Provınce . 

Besıdes these development projects, there are eleven existing reservoirs/ponds. The major 
ones are Devegeçidi and Gözegöl both located on the right bank tributaries of the Dicle river near 
Dıyarbakı r. 

The average annual runoff of the Dicle river is 16,700 million m3 at Cizre dam site north of lhe 
Syrıan border. Among six development schemes, the llısu pro'ject is solely for hydroelectric power 
Others are lor hydroelectric power and irrigation. The total irrigation area amounts to 558,000 ha 
They would extract 3,700 million m3 of water per year in net from the Dicle river system with 20 % 
ol return flow ratio assumed. This amount would correspond to 22 % of the average river runott. 
The potentıal irrigation areas in the basin are to be almost fully covered by these development 
plans, and the capacities of the planned dams have a total of 15,500 million m3 in active storage 
and large enough to regulate river runoff for irrigation water supply. 

(3) lrrigation 

lrr" ation in Turke 

The cultıvated area in Turkey is about 27.7 million haor 35.5 % of the total land area. it is believeo 
that 8.5 mıllion ha are economically irrigable, but 3.3 million ha are actually irrigated. Of the totaı 
ı rrıgatıon area, 2.3 million ha are developed by Government agencies and 1 million ha by prıvate 
larmers. 

~aın ımplementing agencies lor irrigation projects are General Directorate of State Hydraulıc 
orks (DSI) under lhe Ministry of Public Works and Settlement and General Directorate of Rura 

~lfaırs (GDRA) under the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Affairs (formerly Soıı 
onservatıon and Farm lrrigation and Drainage -TOPRAK SU - under the Ministry of Rural Affairsı 

DSI htandles feasıbılity studies of the maı·or irrigation proı·ects the construction of their maıor 
ırrıga ıon and dra· ı · · · ' 

t ınage acılıtıes lor more than 500 liter/sec of discharge and their operation ana 
maın enance osı ha • 
ın every yea · . 

1 
s constructed about 80 thousand ha of irrigation schemes th roughout Turkey 

and operatıo~~ınc~ 982. GDRA executes minor irrigation projects and carries out constructior 
land consol d 1maın1ıenance of on-farm facilities tor discharge of less than 500 litre/ sec as well as 
cooperatıv~ ~1~~· n case of groundwater irrigation, farmers usually establish a land and water 
networks. Ope /onstrucıs "."ells and pumping facilities, and GDRA constructs irrigatıorı 
cooperatıve . ra ıon and maıntenance of the facilities are made by the ıand and wa er 
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lrri ation in the GAP re ion 

About 114 thousand ha are presently irrigated in the GAP region, realizing only 6 % of the 
potential (GAP Agricultural Development Symposium 1986). Most present schemesare irrigated 
by groundwater. The following DSI irrigation projects are under operation in the Region 
("Appraisal Report on lrrigation Results, 1986") . 

Existing lrrigation Projects in GAP Region Operated by DSI 
(1986) 

Projects 

1. Devegeçidi 
2. Batman 
3. Gözegöl 
4. Hilvan 
5. Nusaybin 
6. Akçakale * 
7. Ceylanpınar * 

Total 

* : By groundwater 

lrrigation Area (ha) 

Developed 

7,500 
3,500 
1,000 

550 
6,900 

13,800 
9,000 

42,250 

lrrigated 

6,344 
4,289 

600 
391 

6,022 
10,367 
5,246 

33,259 

Province 

Diyarbak ı r 

Diyarbak ı r 
Diyarbakır 

Şanl ı urla 
Mardin 
Şanlı urla 
Şanlıurfa 

Of 13 component projects in the GAP, 1 O are related to irrigation ,i ncluding two solelyfor irrigation 
(Figure 5.1 ). Ali these projects were originally planned to be implemented by the year 2002. The 
present implementation status is shown in Table 5.1 ("Atatürk Dam and lrrigation System - An 
Overview, PMU, March, 1988). 

5.1.2 Review of existing plans 

(1) Assumptions and criteria for review 

The original DSI plan has been reviewed by using the river simulation and analysis model. Water 
uses in the system include irrigation water supply, hydroelectric power generation, and to a small 
extent municipal water supply. Table 5.2 summarizes the main teatures of the reservoirs in the 
system. 

lrrigation water requirements 

Water requirements tor the GAP irrigation schemes are estimated under the following conditions. 

1) Simplified cropping patterns are adopted tor long-term planning purposes (Appendix A-2). 
Overall crop intensity is 134 %, higher than originally assumed by DSI, in accordance with the 
basic strategy (sub-section 2.3.2). 

2) DSl's standard procedure to estimate irrigation water requi rements is basically followed 
except residual soil moisture and covering ratio. The residual soil moisture is not explicitly 
taken into account but this aspect is reflected properly in irrigation water requ irement estim ate 
in the study. For perennial crops, effective canopy coverage by the crops is taken at 75 % of 
irrigation land. Overall irrigation efficiencies are 54 %, 72 % and 85 % respectively tor 
conventional method, sprinkler method and drip method. 

3) Ten irrigation projects in the GAP have been subdivided into 17 schemes and an estimate is 
made for each. Gross areas of respective schemes are based on the data in "Atatürk Dam and 
lrrigation System -An Overview" (PMU, March 1988). Net areas are estimated by applying net 
area factors used tor DSI projects. 
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Revtew crtteria 
ın plannıng lor ırrıgat ıon projects, ~Si _may allow some deficits in irrigation water supply ın 
accordance wıth the following rısk crıterıa : 

Maxımum annual delici! -- smaller than 35 % of requirement 

Average annual delici! lor consecutive five years -- smaller than 25 % of requirement 

Average annual defıcit lor simulation period -- smaller than 5 % of requirement 

These crıterıa are referred to in reviewing the existing plans. 
The followıng prıorıty ordering adopted by DSI is taken into account in the review: 

1) Domestıc water supply, 
2) lrrıgatıon, and 
3) Hydropower generation. 

Dcvelopment of optional facilities to regulate the water avai labi lity is also tak en into consideration. 
in order to aııevıate possible water deficits, limited introduction of drip irrigation system is also 
consıdered, ıf such a system seems promising in the future lor some schemes and crops. 

(2) lrrlgatlon water requirements 

Calculated ırrigation water requirements are shown in Table 5.3 for each scheme on a monthly 
basıs . The unıt water requirement ranges from 701 mm/year to 1,252 mm/year, depending on 
croppıng patterns and irrigation methods. The Master Plan recom mends the application ofa drip 
ırrıgatıon system to the Adıyaman-Göksu-Araban scheme, covering some 25 % of the area with 
perennıal crops and vegetables. For the Dicle-Kralkızı scheme a drip system will be introduced 
lor 10 % of the total area. ' 

The total annual water requirements of all the proposed projects will amount to 15,624 million m3 

(Table 5.3). 

Basın 

F rat 
Oıcle 
Total 

Gross 

1,083 
558 

1,641 

Area (103 ha) 

Net 

932 
486 

1,418 

Reguirements 

(1 Q6m 3) 

10,429 
5,195 

15,624 

(l) Revtew of Fırat river system 

Fırat main stream 

Annuaı yıelds of the r · 
eservoırs on the F ırat main stream are as follows. 

Naıural Runoıt 
Regulated Runoff 

Mean Mınımum 
annuaı 
ıunoll monıhly Annual ıncremental 

(tO'm) dıscharge lırm yıeld fırm yıefd 
F rı:ı 

doscna:ge 
(m 'S (m ·/s) ( ı O"m>) ( l O'm>) 

20600 
136 23.7()() 145 15.000 4,900 ~65 

2\;,8()() 152 17 .900 t .000 562 
:ıo 4()() 21,400 1,900 625 
:ıo 700 l 56 22.600 635 

158 22.700 636 

il aıı lhe reservoırs on the F . 
annuaı energy productıon wıra:d~aın stream are operated exclusively tor power generation, the 
heannuaı energyproductı~~ ft e 24,_6~4 ~Wh, to which the Atatürk will contribute 8,705 GWh. 

a er full ırrıgatıon development would be 20,071 GWh (Table 5.4). 
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Adı aman - Kahta 

The Göm ikan scheme may suffer water shortage in a drought year, but the deficit will be within the 
DSI risk criteria. Thus the water shortage will be averted with proper reservoir operation. The total 
power production of the scheme will be 627 GWh, including 302 GWh firm and 325 GWh 
secondary e nergy. 

Adı aman - Göksu - Araban 

This scheme has the smallest unit water requirements as the Master Plan recommends the drip 
system applied to a substantial area. lf water requirement increases in the future, another source 
or larger facilities may be considered to cover the planned irrigation area. 

Gaziante 

lf all of the Hançağız, Kayacı k, Kemlin and Seve dams are operated independently for their respective 
irrigation schemes, irrigable areas will be 6, 100 ha, 2,896 ha, 1,347 haand 804 ha, respective ly. lf 
all the dams and main feed canal are integrated, the irrigable area would be constrained by the 
capacity of main feed can al. With the original design capacity of 49.2 m3/ sec, some 61,000 ha can 
be covered. The capacity can be increased to 70 m3 / sec to cover the entire irrigation area of 
89,000 ha originally planned . 

(4) Review of Dicle river system 

Dicle - Kralkızı - Dev idi 

Water deficits to occur in drought years wil l violate the DSI criteria. As countermeasures, an 
additional dam at Dipni or heightening of the Dicle dam may be considered. Drip irrigation can be 
introduced to cover 1 O % of the irrigation area. 

Batman - Silvan 

The Batman dam is located downstream of the Silvan dam. Even if all the water above the Silvan 
dam is extracted for Silvan-Batman irrigation scheme, no water deficit is expected for Batman 
irrigation area of 37,700 ha (gross). The Si lvan - Batman scheme with 213,300 ha (gross) will face 
water deficits in drought years. The Kayser dam would be one of possible countermeasures. The 
dam site is located on a tributary flowing into the Batman dam and the stored water would be 
exported to the Silvan reservoir through a transfer tunnel. 

After the Silvan dam is constructed upstream of the Batman dam, the annual energy production of 
the Batman power planı would be 382 GWh, consisting of 120 GWh firm and 262 GWh secondary 
energy. The Silvan power p lanı would produce a small amount of secondary energy. 

Garzan 

The Garzan reservoir would have sufficient yield tor irrigation covering 60,000 ha in gross area. 
Annual energy production would be 292 GWh in total , 213 GWh firm and 79 GWh secondary 
energy. 

Dicle main stream 

The annual firm yield of the Cizre reservoir is calcu lated at 7,400 million m3 after full development 
of the Dic le river basin, sufficient to cover the entire irrigation area originally planned. 

The annual firm energy at the ll ısu and the Cizre would be 2,31 O GWh and 612 GWh, respectively 
after fu 11 bas in development. The total energy production of these two plants would be 4,021 GWh 
annual ly, including secondary energy. 
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Silo i 

The Kırkemir and Hezil reservoirs would have sufficient storage capacities ıo supply irrigatıon 
water to the planned irrigation area of 32,000 ha. 

Power plants of the scheme would contribute only ıo secondary energy of 661 GWh ın total. 
During winters when no irrigation water is required, power generation would be possible onlyıf 
excess water is available in the reservoirs. 

The total power generation in the Dicle river basin would be 4,947 GWh , if all the projecls are 
completed (Table 5.5). 

(5) Drainage requirement 

The provision of sutficient drainage is an absolute must lor successful irrigation development 
Lack of sutficient drainage wil l lead to salinization and water-logging problems. Drained irrigatıon 
water usually contains high concentration of salts (TOS). Discharge of such water to main streams 
may not be desirable. 

A few options are available to alleviate potential environmental problems associated wıth 
drainage. First and foremost, proper farming practice and irrigation water and fertilizer application 
should minimize the total salts released to ambient environment. Technical options include the 
treatment ot drained water before discharge, transport of drained water to the mass body of water 
(e.g. sea) , and evaporation pond. Costs involved in these options should be carefu lly weighed 
against the futu re costs of reclaiming the lands after salin ization and other problems have 
occurred due to lack of proper attention. 

5.1.3 Summary and recommendation 

(1)Summary 

For most irrigation schemes,the planned irrigation areas can be c_overed by the facilities originally 
planned even with the proposed cropping patterns. Marginal deficits may occur tor a few 
schemes within the DSI risk criteria. They can be alleviated by proper reservoir operation. 
lntroduction of water saving technologies such as drip irrigation would be necessary tor the 
Adıyaman - Kahta - Göksu and the Dicle - Kralkızı schemes to avoid water deficits. 

Only tora few schemes,the planned irrigation areas may not be fully covered. Countermeasures 
are conceivable lor these schemes such as an additional dam and/ or trans-subbasin water 
diversion as well as introduction of water saving irrigation technologies. Conjunctive use o~ 
groundwater with surface water is another possibility which deserves serious consideration ın 
some areas. 

An inherent trading-off exists between hydroelectric energy production and irrigation water 
supply far the Fırat river system (Figure 5.4). The Dicle river system may face a serious water 
deficit problem with the planned facilities , if water requirements increase in the future. 

The annual energy production at full irrigation development is summarized. 
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Fırat main stream * firm energy 
secondary energy 
total 

Fırat tributaries * * firm energy 
secondary energy 
total 

Dicle river firm energy 
secondary energy 
total 

Total firm energy 
secondary energy 
Grand total 

Notes : * lncluding Keban power planı 
* * Adıyaman - Kahta, Adıyaman - Göksu - Araban, 

Urfa tunnel and Suruc - Baziki schemes 

(2) Recommendation 

The following pragmatic approach is recommended. 

Annual energy (GWh) 
17,474 

2,597 
20,071 

302 
325 
627 

3,255 
1,692 
4,947 

21,031 
4,614 

25,645 

1) The first priority should be given to the prompt completion of projects under construction. 

2) Those projects at an advanced stage (detailed design completed and/ or ready tor financing) 
should be implemented at the earliest time. 

3) Other priority projects having lower unit irrigation cost per ha or higher rate of return from 
power generation should be advanced tor implementation in the near future. 

4) in the mean time, research should be intensified on 
i) cropping patterns and crop rotations under irrigation, 
ii) water saving irrigation technologies, and 
iii) on-farm water management. 

5) For those projects/components, where alternative schemes are conceivable tor increasing 
firm discharges and/or irrigable areas, comprehensive feasibi lity studies should be 
conducted, including the examination of those alternative schemes and review of the planned 
schemes, except those at an advanced stage. Such studies should be based on the updated 
information on the issues listed under 4) above. Study results should clarify trade-offs 
between hydropower and irrigation and the best compromise solutions in view of economic 
efficiency and geographic distribution of benefits, and priority areas tor irrigation selected with 
better cropping patterns and possibly smaller irrigation water requirements. 

6) lmplementation of those projects/ components should follow in accordance with the viabil ity 
and priority established in step 5). 

in re-formulating some projects or projeci components, the conjunctive use of groundwater with 
surface water should be considered, if relevant. Especially tor those schemes on the lower plains 
of Şanlı urla, Mardin, and Diyarbakır, this option may be viable. A preliminary investigation should 
be made based on available data, and a program for further exploration be prepared, it found 
promising. 

Priority projects identified following the steps 1) through 3) are listed in Table 5.6. lnvestment 
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schedule lor other projects is necessarily indicative (Section 6.3), and definite schedule should 
be prepared after respective feasibility studies. 

in order to utilize the reservoir systems most effectively, an optimization study is recommended 
ıo determine the operation rules of completed reservoirs in conjunction to avoid/minimize the 
water shortage. The water shortage within the DSI risk criteria will be averted most likely by 
utilizing the reservoir systems according to such ru les. 

5.2 Energy 

5.2.1 Present energy situation in GAP region 

(1) Energy demand and supply 

Reliable statistics on regional energy production and consumption are not available except 
electricity. 

The GAP region is becoming a significant producer of electricity wi th two major hydropower 
stations completed, viz. Keban (1,360 MW) and Karakaya (1,800 MW) and the Atatürk dam under 
construction to provide an additional 2,400 MW by early 1990's. There are also coal/lignite 
thermal power plants. in addition, Çağ Çağ 111(run-of-river,14.4 MW) is in operation, and Kralkızı, 
(94 MW), Dicle (11 O MW) and Batman (185.6 MW) in the Dicle river are under construction. After 
completion of ali these plants by 1992, the installed capacity would be 5,960 MW with total annual 
generation of 21 ,900 GWh providing 25 % of electric energy supply in the Country in 1992 or 85 
% of energy production by hydroelectric power plants throughout Turkey in that year. lf ali the 
power plants now in the planning or design stage in the Region are commissioned, the energy 
generation would be 25,000 GWh with the installed capacity of 7,561 MW (Tables 5.4 and 5.5). 

The electricity consumption within the Region is still low, with the share of 4.6 % in the national 
consumption in 1986. Per capita electricity consumption is 350 kWh in the Region compared with 
the national average of some 650 kWh. 

Only 16.3 % of ali the villages ~ere electrified in the Region in 1980, while the corresponding 
figures for the Country was 50. 7 % . The village electrification ratio increased significantly to reach 
94 % for Turkey and 84 % for the Region. 

Wood and tezek (dried animal dung) are two main sources of energy tor rural households in the 
Region. Relative importance of these energy sources varies among the six provinces. in some 90 
% of villages in Şanlıurfa , tezek was preferred in 1980 as heating fuels,while in a significant 
majority of villages in the other five provinces, wood was preferred. Estimates have been made lor 
the availability of tezek in the Region and in Turkey. Based on 1986 animal population data, the 
availability of tezek in the Region is 1.15 million tons or 9.1 % of the total availability in Turkey 
(12.65 mill ion tons). 

(2) Energy resources 

The hydropower potentials of the Fırat river and the Dicle river are estimated at 35,000 GWh and 
12,000 GWh, or 30 % and 10 % of the Nation 's potential. Asphaltite reserves in Turkey 
concentrate in the GAP region around Silopi and Şırnak in Siirt province. Estimated total reserve 
is 75 million tons. The southeast of the Diyarbakır-Gaziantep basin on the fringes of the great 
Middle East oil field is the major oil producing area in Turkey, producing 98 % of the total domestic 
production. However, yields are generally low for such fractured terrains. 
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5.2.2 Energy prospects in GAP region 

(1) Energy demand structure and growth 

Final energy demand in the GAP region has been roughly estimated by supply source lor 1986 
and compared wi th the whole of Turkey. 

Final energl'. demand bl'. SUf2f21l'. source in 1986, 
GAP reg ion and Turkel'. 

Source Region Turkel'. 

103 toe (share %) 103 toe (share %) 

Asphalti te 175,000 tons 75 (4) 260 ( 1 ) 
Wood 1,500,000 450 (27) 5 ,271 (15) 
Tezek 1,288,000 296 (17) 2,963 (8) 
Plant waste 930,000 214 (13) 2 ,380 (7) 
Petrole um 518,000 518 (31 ) 13,786 (39) 
Electrici ty 1,559 GWh 134 (8) 2,884 (8) 
Others( *) o (O) 7,838 (22) 

Total 1,687 (100) 35,382 (100) 

( * ) lnclude hard coal, coke , briquettes, lignite, jet fuel , naphtha, natural gas and ci ty gas. 

Prospects for alternative sources of energy in the Region may be as fol lows. Electricity will grow at 
8.0 % per annum, the highest of ali the energy sources. Petroleum will grow at 4.5 % per annum, 
slightly lower than the expected national average. The growth of asphaltite and planı wastes will 
be respectively higher than the expected national average due to better availability of these 
resources in the Region, and 4.5 % and 4 % are taken as the average annual growth rate 
respectively. Use of wood will not much increase, and 2.5 % is assumed far its growth rate. Use of 
tezek will not increase. Final energy demand lor all these resources will become 3,500 thousand 
tons of oil equivalent (toe) in 2005 from 1,687 thousand toe in 1985, representing the average 
annual growth rae of 3.7 %. 

The growth of final energy demand is highly correlated with the economic growth. The elasticity of 
energy demand to the economic growth is usually around 1.0. Taking a modest elasticity value of 
0.8, the growth of final energy demand wil l become 4,800 thousand toe in 2005 and the demand 
far other alternative sources of energy will be 1 ,300 thousand toe. 

(2) Supply prospect 

The demand tor electricity (625 thousand toe in 2005) will increase its share to 18 % of the total 
final energy. This corresponds to 7,300 GWh, while the total amount of electric energy to 
be generated by all the hydropower schemes of the GAP projeci could be 25,000 GWh. 
Development needs are in extension of transmission and distribution networks and stable and 
reliable supply for industries to be newly established. 

Supply increase of petroleum will depends simply on import and transport facilities. Supply 
expansion of asphaltite to meet thedemand (181 thousand toe) will not face any serious problem. 
The total reserve of asphaltite in the Region is estimated at 75 million tons or 32.3 million toe, 
sufficient to meet the demand in the next few decades, even if only 1 O % of the reserve is 
economically exploitable. 
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Avaılabılıty of planı wastes will increase as the agricultural production expands. Availabilıty of 
anıma! manure will also increase as the livestock sector develops, but the direct use as fuel will 
become ıess popular. At present, about 33 % of the manure is used in the Region as tezek, whıle 
ın Turkey the ratio is 18 %. The tezek use will remain at the present level in the Region, il the ratio 
of manure use as tezek decreases to 15 % level by 2005. 

At present. about 20 % of the land in the Region is classified as forest and heath areas, but only 
47 ,916 ha are actually forested. The remaining area is classified as " energy forest" that are covered 
wıth shrubs and bushes. Woodfuel production from more productive energy forests is estimated 
at 700,000 tons, while regional demand tor woodfuel is some 1.5 million tons. By increasing the 
area of productive energy forests by converting other poor quality energy forests, and increasing 
the yıeld by betler management, the regional woodfuel production can increase to 1.1 million tons 
by 2005. The total woodfuel demand in the Region is projected to be 2.0 mil lion tons in 2005. in 
order to meet the balance, the productive forest area will have to be increased annually by 2,400 
ha over 1990-2005 (Appendix A-1 ). 

in order to fil l the gap between the projected demand and the expected supply by source outlined 
above, alternative sources of energy will have to be developed. Main options available in the 
Region are: 

1. Small hydropower plants, 
2. Afforestation with fası growing trees tor fuelwood, and 
3. New and renewable forms of energy, including solar, wind, biogas, and geothermal. 

The Region is relatively favoured with solar radiation and wind energy (EIEI Reports 83-29 and 
85-1 ). Probable geothermal potential in the Eastern and the Southeastern regions is estimated to 
be 500 MW tor electricity generation and 4,000 MW tor heating (Proceedings of the New and 
Renewable Energy Resources Conference, EIEI, Ankara, 23-26 November, 1981 ). Detailed 
studıes are n~cessary to confirm the reserves within the Region. More manure will become 
avaılable lor bıogas production, as the livestock sector develops and the use of tezek becomes 
less popular. 

5.2.3 Recommendation 

(1) Objectives of energy development 

Gıven the present energy 5·ı 1· d . . . . . 
1 

ı ua ıons an prospects descrıbed above ( detaıls ın Appendıx-F) and 
ın vıew o overall regional develo t d , lor the GAP . pmen nee s, the objectives of energy resources development 

regıon may be spelled out as follows. 
1) To support the high r ı ı · d · . . a e o ın ustrıalızatıon envisioned by the Master Plan; 
2) To cope with the stru ı ı h · c ura c anges ın energy use by rural households; and 
3) To make. a smooth transition trom 

urbanızatıon proceeds. conventional energy to commercial energy as the 

(2) Measures 

Measures tu attain these ob· t' . 
new/renewable energy a d ıech ıves consıst. of those related to industrialization, rural energy, 

n ot ers as descrıbed below. 

lndustrialization 

Chıef energy sources lor ind 1 . . . 
us rıalızatı on are electricity, petroleum products, and to a much 
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smaller degree coal/ lignite/asphaltite. Electricity generation within the Region has been and will 
be primarily by hydropower. 

The hydroelectric energy to be produced by the GAP hydropower schemes wi ll be far more than 
sufficient to meet any foreseeable demand by prospective industries in the Region. The priority 
shou ld be given, therefore, to the extension of transmission and distribution networks to ensure 
stable and reliable supply, as well as to early completion of major hydropower schemes. 

Petroleum supply needs to be expanded primari ly by· increasing imports, but accelerated 
exploration may lead to substantial increase in domestic supply. A comprehensive study should 
be carried out to examine alternatives for petroleum transport , including pipel ine extension, road 
improvement and reinforcement of railway systems. This study should be taken up within a 
consistent framework for the regional transport needs encompassing ali the transport modes and 
ali the major commodities to be generated by the GAP implementation. 

Exploration of asphaltite should be continued in a systematic way. New reserves for earlier 
exploitation should be identi fied from regional development needs. 

Proper price systems need to be established to encourage efficient use of al i the commercial 
energy. Electricity tariffs were too low in the past. They should be set in accordance with the long 
run marginal cost of supply. Prices of petroleum products should reflect the real costs of supply 
from the viewpoint of the Nation's economy in order to attain optimal levels of both imports and 
domestic production and etticient use. 

Rural energy 

Rural electrification has accelerated in recent years, and most villages in the Region have now 
been served with electricity, except some settlements in the mountanous areas in Sii rt. 
Emphasis therefore should shift to increasing the distribution capacity of powerlines and utilizing 
new and independent energy sources. in the latter case, small hydropower would be the main 
option. 

Rural energy sources can be diversified by combin ing electricity, biogas, LPG and planı wastes as 
wel l as conventional tezek and fuel wood. in doing so, integrated systems should be established 
incorporating various rural activities in order to attain overall energy efficiency. As the availability 
of manure increases, biogas digesters can be promoted to produce both fuel and organic 
fertilizer. lncreasing amount of plant wastes can be used both directly as fuel and as ani mal feed, 
which in turn will increase livestock and manure production. On-farm tree planting should be 
encouraged by increasing the supply of seedlings in order to supply additional fuel as well as to 
reduce soi l erosion. 

Participation of local people in developing local energy sources is important to make them more 
conscious of energy use and thus to encourage efficient energy use and saving. For this purpose 
rural cooperatives may be organized. lnformation related to more efficient energy use can be 
transmitted through such cooperatives to rural population. 

New/renewable energy 

Use of solar water heaters should be extended from domestic uses to a range of industrial uses. 
Use as industrial process heat for some agro-processing industries envisioned by the Master 
Plan will be most appropriate, as such industries require relatively low enthalpy process heat. Use 
for hygienic purposes is another possibi lity such as for cleaning at slaughterhouses. 

Use of photovoltaics can also be readily expanded , although economy of use needs to be 
carefully assessed tor each case. Demonstration schemes for controlled grazing should 
incorporate photovoltaics to keep cattle within different areas in rotation and to make them stay off 
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the ırrıgatıon canals. Photovoltaics may alsa be used tor demonstration purposes at some public 
facılıtıes . ıncludıng the proposed headquarters of the Regional Development Center. 

Bıogas dıgesters mentıoned above should be introduced tirsi as a demonstration ~cheme ın 
selected areas wıthın the Region havıng dıfferent natura! condıtıons and prevaılıng herd 
composıtıon . Wınd and geothermal energy would deserve exploration. A few demonstration 
ınstallatıon of wındmılls should be made in the near future to monitor their performance in different 
areas and to fınd aut the conditions tor their loca! manufacturing. Use of geothermal energy in the 
Regıon wıll be a ıonger term option. A systematic exploration should be initiated, aiming at 
ıntegrated use far power generation, industrial process heat, green houses, recreational and 
domestıc purposes. 

5.3 Environment 

5.3.1 Context of environmental management 

it has been wıdely recognized that high economic growth in any region, especially under severe 
natura! conditions, can not be sustaıned without having concomitantly proper management of the 
envıronment. With this respect, the real issue is nota trade-off between economic development 
and envıronmental conservation but rather the environmental management tor sustained 
economıc growth. 

The GAP, being a large-scale, multi-sectoral projeci, will have significant effects on the 
envıronment. Especially, irrigation development on extensive land area, with large water 
ımpoundments and trans-subbasin water diversion, will change the land and water regimes in the 
Regıon substantially. This, in turn, will affect fauna and flora as well as human beings. 

These changes will b~ quite fundamental and long-lasting just as the socio-economic impact of 
the GAP ımple~entatıon. Therefore, the environmental aspect should be taken as an integral part 
of the GAP regıon~I development, andan integrated approach be adopted consistently with other 
measures lor socıo-economic development. 

5.3.2. Possible problems and general measures 

(1) Possible problems 

11 thbel GAP 15 ımplemented without paying proper attention to the environment a range of 
pro ems may arıse These problem b . . , 
approached 

0 
·. . . s may e categorızed ınto two classes: those that can be 

problems fore~: proıec,~-wıse basıs and others calling tora more integrated approach. Typical 
en are ısted below under each category. 

(a} Environmental problem 1 b s o e approaı::hed ona project-wise basis 
- lndustrıal effluents 
- Municipal wastewater discharges 
- Solıd wasıe dumping 
- Aır and water pollution related 

generatıon to mining, industrial production and thermal power 

- Sedımentatıon ın reservoir 
- Land slıde around reservoirs 
- Changes ın habıtat and eff 1 . . . . . 

ımpoundment ec s on mıgratıng habıts of f ısh specıes due to damming and 

- Degradatıon of rıver beds and . 
- Land use conflıct betwee .erosıon of banks due to changes in river flow pattern 

n agrıculture and urbanization 
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(b) Environmental problems cal ling fora more integrated approach 

Soil erosion 
Water-logging and salinization due to insufficient drainage 
Wind erosion 
Deterioration of forest resources due to il licit cutting tor fuelwood and conversion to 
cultivation/ grazing areas 
Deterioration of pastures due to over-grazing 
Non-point water pol lution due to increased fertilizer and pesticide use 
Ecological changes in fauna and flora 
Climatic changes 
Water-borne diseases 

(2) General measures 

For those problems under category (a), counter-measures can be formu lated ona project-wise 
basis, if necessary. They may take a form either of other projects or of institutional measures. The 
former include waste-water treatment plants, solid waste management projects and projects of 
structural measures to prevent land si ide or to relocate facilities. The latter include enforcement of 
effluent discharge and emission standards and land use regulations. 

The problems under category {b) are all land- and water- related. in fact, what is fundamentally 
needed is thE!' integrated land and water management, which is sometimes called watershed 
management. Objectives are (1 ) to minimize the erosion of productive top soil , (2) to minimize the 
discharge of organic and non-organic wastes into the ambient environment, and (3) to enhance 
the water-retaining and productive capacities of the land. 

Many factors affect the land- and water- related environmental problems. More important ones 
are: 

rainfall patterns --- both spatial and temporal, 
land use -- - cu ltivated areas with different crops and farming practices, grazing areas, 
buildup areas of different density and extent ete., 
vegetation cover, 
soil characteristics, and 
topography --- slope gradient and slope length. 

General measures to alleviate those problems include the fol lowing. 

1) lmprovement of farming practices such as deep ploughing, terracing on slopes, buffer strip 
cropping and mulching as well as controlled application of irrigation water, ferti lizer and 
pesticides; 

2) A llocation of sufficient cu ltivation area to perennial crops and other crops of better land surface 
coverage and soil enriching characteristics; 

3) On-farm tree planting; 

4) Pasture management; 

5) Promotion of controlled grazing ; and 

6) Afforestation. 
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5.3.3 Recommendation 

Two sets of measures are recommended to cope with the possible envıronmental problems 
outlined above. First, the .Environmental lmpact Assessment practices should be initiated tor the 
GAP. This will help to identify project-specific environmental problems, mostly under category 
(a) , and formulate counter-measures. The General Directorate of Environmental Affairs is 
finalizing the Regulations on Environmental lmpact Assessment in accordance with the Law on 
the Environment (Article 1 O). Most of the major GAP related investments and the GAP asa whole 
fail in the category where the filing of an Environmental lmpact Assessment Report is mandatory 
(Table 5.7). 

Such an initiative will not only pave the way tor the full compliance with the requirements by the 
European Economic Community's Council Directive issued in 1985 tor compulsory 
Environmental lmpact Assessment, but is quite relevant tor the GAP. The magnitude of 
development, extra-territorial effects and model case of regional development, all foreseen lor 
the GAP, justify such an initiative. 

Second, continuous efforts should be made by relevant agencies to cope with the problems 
under category (b). Agricultural extension , demonstration, and monitoring are essential 
components. 

Application of irrigation water , fertilizer and pesticides, adoption of better cropping patterns and 
farming practices, and on-farm tree planting are subjects tor agricultural extension. For the 
promotion of managed pasture and controlled grazing, and accelerated afforestation, public 
sector interventions will be necessary. Demonstration projects should be initiated tor the former. 
Those measures are described in relevant sections of this report. Monitoring is essential tor 
controlling water-borne diseases and assessing climatic and ecological changes. Asa first step, a 
survey should be conducted to assess the data available from existing organizations, to 
determine indices to be used tor monitoring and to identify needs tor further data collection. 

5.4 Human Resources and Social Needs 

5.4.1 Present conditons 

(1) Demographic structure 

The population density in the Region has been lower than the national average,although it varies 
within the Region from 43 per km2 in Şanl ıurfa to 126 per km2 in Gaziantep in 1985. Overall growth 
rates are higher in the Region than the national average. The ratio of urban population in the 
Region was 49. 9 % in 1985, slightly lower than the national average of 53.0. Detailed data are 
given in Appendix G-1. 

The Region is a net out-migrating region . Only Gaziantep showed net in-migration tor the periods 
1965-70 and 1970-75 but turned to net out-migration in the 1975-80 period to join the five other 
provinces. 

The high population growth rates and the net out-migration imply that the natural increase of 
population in the Region is quite large. According to the population surveys conducted in 1966, 
1973 and 1978, the Region had the higtıest fertility rates. The total fertility rates were 6.9 in the 
Region and 5.0 in Turkey in 1975, and 7.0 in the Region and 4.5 in Turkey in 1980. The child 
mortality rates are also general ly on the high s ide tor the provi nces in the Region, although they 
have decreased since 1970 owing much to the extended mother and child care and fami ly 
planning efforts. 
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High fertility rates are usually associated with high mortality rates, which reflect poor sanitary and 
nutntonal conditions, insufficien t health facilities and ıack of knowledge of proper treatment. in the 
Regıon, severe climatic conditions in the north, the social structure of rural population , and 
negative attitude toward family p lanning due to cultural norms are also factors for high ferti lity and 
mortality rates. 

Accord ing to the socio-demographic findings of the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance 
survey, factors affecting fertili ty are: 

• level of education of men and women, 
• level of intani mortality, 
• availability of health services, 
• avai lability of family planning services, and adequate information, motivation and satisfactory 

consul tation tor couples. 

Fertility rates are usually lower in urban areas, where the education level is generally higher, 
mortality is lower due to better health services and sanitary conditions, information is more readily 
avai lable, social and cultural norms are relatively loose, and women participate in non-farm 
activities. The total ferti lity in the areas with over 10,000 population in 1980 was 6.3 in the Region 
and 4. 1 in Turkey, respectively lower than the overall fertility figures cited above. 

Due to the high fertility rates and net out-migration, the ratio of working age population is lower in 
the Region than the national average. The ratio of population in the 15-69 age groupwas47.9 % ın 
1975 and 47.0 % in 1980 in the Region, compared with 54.7 % and 55.9 % in Turkey. 

(2) Health services 

Primary health services in Turkey aim at providing medical care and protecting health tor people in 
ali the settlements. There are three types of dispensaries and medical units as follows. 

A, type dispensary tora province center serving 50,000 people with four doctors and six health 
personnel. 

D, type dispensary fora district center serving 30,000 people with two doctors and four health 
personnel. 

Village type dispensary to serve 7,000 to 8,000 people with one doctor and three health 
personnel. 

Medical unit to serve 2,000 to 2,500 people and having one midwife. 

As of the end of 1987, there exist 250 dispensaries, 1,502 medical units, and 340 medical doctors 
in the Region. The number of facilities seems adequate in the light of the above criteria, but 
doctors and health personnel as well as equipment are not sufficient. lnfection rates in the Region 
were substantially higher than the national average for dysentery, paratyphoid fever, malaria and 
typhoid fever. lntra-regional difference was striking. Siirt had the highest infection tor most major 
diseases in 1981, but the situation improved appreciably by 1987. 

An extensive vaccination campaign has been conducted recently by the Ministry of Health and 
Social Assistance. This has resulted in decreases in the cases of whooping cough, diphtheria, 
measles, polio, and typhoid fever. in the Region, the number of children vaccinated increased 
from 343,754 in 1981 to 1, 136, 752 in 1987 at the average annual rate of 22 %. 

Consultation is an important component of mother and ch ild care activities, especially in less 
developed regions where the education level is generally lower. lmplementation of mother and 
child care includes the provision of contraceptives and baby food as well as education and home 
visits during and after pregnancy. in Turkey the number of hospital beds per 10,000 population 
was 23.7 in 1986, and 24.1 in 1987. The corresponding figures in the Region in 1986 are 7.4 in 
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Adıyaman, 22.0 in Diyarbakır, 14.1 in Gaziantep, 4.5 in Mardin, 6.6. in Siirt and 7.8 in Şanlıurfa. 
Despite these low levels in the Region, bed occupancy ratios are low. This was due ıo (1 ) 
insufficient personnel, (2) inadequate medical equipment, and (3) lack of knowledge or mental 
barrier on the part of people. People also use facilities outside the Region for better services. 

Most hospitals belong to the State. in 1987, there were 47 hospitals in the Region, of whıch 36 
were State hospitals (Appendix G-3). 

(3) Education 

The education system in Turkey consists of formal education and adult education. The lormal 
education has five levels: 

• Pre-school education for 3-4 years 
• Primary school 5 years 
• Junior high school 3 years 
• High school 3 years 
• Higher education (universities) 4-6 years 

Pre-school education is conducted by kindergartens tor 3 to 5 years age group and nursery 
classes for 6 years age group. The target enrollment ratios tor the Country are 6.0 % lor 
1986/1987, 8.0 % for 1987 /88, and 1 O.O % tor 1988/89. Pre-school education is particularly 
important lor teaching Turkish. 

According to the 1985 Population Census, 77 % of the Turkish population over six years old was 
literate (86 % tor men and 68 % lor women) . Literacy ratios are generally much lower in the 
Region ranging from 48 % in Mardin to 71 % in Gaziantep in 1985. The literacy ratios improved 
significantly during 1980-85, especially in the GAP provinces and tor women. 

Primary school education is compulsory in Turkey. Enrollment ratios in primary schools,including 
public primary schools, regional basic schools, regional boarding schools, primary schools lor the 
disabled and private primary schools, are ıower in the Region than the national average but 
steadily increasing. Especially girls enrollment increased at over 1 O % per annum between 
1980/81 and 1986/87, increasing the share in the total girls enrollment in Turkey !rom 5.8 % to 
8.4 %. The number ol pupils per teacher is consistently higher in the Region and increased from 
30 in 1980/81 to 41 in 198.6/87, as compared with 20 and 31 in Turkey in respective years. 

The number of students in different levels of schools is increasing more rapid ly in the Region t~an 
in Turkey. Consequently, the shares of students in the Region to the national total are increasıng 
more rapidly than the Region 's population. 

Primary school 
Junior high school 
High school 

Region's share ol students (%) 
1980/81 1986/87 

7.8 
5.4 
5.8 

9.6 
6.0 
6.0 

The school enrollment ratios during the 1987-88 academic year are compared with the respective 
targets. 

(Unit : %) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Target Ad ıyaman Diyarbakır Gaziantep Mardin Siirt Şanlıurfa 
Pre-school educatıon 10.0 8.2 8.2 13.5 8.3 11.5 8.9 
Prımary school 100.0 92.0 80.6 98.9 70.7 71.0 80.4 
Junıor' hıgh schooı 68.0 35.8 32.1 45.8 18.8 24.5 26.0 
High school 37.3 14.4 17.4 25.9 8.9 12.3 11 .2 
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There are vocational schools at junior high and high school levels. There exist only two classes of 
industrıal vocatıonal junior high schools in the Region with 100 students, while there are 46 
classes w ith 2,400 students in Turkey in 1986/87. At high school level, there are 17 schools, 193 
classes and 5,944 students at vocational schools in the Region, as compared with 342 schools, 
5,132 classes and 189,349 students in Turkey in 1986/ 87. The Region's share of students is 
significantly lower for this category of education. Facil ities are particularly lacking in rural areas. 

There are 22 faculties and higher education institutes in the Region belonging to two universities: 
Dicle University and Gaziantep University. Seven of them started accepting students in 1988/89. 

The adult education institutes in the Region consists of practical vocational schools for girls, adult 
education centers, apprentice training centers, domestic science schools, private teaching 
centers and courses, literacy campaign activities and mobile village courses. 

5.4.2 Labour demand and supply 

(1) Labour demand and supply balance 

Labour requirement 

in order to attain the development targets specified by the recommended socio-economic 
framework, the labour requirement will have to be satisfied. Employment in 1985was1 ,528,000. 
Labour requirements in 2005 have been calculated to be 2,796,000 from the projected value 
added and assumed employment coefficient by sector incorporating increase in labour 
productivity (Section 4.1 ). The data and the results are summarized below. 

Value-added Value-added Employment 
Sector per employee 109 TL 103 

103 TL 
1985 2005 1985 2005 1985 2005 

Agriculture 1,350 2,210 1,467 3,186 1,086 1,440 
New agro-industries 7,200 13,000 o 724 o 56 
Other industries 7,500 13,550 582 2,583 78 191 
Construction 5,600 8,320 276 864 50 104 
Services 4,400 6,540 1,384 6,572 314 1,005 
Total 3,709 13,929 1,528 2,796 

As seen from the table, 1 ,267 ,000 workers will be additionally required in this 20 year time. 

Labour supply 

The total population in the Region may increase at 2.9 % per annum following the trend. The 
natural inc rease of population in the Region at present is estimated at 3.0 % per annum. lf this rate 
is maintained, the population of 4,304 thousand within the Region will multiply to 7,774 thousand 
by 2005, while the trend population projection to 2005 is 7 ,575 thousand. lf the birth and death rates 
tor the Region decline following the national trend in the past decades, the present population in 
the Region will multiply to 7,521 thousand by 2005. Thus the trend population projection 
represents decreasing net out-migration combined with decreasing birth and death rates. 

Accord ing to the recommended socio-economic framework, the Region 's population will 
increase to 7 ,809 thousand in 2005. This implies that additional population corresponding to 3 % 
of the total will have to come from other regions. The average in-migration ratio tor the Region was 
3.6% during1975-80, while the average over all the provinces in the Nation was 6.4 % (Appendix 
G-1 ). Thus the in-migration into the Region will have to become comparable to the national 
average, resulting in the reversal from net out-migration to net in-migration. 
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The ratio of working age population to the total population was 47 % in the Region in 1985. Thıswııı 
ıncrease as in-migration takes place. The labour participation ratio was 70 % in 1985. There are 
two factors affecting this ratio in the future. First, increasing number of women will particıpate ın 
the labour force. Second, more people will rece ive highereducation , staying awayfrom the labour 
force lor a longer period of time. Assuming 50 % working age population and 70 % labour 
partici pati on ratio, the scenario population projection implies the labour supply of 2,733 thousand. 

(2) Qualifications 

Need tor hi her education 

As the Region's economy develops more workers of higher educational background would be 
required. Shares of workers having education higher than the junior high, the high and advanced 
levels are about 12 %, 7.5 % and 2 % of the total number of workers, respectively (Appendıx 
G-1 ). These shares will have to increase significantly in the future together with the improvement 
of quality of education at different levels. 

Total graduates from different levels of education have been calculated tor two cases: (1) present 
enrollment ratios and (2) recommended enrollment ratios. The results are summarized below: 

(Unit: 103) 

Enrollment Enrollment in 2005 Total Graduates 
Type of 1986 1986-2005 
Education According to According to 

Present Recommended Present Recommended 

Jr. Highschool (%) ratio ratio (%) ratio ratıo 

(General) 93.7 (29.0) 181 375 (60) 897 1,320 

Jr. Highschool 
298 (Technical) 11.5 (3.6) 23 125 (20) 111 

Highschool 
452 (General) 38.7 (13.0) 71 115 (21) 352 

Highschooı 
(Technical) 15.4 (5.2) 28 104 (19) 141 289 

Advanced 
education 9.1 (2.6) 16 75 (12) 60 143 

il the present enrollment ratios are maintained through 2005, the additional labour to be 
generated with higher educational background will be 706 thousand tor junior highschool or 
higher, 345 thousand tor highschool or higher and 42 thousand tor advanced education. 
assuming the same labour participation ratio of 70 %. These correspond respectively to 25 %, 12 
% and 1 .5 % of the total labour requirement in 2005. Compared to the present ratios, these 
represent sufficient improvement probably except lor the advanced education. With the 
recommended enrollment ratios, the ratios of labour force having higher educational background 
will be 41 % tor junior highschool or higher education, 18 % tor highschool or higher, and 3.6 % 
lor advanced education. 

in - mi ration 

The GAP region as a whole is a net out-migrating area, but out-migration rates of the GAP 
provinces are not so high, except Şanlıurfa and Mardin, as compared with the average of all1he 
provinces in Turkey (Appendix G-1 ). However, in-migration rates for the Region are much lower 
than the average in Turkey. in order to reverse the net out-migrating trend, in-migration ratios wıll 
have to increase. 
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Distribution of in-migrants to the GAP provinces by origin and distribution of out-migrants from 
them by destination tor 1975-80 are summarized : 

Orig in/ desti nation 

Other GAP provinces 
Adjacent provinces 
Çukurova region 
Metropolitan regions 
Other provinces 
Total number of 
in-/out migrants 

ln-migration 

30.2 % 
17.9 
12.7 
16.7 
22.5 

122,703 

Out-migration 

16.5 % 
8.4 

23.9 
27.7 
23.4 

226,219 

ln-migration from and out-migration to the adjacent provinces are well balanced. As the GAP 
region enhances its relative economic position, in-migration from these provinces will outweigh 
the out-migration. Also in-migration from other provinces will become more balanced. 
ln-migration from more developed Çukurova and Metropolitan regions will not increase much in 
the short run, but male-dominant return migration will be a significant factor especial ly tor the 
provinces of Şanlıurfa and Mardin. 

5.4.3 Recommendation 

(1) Objectives of human resources development 

Development of human resources is not only an essential condition tor successfu l regional 
development but more importantly a goal by itself. in the GAP reg ion, levels of social services are 
generally much lower than the national average, although they are rapidly imprnving in recent 
years. Ali the six GAP provinces are net out-migrating areas. in order to improve the situations, 
two objectives may be set: 

1) To reverse the net out-migrating trend , and 
2) To develop manpower within the Region. 

in fact , these objectives are complementary to one another. To reverse the net out-migrating 
trend , social services within the Region will have to be much improved , and th is is an important 
condition also tor manpower development. lmprovement of social services in ali aspects, in 
parallel with economic development, therefore, would be a prime means tor human resources 
development. 

(2) Recommendation 

To attain these objectives, three broad measures should be laken. First, education and health 
services should be much improved. Second, technical education and training should be 
emphasized. Third, faci lities of higher order service functions should be established in the long 
run. More specific points related to each of these measures are described below. 

Education and health services 

lmprovement of educatior. and health servicesin the Region should aim at least at the attainment 
of the present national average by 2005. Specifically, the enrollment ratios at schools of different 
levels and the levels of health facil ities and personnel should exceed the current national average 
by 2005. This will cal i tor the allocation of public investment to the Region in these sectors higher 
!han its population shares (Appendix C). Ro les of private sector in education and health services 
will become increasingly more important. 
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Stili, the target of 100 % enrollment for primary school education may face difficulty due to the 
dispersed settlement pattern and the social structure of ru ral population in the Region. To 
overcome this difficulty, a new system should be examined , combining boarding schools and 
bussing system (Appendix G-2). 

Parallel to the improvement of physical conditions, teaching staff and all other staff requirements 
should be met through all stages of education. To this end, extra stipends tor teachers· posted to 
the Region should be substantially increased , and their housing , health and recreational needs 
should be met on priority basis. 

Audio-visual media should be effectively utilized for educating a broad range of people and for 
health, sanitation and other campaigns. They are also useful for transmitting extension 
information related to crop varieties, farming practices and marketing opportunities. 

lmprovement of rural sanitation is important not only asa basic human need but also as another 
condition for enhancing productivity in rural areas. in addition to improving the provision of health 
servicesin accordance with the criteria described above, a particular attention needs to be paid to 
some diseases that may proliferate as a result of extensive irrigation and water impoundment. 
Monitoring is an essential measure to control such ?dverse phenomena. 

Technical education/training 

Levels of technical education and training are particu larly low in the Region as compared with the 
national average. in view particularly ofa range of activities to be newly ~stablished asa resul! ol 
GAP implementation, technical education/training in a wide range of fields will be required. These 
fields include various agro-processing, intensive cattle raising , poultry and associated service 
activities. The current initiative taken by the General Directorate of Work and Employment for 
vocational training should be further strengthened. To increase overall product ivity and 
employment opportunities in rural areas, courses should be otfered at existing and new institutes 
gearing with specific needs of the Region's rural areas such as metal works, weaving, handicraft 
and home economics. 

High order services 

Higher order service functions often attract potential in-migrants, and the presence of such 
facilities is quite effective in enhancing the overall image of the GAP region. A major institute for 
higher education should be established in the Region in the long run. Other facilities of higher 
order functions to be considered include international conference facilities and centers for 
advanced technology. 

5.5 Financial Capacity 

5.5.1 Past trends 

(1) Capital investment - a macro view 

The State budgets with deficit policy represent a major weakness of public finance in Turkey, 
causing high inflation rates and bias in savings (subsection 2.1 .1 ). To reduce public investment to 
decrease defici ts and suppress inflation, however, wi ll slow down the economic growth 
considerably. The Economic Stabilization Programs introduced in 1980 by the Government is an 
attempt to resolve this dilemma. For instance, the value added tax (VAT) should be seen as a 
means to increase State revenues, and various funds have been established to meet investment 
requirements through non-budget funds. Examples of the latter are the Mass Housing Fund and 
Public Participation and Development Support Funds put into application in 1984. 
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Another major change in the policy direction is the increasing importance attached to the prıvate 
sector to realize more efficient allocation of financial resources by utilizing market mechanism. 
This includes the transition of State Economic Enterprises (SEE's) to the market economy to 
make them profit-making institutions and the privatization of some of them. The factor income of 
SEE's after taxes is estimated to reach the level comparable to the State revenue from the VAT. 

Changes which have occurred along these lines may be traced by a few macro-economic indices. 
The following points may be noted from the fixed capi tal investment in recent years. 

1) The share of consolidated State budgets in the total fixed capital investment has been 
decreasing since 1983. 

2) The share of SEE investments in the total fixed capital investment has also decreased since 
1983. 

3) The private sector investment, which decreased its share in the total investment from the 50 % 
level in early 1970's to 38.9 % in 1982, has now increased to 43 % by 1986. 

There are other indications of changes in recent years. The ratio of the fixed capital investment to 
GNP had been around 20 % since 1975 and decreased to 18-1 9 % level in 1980's. However, in 
1986 it increased to 22.3 %. This is due to the utilization of the mass housing fund and increased 
utilization of foreign resources. lnvestment efficiency has been improved as appeared from the 
incremental capital to output ratio (ICOR) calculated based on the total investment and GNP at 
factor costs measured respectively in constant prices. That is, the ICOR value improved from 11 .8 
in the 1976-81 period to 4.4 in 1981 -86. 

(2) Regional allocation of investment 

Public investment 

Allocation of public fixed capital investment to the GAP region was 5 % in the 1970-75 period and 
6 % in 1976-81 , respectively lower than the population share. Considering that the Region has 
been more sparsely populated, requiring generally higher per capita investment to provide the 
same service levels, the allocation may reflect the pası low priority accorded to the Region by the 
Central Government. 

The public investment share to the Region increased rapidly after 1983 and reached the 9 % 
level in 1986. This level appears to be reasonable in relation to the population share and the 
density, but flow of public investments to the Region is considerably different from that lor the 
Nation asa whole. Public investments by source are compared in Table 5.7 tor the Region and 
Turkey tor the year 1986. in the Region, the State budgets dominate the public investments 
accounting tor 75.5 % , while the corresponding figure tor Turkey is 33.9 %. A significant portion 
of the State budget al location to the Region, TL 201 .2 bi ll ion out ofTL 357 .1 billion or about 56. 3 % 
of the total , was allocated to the DSI projects which are essentially national projects. 

SEE investments in the Region accounted tor 7.9 % of the total public investment in 1986. This 
may be compared with 40.1 % in the Country in the same year. SEE funds in the Region are used 
mainly tor energy, mining (particularly petroleum and phosphate) and manufacturing of cement. 

lnvestments into urban infrastructure facili ties such as water supply, sewerage and other 
municipal facilities, and industrial sites have been partially supported by the İller Bank sources. 
The Region's share of public investments allocated through İl ler Bank was 7 .6 % of the total İller 
Bank allocation. it the allocation to local governments, which covers provincial special 
administrations and municipalities, is included, the Region's share was mere 3.9 % in 1986 lor 
these categories of public investments. 

Allocation of public fixed capital investment by sector is also revealing (Table 5. 7). First of all , 46 % 
of all investment in the Region is in the energy sector due ıo major national projects implemented 
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by osı 01 ıhe remaın ıng public sector investment, 68 %. is ·in transport sector. Th~s shares of 

eclors appear ıo be excessively small. Wıth thıs precautıon, the followıng may be 
oır r s 1 · t il · · oı.ıscı ed Allocaııons ıo ıhe mining and manu acturıng sec ors are genera y ı n proportıon to the 

rc~ınGDP of value-added ın the respective s~ctors in.the Regio.n. ~llocation to the agri~ultural 
secıoı ıs small ın vıew of the Region's contrıbutıon wıt~ın the Natıon s economy. Allocatıons to 
ıtıe ıourısm, housıng, education, health and other servıces are much smaller than the Regıon's 
papuıaııon share 

Prtvltt lnvestment 

lh prıvaıe sector ı nvestment has been analyzed by examining main components lor investment 
by ecıor such as wells and pumps in the agricultural sector, vehicles in the transportation sector, 
, nd housıng The Reg ıon 's share in private fixed capital investment has been around 5 % (Table 
5 8). Housıng and agrıculture claim larger shares of the total investment in Turkey, having 7.5 % 
nd 6 7 % respectıvely. The sharesof social sectors are particu larly low: 2.5 % lor health services 

and 0.6 % lor educatıon. 

Provlncial breakdown 

Provıncıal breakdown of public and private fixed investments are summarized : 

Adıyaman 
Dıyarbakır 
Gaııanıep 
Mardın 

Sıırt 
Ş.1nlıurfa 
Total 

Public investment 

2.8 
45.2 
2.6 
2.5 
5.2 

41.7 
100.0 

(Unit: %) 

Private investment 

8.9 
16.8 
30.9 
9.0 
7.9 

26.5 
100.0 

The share of Gazıantep ın · 1 . . 
manufacturıng anda are 

1 
prıva e ınvestment ıs . due to its dominant position in housing, 

ms aıso ıo have ~fıractntdy hel a~y recent expendıture on private irrigation schemes. Şanlıurfa 
e re atıvely hıgh proportion of investment. 

(3) Prt11nt ftnancıaı capacity 

Govtmment revenues ınd ex nditures 
Allho..ıgh a tuıı breakdown of ov 
analysısol thecurrent fıscaı situ~r er~ment revenues and expenditures is not possible, some 
Of ıtıe GAP. The current pasif ıon ıs desırable asa background for projecting potential funding 
1) Eııpcnd 

1 
ıon may be summarized as follows: 

ı ures are much hıgher th . 
2) Govcrnmenı taxc 

11 
an revenues ı n all the GAP provinces except Gaziantep; 

2 o/c o ectıons constitute a . 
R 0

• ~e reason ıs that many tax ex very small portıon of the revenues, being slightly over 
egıon s economy; emptıons are avaılab le for agriculture, the mainstay of the 

3) llıc base f 
or munıcıpaı ıncomes i . 

conırıbutıon from the Cenıraı Go~ weak. GAP munıcipal ities depend on their per capita 
compared wıth the naııonaı averag er

1
n
3
ment to fınance about halt of their expenditure. 

e 0 8 % (Table 5.9). 
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4) The Region is highly dependant on the Central Government tor financing public sector 
ınvestments; in 1986, the Region depended on the general budget tor financing 76 % of the 
publıc sector expenditure, while the municipal authorities financed only 2.2 % (Table 5.7). 

Credit facilities 

The requ irements of working capital and fixed investment can be met from a number of sources. 
in the Region , commercial banks play a relatively minor role in supplying c redit even tor working 
capital (with the possible exception of Gaziantep). According to the Banks Association of Turkey, 
the provinces of Diyarbakır , Mardin, Siirt and Şanlıurfa receıved in 1986 only 1 % of the total 
banking credits supplied. General bank deposits of these provinces is estimated twice the bank 
credits, reflecting the lack of perceived banking opportunities. 

Such credits extended to the Region are mainly in the form of specialized funds, 50 % to 
agriculture, 1 O % each in real property and professional credits and 20 % in development and 
investment bank credits.These credits are largely provided from the government assocıated 
banks - Ziraat Bank in agriculture, the Emlak Bank tor real estates, the Halk Bank tor commerce and 
artisan activities.The Region receives 9.6 % of the Ziraat Bank's credits. 

Major portions of private sector investment have been financed from sources other than official 
credit institutions. Mass Housing Fund has fi nanced 10-15 % of private formal housing ın the 
Region. 

5.5.2 Financial capacity 

(1) Public investment requirements 

Public investment requirements have been estimated by sector {Appendix C). lnvestment costs 
of the priority irrigation and hydropower schemes of GAP have been estimated individually, and 
investment requirements for other sectors ha ve been estimated asa whole. Far social sectors the 
estimate assumed that the existing disparity between the GAP region and the rest of the Country 
in service levels will be narrowed. 

The total public investment requirements are estimated to be TL 20,600 billion (in June 1988 
price) during 1989-2005. Requirements by five year plan period are TL 5,032 billion during the 
sixth (1990-94), TL 7,371 billion during the seventh (1995-1999) and TL 6,878 billion during the 
eighth plan period (2000-2004). 

As the major irrigation schemes are put to implementation in stages, the sector division of 
expenditure will change drastically. The expenditure in agriculture will account for 29 % of the 
total expenditure in the Region during 1990-94, 34 % during 1995-1990, and 20 % during 
2000-2004. it wil l cover the main irrigation works accounting tor 60 % of the total agricultural 
expenditure, on farm development including land levelling, drainage and small irrigation 
channels, and soil protection and land improvement measures. 

(2) Financial capacity 

Assuming a 4.0 % annual increase in public sector investments in Turkey, the GAP investments 
would account tor 8.6 % of the national investment expenditure in 1990-94, 10.3 % in 1995-99, 
and 8.0 % in 2000-2004. in view of the GAP region 's population share, which will increase from 
8.5 % in 1985 to 9.6 % in 2005, the required GAP investments as estimated would be justi fiable. 
These allocations are relatively small , considering the contribution of the GAP to national 
economy especially in the form of foreign exchange earnings/savings. 
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The incremental capital to output ratio (ICOR) for the GAP investments has been calculated at 
3.24 (Section 4.1 ). At the national level , the ratio of the total ınvestments to the value-added 
(GNP) will be around 20 %. The average growth of the national economy will be at around 5.4 % 
per annum in the long run (subsection 4.1 .3). This implies the overall ICOR value of 3. 7. Thus, lhe 
GAP investment would be justified from investment efficiency point of view. 
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Table 5.1 : Main Features of the Southeastern Ana tolla f'rojooı ( GAP) 

Power Pumpıng Stat ıon lrııy.ı ııun Woıor Rer\lıırnmenı 

lrrıgation Generatıon Present 
Annual 

Area Capacıty Productıon • Province Stage· • Capacıty Consumption Max. Unit Perha 
NO. Proıecı (MW) (GWh/ year) (lit/sec/ha) (m3/ ha/ year) (Mm3/year) 

(ha) (MW) (GWh/ year) 

1. Lower Fırat Proıecı 
t . t Atalı.irk Dam and HPP - 2.400 8 ,100 Adıyaman I Ş.Urfa U/C 

1.2 Urfa Tunnel and HPP - 48 124 Şanlıurfa U/C 
1.3 Urfa-Harran lrrıgatıon 141 ,535 - - Şanlıurfa U/C - - 1.11 10.410 1,481 

1.4 Mardın - Ceylanpınar lrrıgatıon 

1.4.1 First Stage lrrıgatıon 230,130 - - Mardin I Ş.Urfa F/ S 101 272 1.08 10,005 2,302 

1.4.2 Second Stage lrrigatıon 104,809 - - Mardin ı Ş. Urfa F/ S - - 1.08 10,005 1,049 

1.5 Sıverek·Hilvan Pumped lrrigation 160, 105 - - Şanlıurfa Rec 616 1,250 0.99 8,920 1,428 

1.6 Bozova Pumped lrrigatıon 69,702 6 16 Şanlıurfa Rec 216 437 0.99 8,920 622 

2. Karakaya Dam and HPP Project - 1,800 7,354 O. Bakır I Ş. Urfa ın operatıon 

3. Border Fırat Proıect 
3.1 Birecik Dam and HPP - 672 1,797 G.Antep I Ş.Urfa D/D 
3.2 Karkamış Dam and HPP - 180 470 G.Antep / Ş. Urfa D/D 

4. Suruç - Baziki Proıecı 146,500 44 107 Şanlıurfa Rec 21 6 430 1.11 10,410 1,525 
5. Adıyaman - Kahta Projeci 

5.1 Hydroelectrıc Power Plants (5 Proıects) - 196 509 Adıyaman M/ P 
5.2 lrrigation Projects (5 Projects) 77,409 - - Adıyaman M/ P 308 494 0.88 7,626 590 

6. Adıyaman - Göksu - Araban Proıect 71 ,598 - - A.Man/ G.Antep F/S 57 111 0.87 7,227 517 
7. Gazıantep Proıect 81 ,670 - - G.Antep F/ S 146 408 0.87 7,227 590 

SUB-TOTAL (1 to 7) FOR FIRAT RIVER BASIN 1,083,458 5 ,346 18,477 1,660 3 ,402 - - 10,104 

8. Dıcle-Kralkızı Proıect 

8.1 Kralkızı Dam and HPP - 90 142 Dıyarbakır U/C 
8.2 Dicle Dam and HPP - 11 0 11 8 Dıyarbakır U/C 
8.3 Dıcle Rıght Bank lrrıgatıon 52,033 - - Dıyarbakır D/D - - 1.23 11 ,693 137 
8.4 Dıcle Right Bank Pumped lrr ıgatıon 74,047 - - Dıyarbakır D/ D 86 214 1.23 11 ,693 866 

9. Batman Proıect 
9.1 Batman Dam and HPP - 185 483 O.Bakır/Siirt U/ C 
9.2 Batman Rıght Bank lrrıgatıon 18,758 - - Diyarbakır U/ C - - 1.17 8,678 163 
9.3 Batman Lett Bank lrrıgatıon 18,986 - - Siirt U/ C 12 25 1.17 8,678 165 

1 O.Batman-Silvan Proıect 213,000 300 1,500 Dıyarbakır M/ P 104 256 1.17 8 ,678 1,848 

11 .Garzan Proıect 60,000 90 315 Bıtlis/Siırt M/ P 29 53 1.03 8,441 506 

12. llısu Dam and HPP - 1,200 3,028 Mardın/Siırt D/ D 

1 3. Cızre Proıect 
13 1 Cızre Dam and HPP - 240 940 Mardın DID 
13.2 Sılopı lrrıgatıon 32,000 - - Mardın F/ S 65 121 1.17 9 ,019 289 
13.3 Nusaybın-Cızre-ldıl Pumped lrrıgatıon 89,000 - - Mardın F/S 349 643 1.03 9,805 873 
SUS-TOTAL (8 to 13) FOR DiCLE RIVER BASIN 557,824 2,215 6,526 645 1,312 - - 4,847 

TOTAL (1 to 13) FOR WHOLE GAP 1,641 ,282 7,561 25,003 2,305 4,714 14,951 

Sources: Ataturk dam and ırrıgatıon system - an overview -, Southeast Anatolia Proıect Management Unıt, March, 1988 
Supplemented by Güneydoğu Anadolu Projesi, DSI, 1980 

• : At full development 

• · : U/C- under constructıon . D/D- detailed design completed, F/S- feasıbılity study completed, M/ P- master plan, Rec- Reconnaıssance 



Table 5.2: Main Features of Water Resource Facilities 

Reservoır Power Planı 

Proıect FSL(") Actıve Surface area lnstalled Max ( ' ' ) Catchmenı 
storage atFSL capacıty dıscharge area 

(El. m) (106 m3) (km2) (MW) (m3/ s) (km') 

Fırat Rıver Syslem 

Keban 845.0 16,800.0 675.0 1,360.0 1,080 64,092 
Karakaya 693.0 5,589.0 298.0 1,800.0 1,470 80,358 
Atatürk 542.0 19,300.0 817.0 2,400.0 1,760 92.338 
Bırecık 385.0 704.0 56.0 672.0 1,900 100,702 
Karkamış 340.0 150.0 28.0 180.0 1,900 102,612 
Göm ikan 831.5 39.5 1.8 53 
Çamgazi 648.5 44.2 6.2 137 
Koçali 1,067.0 264.8 7.2 39.8 294 
Büyükçay 1,210.0 130.2 3.2 30.4 172 
Kahta 653.0 170.0 20.7 75.4 1,687 
Sırım taş 860.0 3.0 1.2 28.4 291 
Fatopaşa run-of-river 22.2 166 
Çatal lepe 918.5 627.0 1,667 
Harmancık 842.0 200.0 40 
Çatobağazı 699.0 223.0 37 
Hancağız 432.5 83.0 7.5 1,01 7 
Kaycık 600.0 11 7.0 4.6 465 
Kemlim 566.0 31.7 3.6 222 
Seve 587.5 19.4 142 

Dıcle River System 

Kralkızı 815.8 1,712.0 58.0 90.0 145 1,300 
Dıcle 715.0 255.0 24.0 11 O.O 156 3,216 
Devegeçidi 757.0 195.0 30.0 1,578 
Batıman 665.0 737.0 45.0 185.0 262 4,105 
Silvan 820.0 4,138.0 181.0 150.0 105 2,305 
Kayser 830.0 527.0 21.9 90.0 789 
Garzan 830.0 435.0 19.0 90.0 62 
llısu 525.0 7,460.0 295.0 1,200.0 1,100 35,509 
Cizre 404.4 232.0 19.0 240.0 743 38,295 
Kirkem ır 837.0 182.0 5.0 48.0 1,658 
Hezıl 719.0 24.0 0.8 40.0 1,698 
Hezıl regulator run-of river 14.7 73.5 
Zorova 1 run-of river 5.7 11 .8 
Zorova il run-of river 94.0 72.8 
Dicle P/S run-of river 58.5 72.3 

Nole: (') FSL- Full Supply Waıer Level 

(' ' ) Maximum discharge is lhe Consultant's estimate 

Source: Feasibility sıudy reports of respective projects, osı 



Table 5.3: Summary of lrrigation Water Requirements 

lngation scheme lrrıgatıon area Water Monthly 
Gross Net Requırements · Peak Demand · 
(ha) 

1) Fırat river basin 
(ha) (106 m3) (m3/s) 

Urfa-Harran 141 ,535 123,560 1,527 144 
Mardin-Ceylanpınar 1 230,130 195,518 2,370 228 
Mardin-Ceylanpınar il 104,809 89,800 994 102 
Siverek-Hilvan 160,105 140,060 1,523 158 
Bozova pumped 69,702 60,975 718 68 
Suruç-Baziki 146,500 124,994 1,472 137 

Adıyaman-Kahta 77,409 66,324 677 73 
Adıyaman-Göksu-Araban 71 ,598 61 ,087 428 43 
Gaziantep 81 ,670 69,093 720 67 

Total Fırat river 1,083,458 931,411 10,429 1,020 

2) Dicle river basin 
Dicle-Kralkı zı 1 52,033 44,395 506 55 
Dicle-Kralkız ı il 74,047 63,977 750 82 

Batman right bank 18,758 15,937 169 19 
Batman left bank 18,986 16,062 163 19 
Batman-Silvan 213,000 187,099 1,752 200 

Garzan 60,000 52,704 537 62 

Nusaybin-Cizre-idil 70,000 61,488 770 76 
Nusaybin 19,000 16,690 209 21 
Silopi 32,000 27,648 339 35 

Total Dicle River 557,824 486,000 5,195 569 
Grand Total (Fırat+ Dicle) 1,641,282 1,417,411 15,624 1,589 

* Estimated by the Consultant 



Table 5.4: Mean Annual Energy Production in Fırat Main Stream• 

Mean Annual Values 

(3) (4) 
( 1) (2) (2) plus full 

without with Urfa- Mardın- ırrıgatıon 

Reservoir ltem irrigation Harran Ceylanpınar 1 development 

lrrigation area (ha) o 141 ,500 371,700 1,083,500 
(gross) 

Keban 
planı factor (%) 48 48 48 48 
firm discharge (m3/ s) 465 465 465 465 
firm energy (GWh) 5,200 5,200 5,200 5,200 
secondary energy (GWh) 558 558 558 558 
total (GWh) 5,758 5,758 5,758 5,758 

Karakaya 
planı factor (%) 41 41 41 41 
firm discharge (m3/ s) 562 562 562 562 
firm energy (GWh) 6,220 6,220 6,220 6,220 
secondary energy (GWh) 639 639 639 639 
total (GWh) 6,859 6,859 6,859 6,859 

Atatürk 
planı factor (%) 40 37 32 22 
firm discharge (m3/ s) 677 627 546 375 
fi rm energy (GWh) 8 ,190 7,580 6,610 4,550 
secondary energy (GWh) 515 536 622 750 
total (GWh) 8,705 8,116 7,232 5,300 

Birecik 
planı factor (%) 43 40 34 21 
firm discharge (m3/ s) 687 637 554 347 
firm energy (GWh) 2,330 2,180 1,940 1,220 
secondary energy (GWh) 250 259 358 483 
total (GWh) 2,580 2,439 2,298 1,703 

Karkamış 

planı factor (%) 37 34 30 18 
firm discharge (m3/ s) 688 638 557 348 
firm energy (GWh) 583 536 473 284 
secondary energy (GWh) 139 144 140 167 
total (GWh) 722 680 613 451 

Total firm energy (GWh) 22,523 21 ,716 20,443 17,474 
secondary energy (GWh) 2, 101 2,136 2,317 2,597 
total energy (GWh) 24,624 23,852 22,760 20,071 

Note: Full development includes Urfa-Harran, Mardin-Ceylanpınar , 
Siverek-Hilvan , Bozova pump, Suruç-Baziki . Adıyaman-Kahta, 
Adıyaman-Göksu-Araban , Gaziantep projects. 

' Estimated by the Consultant. 



Table 5.5: Annual Energy Production in Dicle River" 

Mean Annual Value 

lrrigation schemes 
(1) * (2) •• (3) * • • 

no new under const. full 

lrrigation area 
irrigation +prıority projeci development 

(ha) 12,800 376,800 525,800 

Kral kız ı 

planı factor (%) o o 
firm discharge (m3/s) o o 
fi rm energy (GWh) o o 
secondary energy (GWh) 101 101 
total energy (GWh) 101 101 

Dicle 
planı factor (%) o o 
firm discharge (m3s) o o 
firm energy (GWh) o o 
secondary energy (GWh) 124 124 
total energy (GWh) 124 124 

Batman 
planı factor (%) 8 8 
firm d ischarge (m3/ s) 19 19 
fi rm e nergy (GWh) 120 120 
secondary energy (GWh) 262 262 

Silvan 
total energy (GWh) 382 382 

planı factor (%) o o 
firm discharge (m3/ s) o o 
firm energy (GWh) o o 
secondary energy (GWh) 27 27 
total energy. (GWh) 27 27 

Garzan 
planı factor (%) 33 
firm discharge (m3/s) 15 
firm energy (GWh) 213 
secondary energy (GWh) 79 
total energy (GWh) 292 

Ilı su 
p lanı factor (%) 31 25 24 
firm discharge (m3/ s) 289 232 220 
firm energy (GWh) 2,960 2,41 o 2,310 
secondary energy (GWh) 979 857 796 
total energy (GWh) 3,939 3,267 3,106 

Cizre 
planı factor ("(o) 45 43 30 
fi rm discharge (m3/ s) 314 250 177 
fi rm energy (GWh) 942 760 612 
secondary energy (GWh) 258 178 303 
to tal energy (GWh) 1,200 938 915 

Total firm energy (GWh) 3,902 3,290 3,255 
secondary energy (GWh) 1,237 1,549 1,692 
total energy (GWh) 5,1 39 4,839 4,947 

Note: (1) Existing irrigation, Devegeçidi and Batman 
(2) Kral k ızı-Dic le-Devegeçidi and Batman-Silvan 
(3) (2) plus Garzan, Nusaybin-İdi l-Cizre and Silopi 

• • Estimated by the Consultant 



Table 5.6: Summary of Project Ranking 

Provıncc Under Consırucıı6n To be newly ımplemented Evaluatıon · · 
Proıecı Typc· Proıecı Type · lrrıgaııon Powcr 

(10'TL IRR ( o) 

per ha) 

Adıyaman Kocalı & Faıopasa IR.HP 0.78 
Buyükçay IR.HP 1.06 

Dıyarbakır Dıcle-Kıralkızı 1 st IR. HP Oıcle-Kıralkızı 2nd IR 1 14 
Batman-Sılvan IR. HP 1 26 

Gazıantep Kaycık dam and ırngatıon IR 1.21 
Hancagız IR Bırecık pumpıng system IR 1.09 

Çataltepe dam and 
Gazıantep water suppty • · WS. IR 

Mardın Mardın-Ceytan pınar ı lR 1.23 
llısu HP 13 70 

Sıırı Batman ırrıgatıon IR, HP Hezıt-Sılopı ırrıgaııon IR, HP 1.28 
Garzan-Kozluk IR 

Şanlıurfa Atatürk dam IR. Hp 
Urfa tunnel IR,HP,WS Bırecık HP 1920 
Urfa ırrıgatıon IR Karkamış HP 16.40 
Harran ı rrıgatıon IR 

Total 
Grand Total including those under consıruction 

IR-ırrıgatıon. HP-hydropower. WS-water supply 

• · Crıterıa lor proıect selecııon. lrrıgaııon proıect: cost/ha smaller than ı .3 mıllıon TL/ha 
Hydropower proıect ınternal raıe of return {IRR) greater than ı 2 % 

· • • Selected wııh water supply prıorıty 

Gross 
ırrıgated 

~rea (ha) 

21.605 
12.322 

74.047 
213.000 

2.896 
55.960 

11 ,937 

230. 130 

32.000 

653,897 
894,459 

ınstalled 

capacıty 

(MW) 

62 
30 

150 

t .200 

173 

672 
180 

2,467 
5,306 



Table 5.7: Activities Subject to Environmental lmpact Assessment 

1. Refineries and establishments tor liquefaction and gasification 
a) Crude oil refineries (excluding the establishments producing grease out of crude oil) 
b) Establishments tor liquefaction aıid gasification, out of coal and bituminous schist 

2. Thermal power plants and nuclear power plants, 
a) Thermal power plants and other combustive establishments, having 300 MW or more 

heating power 
b) Nuclear power plants and other nuclear reactors (excluding research centers related to 

the fissionable products having not more than 1 kW of maximum thermal power) 

3. Establishments for radioactive wastes 
a) Establishments tor storage or disposal of radioactive wastes 
b) Long term storage of radioactive wastes 

4. lntegrated iron and steel establ ishments 

5. lntegrated chemical establishments 

6. Cement factories 

7. Ali types of paper factories 

8. Establishments tor producing asbestos and asbestos products 
a) Establishments prod.ucing asbestos-cement products, with an annual production of more 

than 20,000 tons 
b) Establishments producing fr iction products with an annual production of more than 

50,000 tons 
c) Other type of establishments using asbestos more than 200 tons annually 

9. Large infrastructure constructions 
a) lnter city highways, express ways and bridges and tunnels connected to these highways 
b) lnter city rai lways and bridges and tunnels connected to these railways 
c) Airports having longer than 2, 100 m of runway 
d) Commercial ports 
e) Petroleum and gas pipe lines and establishments 
f) Dams (having more than 100 million m3 of maximum storage capaci ty or having more !han 

15 km2 of surface area) 

1 O. lntegrated development projects (regional development, rural development, tourism 
development and other similar projects) 

11 . Establishments tor burning toxic and hazardous wastes, chemical purification and land 
disposal 

Source: G.D. of Environmental Affairs, Draft Regulations on Environmental lmpact Assessment, 

1989. 



Table 5.8: Publlc lnvestment Expenditures by Sector ln1986, GAP Reglon and Turkey 

(U nıt: 109 TL ı n current prıce) 

General Budget SEE Funds İller Bank Revolving capital Locaı governments Total public investment % 
Sector Turkey GAP Turkey GAP Turkey GAP Turkey GAP Turkey GAP Turkey GAP Turkey GAP Turkey GAP 

Agriculture 315.0 12.5 26.1 o o o o o 45.4 0.8 15.6 0.4 402.2 13.7 8.1 3.1 
Mining 32.0 o 273.9 13.7 o o o o o o 5.2 0.3 31 1.1 14.0 6.2 3.2 
Manufacturing 3.5 o 372.4 10.2 o o 0.9 0.1 4.8 o 31 .3 1.0 412.8 11 .3 8.3 2.6 
Energy 357.0 149.6 509.4 10.8 225 51.6 o o o o 18 1.5 1109.4 213.5 22.2 48.7 
Transport 430.0 161.4 789.6 o 148.8 2.5 o o 44.1 0.3 242.2 0.6 1654.7 164.8" 33.2 37.7 
Tourism 11.5 0.3 5.3 o 3.5 o 0.9 o 4.2 o 30.7 0.2 56.2 0.5 1.1 0.1 
Housing 61.2 2.2 7.2 o o o o o 0.4 o 21.4 0.4 90.3 2.6 1.8 0.6 
Education 155.7 1.2 1.4 o 14.6 o o o 4.8 o 20.9 0.5 197.4 1.7 4.0 0.4 
Health 46.6 1.0 1.5 o o o o o 5.9 o 26.7 0.4 80.6 1.4 1.6 0.4 
Other Services 279.5 1.9 15.2 o 48 o 124.7 7.5 4.1 o 204.4 4.3 675.8 13.7 13.5 3.2 

Total 1692.0 330.1 2002.0 34.7 439.9 54.1 126.5 7.6 113.7 1.1 616.4 9.6 4990.5 437.2 100.0 100.0 

(%) 33.9 75.5 40.1 7.9 8.8 12.4 2.5 1.7 2.3 0.3 12.4 2.2 100.0 100.0 

-
lncludes investment costs of the second ı raq - Turkey pıpelı ne (TL 141.9 bıll ıon) and some 
portion of TETEK project. 



Table 5.9: Fixed lnvestm ent in GAP Compared with the Nation (Average over 1981-1985) 

(a) Fixed lnvestments 

AGR!CUL TURE 
MINING 
MANUFACTUR!NG 
ENERGY 
TRANSPORT 
HOUSING 
EDUCATION 
HEALTH 
TOUAISM 
OTHEA SERVICES 

TOTAL 

(b) lnvestment Structure 

AGRICUL TURE 
MINING 
MANUFACTUR\NG 
ENEAGY 
TRANSPORT 
HOUSING 
EDUCATION 
HEALTH 
TOURISM 
OTHER SERVICES 

TOTAL 

(c) Region's Share in Turkey 

AGRICUL TURE 
M\N\NG 
MANUFACTURING 
ENERGY 
TRANSPORT 
HOUS!NG 
EDUCATION 
HEALTH 
TOURISM 
OTHER SERVICES 

OVERALL 

PUBLIC 

28.0 
23.0 
67.0 

334.0 
160.0 

11.0 
4.0 
1.0 
1.0 

15.0 

644.0 

PUBLIC 

4.3 
3.6 

10.4 
51 .9 
24.8 
1.7 
0.6 
0.2 
0.1 
2.4 

100.0 

PUBLIC 

3.4 
2.4 
3.4 

12.7 
6.9 
5.4 
1.1 
0.9 
1.4 
1.9 

6.3 

GAP 

PR\VATE 

51.0 
3.7 

87.8 
O.O 

22.6 
149.7 

0.1 
0.5 
2.0 

15.1 

332.6 

GAP 

PRIVATE 

15.3 
1.1 

26.4 
o.o 
6.8 

45.0 
O.O 
0.2 
0.6 
4.6 

100.0 

GAP 

PRIVATE 

6.7 
5.0 
3.6 
O.O 
5.0 
7.5 
0.6 
2.5 
2.5 
5.0 

5.4 

TOTAL 

79.0 
26.7 

154.8 
334.0 
182.6 
160.7 

4.1 
1.6 
3.0 

30.1 

976.6 

TOTAL 

8.1 
2.7 

15.9 
34.2 
18.7 
16.5 
0.4 
0.2 
0.3 
3.1 

100.0 

TOTAL 

5.0 
2.6 
3.5 

12.7 
6.6 
7.3 
1.1 
0.9 
2.0 
2.8 

6.0 

Sources: SPO, Annuaı lnvestment Programs and SiS Statistics· 

(Units: 109 TL, 1988 prices) 

NAT.ION 
PUBLIC PRIVATE 

833.3 755.6 
954.0 74.3 

1983.5 2440.9 
2624.9 8.2 
2303.4 453.7 

204.2 1983.3 
370.6 16.3 
151.3 19.7 
69.2 80.3 

788.9 302.8 

10283.3 6135.1 

NAT\ON 

PUBLIC PRIVATE 

8.1 12.3 
9.3 1.2 

19.3 39.8 
25.5 0.1 
22.4 7.4 
2.0 32.3 
3.6 0.3 
1.5 0.3 
0.7 1.3 
7.7 4.9 

100.0 100.0 

TOTAL 

1588.9 
1028.3 
4424.4 
2633.1 
2757.1 
2187.5 

386.9 
171 .0 
149.5 

1091.7 

16418.4 

TOTAL 

9.7 
6.3 

26.9 
16.0 
16.8 
13.3 
2.4 
1.0 
0.9 
6.6 

100.0 



Table 5.10: Municipal Revenues, 1984 

(a) Munıcipality Revenues (Units: 109 TL, Current prices) 

TOTAL REVENUES AOIYAMAN DIYARBAKIR GAZiANTEP MARDiN SiiRT Ş URFA GAP TUAKEY 

Munıcıpal share from 
General Budget Tax Revenue 1.50 5.11 5 .36 2.65 2.22 3.71 20.54 471.41 
Municıpalıty: 

Taxes 0.18 0.83 0.76 0.37 0.19 0.36 2.69 79.80 
Fees and charges 0.15 0.41 0.46 0.48 0 .12 0.43 2.05 78.42 
Cost recovery from Water 
Supply and Urban Roads 0.09 0.20 0.12 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.81 35.84 
Revenue and Profil from 
lnstitutions/Enlerprises 0.26 0.51 4.33 0.30 0 .14 0.26 5.80 70.48 
Various Revenues, Wages, 
Aids and Funds 0.53 2.24 3.01 1.83 0 .93 1.50 10.04 497.66 

TOTAL 2.71 9.28 14.04 5.80 3 .74 6.37 41.94 1233.61 

(b) Municipalily Revenues (%) 

TOTAL REVENUES AOIYAMAN OIYARBAKIR GAZiANTEP MARDiN SiiRT Ş URFA GAP TURKEY 

Municipal share !rom 
General Budget Tax Revenue 55.33 55.01 38.15 45.62 59.44 58.30 48.98 38.21 
Municipality: 

Taxes 6.55 8.90 5.42 6.45 5.10 5.68 6.42 6.47 
Fees and charges 5.57 4.42 3.27 8.29 3.19 6.80 4.89 6.36 
Cost recovery from Waler 
Supply and Urban Roads 3.31 2.11 0.88 2.89 3.53 1.60 1.93 2.91 
Revenue and Profil !rom 
lnslitutions/Enterprises 9.51 5.45 30.88 5.16 3.81 4.04 13.82 5.71 
Various Revenues. Wages, 
Aids and Funds 19.72 24.12 21.41 31.59 24 .93 23.58 23.95 40.34 

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Source: SiS. Final Accoun)s lor Local Governments. 1984 
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Chapter VI 

DEVELOPMENTPLAN 

6.1 Development Areas and Projects 

Six broad areas have been defined as development areas (subsection 4.2.5). A different set of 
programs is proposed tor each of these areas on the basis of their resource base, constraints 
faced and expected functions. These functions are: a) high order export oriented manufacturing 
(Gaziantep) ; b) agro-processing and trading (Mardin and Şanlıurfa) ; c) production and 
administrative services (Diyarbakır, Şanlıurfa , Siirt); and d) special resource base production and 
services (Adıyaman). 

For each of these development areas, present conditions will be outlined, constraints and 
prospects clarified, basic strategy formulated, and development measures to be implemented in 
Phase 1 described. Major constraints to be addressed are low productivity rain-fed agriculture, 
urban physical infrastructure, social services and communication/ transportation. Broad 
scheduling of the development measures is presented in Tables 6. 1 through 6.6. 

6.1 .1 Diyarbakır - Batman Development Area 

(1) Present conditions 

This development area is most diversified both in existing conditions and in future prospects. 
Some accumulation of indusvies is observed, representative ones being tobacco, liquor, textile, 
and anim al feed industries as well as flour milis in Diyarbakır anda refinery in Batman. The Ergani 
copper smelter with 18,000 tons/ year capacity is now operating at 8,000 tons/year production. 
The Turkish Oevelopment Foundation (TKV) hasa variety of activities, including poultry, animal 
feed, slaughtering and carpet weaving. 

Livestock activities are also popular in this area. Diyarbakır province has the largest number of 
cattle of all the GAP provinces. Silkworm growing and bee-keeping add to the varietyof this area's 
economy. The city of Diyarbakır is not only the center of commerce and industry lor this and 
contiguous areas, but also a distribution center tor goods from the inland. Dicle University has its 
campus with medical science, education, law and architecture schools. 

(2) Constraints 

Extended dry season with very high temperature in summer and occasional frost damage in 
winter constrain the agricultural development in this area. Sloping and undulating lands are 
dominant in the planned irrigation areas. Economic feasibility of some of the planned schemes 
may need to be carefully re-established. Livestock activities seem to be constrained by the 
diminishing productivity of the grazing land. 

The tribal (aşiret) structure constitutes the social base , and large landlords dominating each 
tribe/ sub-tribe are said to be conservative to innovation. 
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(3) Prospects 

Large ırrı gation schemes are planned and partly implemented. On the basıs of expanded 
agricultural produce, many prospective agro-processing industries are conceived such as edible 
oils, anımal feed, and ginnery. Petroleum resources will continue to be of major ımportance in the 
comıng two decades, provided that the exploration for additional reserves is continued. 

Diyarbakır city will play a key role for the area's development, having an airport, raı lway connectıon 
and good road services and being a part of the main development axis. Most agro-processing 
i ndustrıes will be located in and around the ci ty. With the urban functions of the city and the 
productive hinterland, this development area will forma consolidated urban-rural complex. 

( 4) Basic strategy 

Short - to medium - term 

- To concentrate development efforts on more promising irrigation schemes identified by the 
Master Plan in order to attain maximum benefits with smaller investment costs and on the 
establishment of processing industries based on the increased agricultural produce; and 

- To enhance the urban functions of Diyarbakır municipality by improving infrastructure arid 
social services and establishing the processing industries. 

Medium - to lon - term 

- To expand the development corridor along Diyarbak ı r - Batman by capitalizing on the 
pröductive agricultural land and improving the physical linkages. 

(5) Projects and other measures 

in addition to the completion of on-going projects, the Batman right bank irrigation projeci should 
be implemented, and the ·implementation of the Dicle right bank irrigation and the Batman left 
bank irrigation projects should be initiated in Phase 1. Grain storage faciliti es should be expanded , 
and a major distribution depot for fertilizer and agro-chemicals established. Demonstration 
schemes tor oil crops should be implemented, the EBK meat combine upgraded andan imal feed 
milis also expanded in Phase 1. The tirsi stage of the Diyarbakır urban development projeci will be 
implemented, focusing on the rehabilitation of existing facilities. 

The feasibi lity study (F / S) of the Dicle right bank irrigation with an additional dam at Dipni and the 
Dicle right bank pumped irrigation projects urgently need to be updated. The F/S of the 
Batman-Silvan projeci should be reviewed comprehensively, including the Kayser dam and 
water transfer option. A study of pipeline extension tor local needs will be conducted in this 
phase. 

Commercial poultry by Turkish Development Foundation (TKV) will be promoted with contract 
farmers. An integrated poultry center should be established including parent stock breeding, 
production and distribution of chicks and feed , slaughter facilities, cold stores and marketing 
facilities. Both investment and production credit need to be provided . The Agricultural Bank 
(TCZB) programmes providing credit tor broiler and egg production should be extended to the 
GAP region. 

Extension services related to the expansion of various oilseed will be intensified within the TYUAP 
system. Also intensified in the initial phase should be research on irrigation technology, crop 
rotation and on-farm water management particularly on slope lands. 
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6.1.2 Greater Şanlıurfa Development Area 

(1) Present conditions 

T~is development area consi~ts of the area around Şanlıurfa munıcıpalıty, Sıverek, Vıranşehır, 
Bırecık and 8~)Zova. T~ıs . ıs an a~ea where the potentıal has been ıeast exploıted 
Subsıstence-orıented actıvıtıes wıth mıxed farmıng are stili dornınan t , or otherwıse ıarge scale 
farms are. operated ın an extensive manner with a srnall number of benefıcıarıes. Land ownerstııp 
ısmost. dıstorted . in the province of Şanlıurfa, about 40% of farrn farnılıes are ıandlcss Lıvcstock 
ıs do~ı.nated by sheep and extensive grazing. The existıng manufacturıng basc ı s vcry weak, 
co.nsıstıng of a few rnajor feed plants and food and beverage ındustrıes. The rnost ırnportant 
prıvate enterprise is UPISAS cotton yarn factory. An agrıcultural rnachınery and ımplcrncrıt 
manufacturıng planı exists in Şanlıurfa, owned by the Agrıcultural Supply Organızatıon (T70K) 

(2) Constraints 

The land tenure system constitutes a major constraint. Maın characterıstıcs of land ownerstııp ırı 
the Region are typically observed in Şanlıurfa such as hıgh share of land owned by large landlords 
high proportion of the landless and smallholders, existence of ağa, and hıgh ratıo of land owncd by 
absentee landlords. The Land Authority expropriated 161,600 ha ın Şanlıurfa desıgnated as ;ı land 
reform area by Law 1757. This law was cancelled by the Hıgh Constıtutıon Court ın 1978 ftıe ncw 
law (Law 3083) enacted in 1984 concerns mainly land dıstrıbutıon and consolıdatıon ırı ıtıe Urfa 
Harran irrigation areas in Şanlıurfa. 

Levels of urban and social services are low compared wıth the natıonaı average, whıch 
discourages return migrants, despite the expected irrigatıon development. Lack ofa maıor aırport 
is another constraint , although a new airport has just been completed 

(3) Prospects 

Development prospects of the area in the medium - to long - term are quıte hıgh. Key factors are 
the existence of large irrigation schemes including the top prıorı.ty Urfa-Harran, the central 
location on the major artery and the main development axis, and the cıty of Şanlıurfa. Şanlıurfa cıty 
has the potential to become the regional center due to its central locatıon, productıve hınterland, 
existing facilities and economic activities and potential tourism resources. Thıs developmentarea 
asa whole may be characterized asa communication center ın the future. 

( 4) Basic strategy 

Short - to medium - term 
d ıorce of the area deveıopment 

- To implement the Urfa - Harran irrigation schem~ asa rıvıng 
1 

d management/ownershıp; 
with the concomitant provision of extensıon servıces and new an 

. . . 1 ş 1 rfa and ınfrastructure assocıated 
- To improve the provision of urban servıces ın the cıty 0 an ıu facılıtıes tor graıns and pulses. 

with the irrigation development such as rural roads and storage 

Lon -term 
. b rovıdıng much ımproved urban 

- To develop the city of Şanlıurfa into a regıonal center Y P 
infrastructure and social services; and . 

5 . . . k wıth neıghbourıng area . 
- To expand the economic corridor by ımprovıng lın ages 
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(5) Projects and other measures 

The Urfa-Harran irrigation and the Şanlıurfa-Diyarbakır road improvement projects will be 
completed in Phase 1. The Mardin-Ceylanpınar irrigation first stage and the Border Fırat projects 
will be initiated. Cotton area will much expand under the Urfa-Harran scheme, and so wıll 
ginneries and textile industry capacities. Edible oils andan imal feed industries will beestablished. 
lncrease in on-farm grain storage capacity and upgrading of the EBK meat combine should also 
lake place in this initial phase. The agricultural machinery and implement planı should be 
upgraded to produce a wider range of products meeting the regional needs. An integrated poultry 
center and an an imal feed lot will be established in the Ceylanpınar State farm. 

A set of urban projects should be implemented in Phase 1, centering on the city of Şanl ıurfa.The 
Şanlıurfacity water supply and sewerage projeci will be implemented in stages, with the tirsi stage 
aiming primarily at rehabilitation of existing facilities. The Şanlıurfa urban development project, 
tirsi stage, will upgrade roads and communication faci lities primarily tor tourism and industrial 
activities. A tourism information center will be much improved. 

The communication complex project will aim at converting apart o f the State farm to a complex of 
communication-related facilities. lts first stage will include the improvement of faci lites tor 
domestic tourism such asa deer park, picnic area with out-door cooking facilities, small forest tor 
trekking and sport fishing. The farm can also be utilized as a place tor out-door education lor 
children, where they can learn some production techniques and experience farming and other 
rural activities. An easy day trip can be made by abus from Şan l ıu rfa, Mardin or Diyarbakır , if the 
access is improved. The area can be converted in a long run into an international 
conference/ recreation center in a peaceful environment. Advanced agricultural research center 
may also be established to serve not only the Region and the Country but also neighbouring 
countries. 

The F/S's of the Siverek-Hilvan pumped irrigation and the Bozova pumped irrigation projects 
should be reviewed and updated in order to identify more promising areas. F/ S's of the 
Suruç-Baziki and the Şanlıurfa regional airport projects will be carried out. Comprehensive 
studies tor the communication complex and the Şan lıurfa urban development projects should 
precede the respective implementation described above. 

Organization/ re-organization of smallholders and landless farmers will be necessary tor 
successful implementation and operation of the Urfa-Harran and other irrgation schemes. Such 
organizations will help to improve on-farm water management and to enhance land productivity 
(Section 6.3). Extension staff should be trained on the basis of on-the-job training in order to 
serve other irrigation schemes as well. 

6.1.3 Gaziantep Gateway Development Area 

(1) Present conditions 

This development area covers the area around Gaziantep municipality and the contiguous area 
along the border with Syria. This area is a gateway from the Medite rranean coast and also to the 
Middle East markets. it contains the most industrialized area with a variety of manufacturing and 
commercial activities. The province of Gaziantep contributes to 40% of the total manufacturing 
value-added in the GAP region with texti le, apparel, food and beverages, metal products and 
other industries. Most agro-related products are presently exported through Gaziantep such as 
live animals, meat, cereals, lentils,chick peas and pistachios. 



(2) Constraints 

The ~ity . of . Gaziantep faces water supply problems. Conflicts in land use between 
urbanızatıon /ındustria li zation and agricul ture are acute. in the hinterland, diminishing grazing 
ıand and slope land constrain agricultural and livestock activi ties. 

Allhoug_h the area is highly industrialized, further growth at higher level of industrialization may be 
constra~ned by the present industrial structure dominated by agro-processing and consumer 
goods ındustries . The recent change of the Gaziantep province to a net out-migrating area may 
be an early indication of this fundamental constraint. 

(3) Prospects 

The advantages of the area include its ıocation along E-24 close to the Mediterranean coast, good 
access to the neighbouring Middle East countries, the existence of Small lndustry Development 
Organization (KÜSGET), land generally suitable tor agriculture and the well developed road 
network connecting to neighbouring provinces. The present industrialization level is high enough 
to introduce a new leading industry. The tourism attractions and chromium deposits in the west 
are other factors tor consideration. 

The area already hasa well developed private business sector. lncentive measures will constitute 
the m ain form of public sector intervention. 

(4) Basic strategy 

Short - to medium - term 

- To improve infrastructure and utilities within Gaziantep municipality in order to maintain its 
status as the Region's commercial and trade center; and 

- To take incentive measures to attract the private sector investment into new industries to 
diversify the industrial base. 

Lon - term 

- To develop Gaziantep into a high order export oriented industrial cen ter. 

(5) Project and other measures 

The projects to be completed in Phase 1 include the Hancağız irrigation scheme of the Gaziantep 
project, Gaziantep-Araban road improvement, and Gaziantep city water supply and sewerage, first 
stage, primarily lor rehabilitation of existing facilities. The F /Sof Adıyaman-Göksu -Araban project 
should be reviewed and updated with the primary focus on the Çataltepe dam and municipal water 
supply lor Gaziantep. The F/ S of Gaziantep project should be updated lor subsequent 
ımplementation. 

Groundwater irrigation development by private sector should also be promoted. Technical 
training by KÜSGET should be strengthened as well as industrial extension and 
consultancy/guidance lor prospective entrepreneurs (Section 6.3). As various economic 
activities further accumulate in the city of Gaziantep, regulations related to urban development 
and industrial location will have to be introduced, fol lowed by wastewater discharge regulations 
lor industries. A comprehensive study ol railway reinforcement should be carried ou t, covering 
the improvement of Fevzipaşa passage and the expansion to Şanlı u rfa. 
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6.1 .4 Siirt Development Area 

(1) Present conditions 

Thıs development area is the least developed of all the development areas. Levels of socıal 
servıces are lowest ın the Siirt province of all the GAP provınces. The number of agrıcultural 
machınery and equipment, fertilizer use and agricu ltural productivity are low. Livestock actıvıtıes 
are domınated by goat raising. A few new industrıes are developıng such as pistachıo 
processıng/packing , licorice processing , ginneries and brick making ın addıtion to tobacco and 
coal mining. 

(2) Constraints 

Spatial development of this area is constrained by mountainous areas ın the east and the north. 
Access !rom contiguous areas is less favourable. Sheep fatten ing within the city poses 
problems. Nomadic ways of life are stili prevailing , leaving land productivity at low level. 

(3) Prospects 

Despite the present conditions, this development area has a range of potentials. Livestock 
activities have much room for improvementlexpansion. A new intensive livestock system has 
alreadystarted to be implemented. The forestry industry will be established with 700,000 ha along 
the northeastern border of the province to be utilized lor fuelwood production. Other prospects 
include Siirt pistachio, sericulture, bee-keeping, weaving, simple vegetable processing and 
chrom.ium exploitation in the north. in the long-run , tourism activities can be developed, 
capitalizing on natura! conditions such as mountains and hot springs and handicraft production. 

(4) Basic strategy 

Short - to medium - term 

- To promote the livestock industry by taking a comprehensive set of measures; and 

- To satisfy basic human needs by improving social services and rural infrastructure such as 
water supply, sanitation and rural roads. 

Long -term 

- To diversify the economy by exploring other resources such as tourism, geothermal and other 
resources. 

(5) Projects and other measures 

The on-going Siirt city water supply project will be completed and a sewerage project initiated. 
The Garzan-Kozluk irrigation should be completed in Phase 1. The rural road programme 
will be continued, extending the efforts initiated by YSE. The small dam project will be 
implemented to create reservoirs on many small rivers for small irrigation, livestock, forestry and 
other rural activities. 

The livestock improvement programme should be initiated , consisting of comprehensive 
measures to promote this sector. Components will include the following: 

· demonstration of zero-grazing, stall grazing and managed pasture, 

· improvement of cattle by artificial and natural insemination and disease control, 
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· establishment of an organized sheep fattening facilitıes outside the city, 

· establishment of sanitary slaughtering, quality standards and inspectıon , 

· establishment of marketing facilities for the new livestock products, and 

· encouragement of processing and related industries. 

Meat processing and animal feed industries will be expanded. 

Ouring the initial phase, a comprehensive study for hydropower development should be 
conducted along !he Betan river. Afforestation and eros ion control on slope lands will be another 
important measure. A F/Sof the Garzan project will also be carried out in Phase 1. 

6.1.5 Adıyaman Development Area 

(1) Present conditions 

This development area is less developed, and in particular livestock herd size ıs very small. 
Almost all the manufacturing establishments are small. The manufacturing sector value-added 
contributes to less than 10% of the provincial GAP, sharing 6% of the manufacturing value-added 
in !he Reg ion . This sector, however, is rapidly growing due to backward linkages of industries in 
Gaziantep. The industrial establishments belonging to the State are Sümerbank cotton weaving , 
Turkish milk industry corporation, Turkish feed industry, TEKEL tobacco and a few others. 
Tourism activities centering around MI. Nemrut are popular. 

(2) Constraints 

Limited agricultural land of good quality and lack of irrigation facilitıes and modern farming 
practices are constraining the area's agricultural activities. Area of productive land will be further 
reduced by the Atatürk reservoir. Other major constraınts are lack of airport, relatively 
undeveloped roads in the interior and insufficient social services. 

(3) Prospects 

Tourism resources abound in the province of Adıyaman and its vicinity. Creation ofa reservoir by 
!he Atatürk dam will provide additional opportunities far tourism and fishery. lrrıgation by water 
from the Atatürk reservoir wi ll provide another prospect, although economic viabili ty will have to 
be carefully assessed for different schemes. Grapes and pistachios have been successfully 
promoted in !he slope lands of this province since 1970's. This area may be characterized as the 
water-based development area. 

(4) Basic strategy 

Short - to medium - term 

- To strengthen physical and economic inter-connections with the neighbouring provinces: e.g. 
the development of backward linkage industries to those in Gaziantep, and thedevelopment of 
tourism tor visitors from Diyarbakır , Gaziantep and Şanlıurfa. 

Medium - to lon - term 

- To promote water-based economic activities, capitalizing on !he Atatürk reservoir, such as 
irrigation, tourism and fishery. 
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(5) Projects and other measures 

The Çamgazi irrigation scheme of the Adıyaman-Kahta projeci will be implemented in Phase ı. 
Realignment and paving of the Kahta-Gerger road and the Atatürk link to Şanlıurfa with bridge and 
road wıll be completed. 

A comprehensive F / Sof the Adıyaman-Kahta projeci should be conducted ,covering the options 
of diverting water from the Kocali reservoir to the Gömükan and Çamgazi schemes and sending 
supplementary water from the Kahta reservoir to the Büyükçay scheme ın order to increase 
ırrigation areas. A comparative F/ S of the Atatürk passage across the reservoır in the north will be 
conducted in an early part of Phase 1, taking account of tourism aspect. A comprehensive study tor 
tourism development should also be carried out. 

A fishery complex should be establ ished within the area consisting ofa hatchery, a research and 
training center, fingerl ings production faci lities and a processing unit. A F/S of this fishery 
complex projeci should be carried out in Phase 1. 

The Mt. Nemrut area has been designated asa national park. Afforestation should be vigorously 
carried out along the Atatürk reservoir (10,000 ha planned at present) to minimize soil erosion and 
extend the life of the reservoir. The area around the reservoir may be designated asa recreational 
area, and a tourism training/information center established. 

6.1 .6 Mardin Frontier Development Area 

(1) Present conditions 

This development area consists of areas along the Syrian and lraqi borders, from 
Mardin-K ı zıltepe in the west via Nusaybin al l the way to Cizre-Silopi in the east. The area is 
generally less developed and no major economic activities exist except those associated with the 
transit traffic on E-24. However, the population density in this area is quite high, with many villages 
along E-24. 

The manufacturing value-added in the province of Mardin contribu tes only 5% to the Region's 
total , consisting of flour milis, textile industry (Nusaybin) and livestock industries such as feed 
planı , milk plant and a slaughterhouse. A meat combine in Kızıltepe is not working at present. A 
small industry site exists just outside the city of Mardin, but its occupancy ratio is low. Concentrate 
phosphate production commenced in 1977 in Mazıdağı , northwest of the area. 

Livestock activities are popular with large number of goats and relatively large cattle population . 
The Silopi-Nerdüş irrigation is near completion in the eastern part of the area. 

(2) Constraints 

The terrains are undulating and partly covered by stones. The border areas sometimes suffer 
from drought, which does not preclude the floods in some parts, especially along the Dicle river. 
Despite its location along the main trading route, many products produced in and around the area 
face marketing problems without effective distribution centers. Nomadic population sti li exists, 
engaging in low productivity stock raising. 

(3) Prospects 

Favourable conditions that this area has include its strategic location, many religious objects tor 
tourism, and large phosphate deposits in the northwest. Water availability is generally high, and 
several irrigation schemes are planned and partly implemented. However, economic viability of 
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some irrigation schemes needs re-evaluation. The area will become more important as an outlet 
far lıvestock products as these activities develop in Siirt as well as in Mardin. lnternational 
trade-related activities are alsa conceivable. This area may be characterized in the future as an 
export trade center. 

(4) Basic strategy 

Short - to medium - term 

- To improve and maintain good access provided by E-24 by regular maintenance and repair, 
while improving facilities and services on the border tor international transit traffic, and 

- To select and implement most promising components of planned irrigation schemes. 

Medium - to lon - term 

- To strengthen inter-connections with neighbouring areas to stimulate trade and livestock 
activities. 

(5) Projects and other measures 

in addition to the completion of Silopi-Nerdüş and Nusaybin irrigation, the Cizre dam and 
hydropower projeci , E-24 improvement and Savur road rehabilitation will be implemented. A 
distribution depot should be established tor fertilizer and agro-chemicals. The livestock 
improvement programme should be initiated with the same comprehensive set of components as 
described in subsection 6.1.4. 

The F / Sof the Mardin - Ceylanpınar irrigation project,second stage, should be updated, and more 
promising areas selected for subsequent implementation. A comprehensive F/ S of the Cizre 
project shou ld be carried out, i ncl uding an u pdate F / Sof N usaybi n-Cizre-ld i 1 pu m ped i rrigation. A 
study to identify promising horticultural crops should be conducted with a view to establishing 
processing industries, covering marketing aspect as well as soil suitability and agro-ecological 
conditions. Asphaltite reserves in Şırnak should be investigated to identify deposits for earlier 
exploitation . 

Promotion measures tor selected horticultural crops should be taken, including the provision of 
market information, seed and seedlings and extension services. Marketing channels need to be 
established tor new agro-industries. Customs and related services on the border will be 
improved. 

6.2 lnvestment Schedule 

According to the broad phasing of projects associated with the development areas (Sectıon 6.1, 
Tabi es 6.1-6.6), an investment schedule has been prepared tor Phase 1 (1990-94) in an indicative 
way. For the most projects tor Phase ı included in Tables 6.1 through 6.6, ınvestment costs have 
been estimated individually based on the available data. For some projects, annual allocations of 
ınvestment costs are alsa shown. For some other projects or sub-sectors, order-of-magnitude 
allocations are given just to indicate relative importance of investments into different activities. 

Allocation of publıc investment to different sectors wıll change substantially from the pası 
allocation shown ın Table 5.9. The agricultural sector will increase its share signıficantly to receive 
the largest al locatıon of ali the sectors, as major GAP irrıgation schemes are ımplemented. in 
addıtion to the seven maıor GAP irrigation schemes, its allocation covers oıl seed and feed grains 
demonstratıon under TYUAP, grain storage faci lities, livestock improvement programme, 
agrıcu ltural inputs dıstributıon depots and extensive afforestation. 
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The energy sector wıll closely lollow the agrıculture , al though its share in total publıc ınves tment 
will decrease !rom the level ın recent years as the Atatürk dam will be completed durıng Phase ı. 
The energy sector publıc ınvestments ınclude , ın additıon to the origınal GAP hydropower 
schemes, small dam proıect in Siirt, Adıyaman-Gölbaşı thermal power planı . power transmıss ıon 
and dıstrıbutıon , and rural electrılıcatıon. 

The thırd largest allocation will be to the transportation sector. it will cover the road proıects 

ıdentılied as high priority by the Master Plan including highway maintenance/ repaır/ upgradıng, a 
study and initıal implementation ol rai lway reinlorcement, upgrading ol the outer ports, 
improvement ol regional aviation services, oi l pipelines lor domestic uses, and communıcation . 
Real ignment ol roads to be inundated by the priority dam schemes should be gıven priority. 

Allocation to the mining and the manufacturing sectors will not increase much, as these sectors 
should develop primarily on the private sector initiative. Tourism wil l also be led by the private 
sector, but its share in public investment will increase !rom unproportionally small allocatıon in the 
pası to provide the basic support lacilities. 

Allocation to housing wi ll increase in proportion to population increase. Socıal sectors wı l l receive 
larger shares ol publ ic investment than in the pası. The share ol education will increase !rom 0.6% 
ol the total public investment in the Region in recent years to 1. 7%, includıng the allocatıon to 
schools to be relocated !rom planned reservoir areas. The share ol heal th will double !rom 0.2% in 
recent years to 0.4%. 

Al location to other sectors is primarily lor urban inl rastructure. Water supply and sewerage will be 
improved lor the major cities of Diyarbakır , Gaziantep and Şanlı urla, and also lor other towns. On 
the other hand, most rural inlrastructure including rural electricity, water supply, health and 
sanitation faci lities as well as on-farm development and drainage is covered under different 
sectors. 

6.3 lnstitutional Measures 

lmplementation of development projects will have to be complemented by proper institutional 
measures. Some institutional measures and studies associated with different development areas 
have already been suggested (Tables 6.1 through 6.6). This section summarizes sector-related 
measures and other more general measures. 

6.3.1 Agriculture 

(1) Land tenure systems 

The number of rural families in the Region is estimated to be 326,000 in 1985. Of these 125,000 
(38.4 %) owned no land or livestock.On the other extreme, 8 % of farm families own 51 % of 
the agricultural land . Average land holding in that group is 57 ha per family. There is also a State 
farm with 170,000 ha. The highest percentage of land holdings ( 40. 7 % of farm famil ies) is in the 1 
to 5 ha group. This small family farm pattern is most prevalent in Gaziantep and Adıyaman . 

An alternative model is proposed for each of these three groups. The common features of these 
models are (1 ) organizations tor on-farm development/maintenance; (2) monitoring and 
evaluation of irrigated farming ; and (3) effective procurement of inputs/marketing of output. 

There is an urgent need to classify the status of land ownership following the cancellation of the 
Land Reform Act by the Constitutional Court. The cropping pattern in the large holdings will 
diverge from the optimum pattern proposed as the large farmers, given the uncertainty regarding 
ownership, may try to minimize !he use of labor rather than maximize their output. 
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Wi th secure land title and crop sharing arrangements, as exist at present, the extension and 
o;ga_nızatıon efforts should be directed at landless farmers operatıng part of large farms on crop 
snarıng basis. Provision of credit and other inputs to the landless share croppers/tenants will help 
ımprove their position vis a vis the land owners. Consideration should also be given to similar 
mangements tor land owned by the State (Ceylanpınar) . 

Both !roma social as weıı as economic pe'rspective top priority should be placed on increasing the 
area owned by family farms of 1 to 5 ha. Labor utilization and cropping intensities are likely 
to be much higher in such farms. The government should clarify the future of land reform 
legislation as soon as possible, as land redistribution will increase the share of small farmers. 

For medium sized family farms, establishment of cooperatives should be given priority. Such 
cooperatives will supply modern inputs, undertake marketing and will organize farmers tor other 
activities including on-farm water management and extension. These cooperatives will be a 
forum lor discussions on cropping patterns, and equitable utilization of irr igation water. 

Another key issue involving both the small farms and land d istrıbution ı s the question of land 
consolidation. The present irregular shape and tragmentatiton of holdings has adverse effects for 
building a rational canal lay-out. it also delays land leveling and increases its costs. 

(2) Extension, research and information services 

Extension 

The TYUAP extension projects should be continued and extended to ali the GAP provinces. All 
the standard inputs tor the TYUAP system should be provided in a fewyears, including personnel , 
vehicles, machinery and equipment, and audio-visual aids. Central villages and their service 
hinterlands should be selected by taking account of settlement hierarchy and social structure. 

Application of the TYUAP system is particularly important tor the expansion of new crops. 
Most oi l crops and irrigated feed grains are relatively unfamiliar to the farmers in the Region, and 
solid research results are lacking. The TYUAP system will allow research results to be effectively 
transmitted to farmers. in extending the projeci to different provinces, more important crops and 
activities should be identified tor each province and emphasis placed on them. 

Research 

Research works should place emphasis on adoption of crop varieties, crop cycles and cultivation 
techniques under irrigation. The lnstitute of lrrigation Techniques, recently set up by MAFRA, 
needs to be further supported with research personnel and facilities. in view of the importance of 
cotton growing in the Region, this institute may be specialized in cotton research, as another 
research institute tor irrigation techniques exists. 

The Gaziantep Pistachio Research lnstitute should be enlarged and supported to carry aut 
research works on ali promising horticultural crops in the Region. Special attention should be 
directed to grapes. More substations should be established, representing different 
micro-climates and specializing in different crops. 

The soil analysis forfarmers' landsshould be conducted regularly to clarify more efficient fertilizer 
utilization.For this purpose, the capacity of existing soil analysis laboratories should be improved. 
Leal and fruit analyses are important in determining crop response to fertilizer. 

A research coordination committee should be established to coordinate the research works for 
the GAP region. All the related institutes should participate in the committee, including the 
Çukurova University Faculty of Agriculture and the Çukurova Agricultural Research lnstitue. 
Extension services will alsa be represented on the committee. The maintenance of well 
organized links with other institutes in other regions is important. Education and training should 
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be provided for research personnel both in the Country and abroad in order to keep abreast with 
advanced agricultural technologies. 

lnformation services 

in order to enhance the overall productivity in rural areas. production and market related 
information will have to be conveyed to the majority of farmers. lnformation on betler farming 
practices, improved varietıes and availability of support facilities such as research/ extension 
centers, processing and storage faci lities and machinery hire services will be of direct use. Also 
vi tal are meteorological information to allow timely land preparation and seeding, and information 
on opportunities for new crops and markets. The laller may be provided by the proposed Regional 
Development Center. 

(3) Financial system 

The main constraint lor the farmers in getting credit !rom the Turkish Agricul tural Bank (TCZB) is 
the need lor collaterals. Because of the uncompleted land registration activities and lack of land 
title deeds, farmers can not provide collaterals requi red by TCZB. in the case of short term 
production credit, mutual guarantee should serve asa collateral. For medium and long term credit 
lor machinery and equipment and other facilities required lor projeci implementation,the projeci 
itself should be approved as acollateral. This in effect is a risk sharing scheme. TCZB can carefully 
assess the projeci by examining future revenues from the projeci , instead of relying on a 
collateral. 

Continuing coordination between TCZB and the MAFRA extension services is very important. it 
will help the screening of farmers' credit applications, evaluating their needs and input 
requirements.The same farmers will also be thsı key recipients of extension and training.ln this 
way, attainment of expected production increase is more likely. The similar forma! has been 
applied successfully to the Çorum-Çankırı Rural Development Projeci. Details should be worked 
out lor specific projects. 

The roles of agricultural credit cooperatives (TKK) are very important particularly in providing 
short term production credit to small farmers. These cooperatives should be staffed with more 
qualified personnel, and new cooperatives should be established in locations of new irrigation 
schemes. 

in order to meet the financial needs of the GAP agriculture sector, TCZB has set up a Directorate 
for the GAP lor the purpose of developing a special preferential system of agricultural credits 
specific to the Region. 

A fundamental measure to increase substantially the amount of credit available to farmers in the 
Region is to establish an "Agricultural Development Fund". lnitially the fund will be provided !rom 
the Government budget and transferred to TCZB every year. However, strict criteria should be 
established lor the implementation of the Fund, and credit terms should be clarified. This will help 
to enforce financial discipline to farmers and make the Fund eventually self-revolving. 

(4) Agricultural inputs 

Seed and seedlin s 

The Ceylanpınar State farm, responsible lor seed and seedlings production and distribution 
throughout the Country, has an important role to play lor the Region. The farm hasa potential to 
supply all kinds of quality seed suitable tor dry farming and irrigated farming in the Region. 

The Gaziantep Pistachio Research lnstitute will be responsible tor providing good quality 
pistachio and vine plants, planı shoots and grafting materials. Vineyards and pistachio orchards 
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are expected to be created in irrigation areas. Varieties suitable for irrigated conditions will have to 
be selected. For this purpose, a nursery should be established within the institute. 

The importance of private enterprises will increase in seed industry. They should be encouraged 
to establısh seed production units and nurseries. Some public lands may be allocated tor this 
purpose and rented to private companies as initiated by the Ceylanpınar State Farm. 

Fertilizer 

The requirements tor fertilizer will increase by four times as farming practices are converted to 
mo~e ıntensive irrigated agriculture by the full development of the GAP. Two organizations have 
fe rtılızer storage and distribution capacity in the Region : the Agricultural Supply Organization 
(TZDK) and the agricultural credit cooperatives (TKK). The TKK storage capacity is particularly 
small and insufficient. They are more important tor the distribution of fertilizer to individual farmers 
ın lheir vicinity. Their capacity should be increased , especially in those localities of priority 
irrigation schemes. Private dealers and manufacturers have already started to establish 
distribution depots in the Region,and they should be supported to provide additional storage 
capacity. 

A fertilizer uti lization calender should be distributed to those involved in fertil izer supply including 
credit and extension organizations. This will make it possible to control the stocks, collect farmers 
demand for fertilizer and credit, and allow timely delivery of fertilizer. 

Mixed farming with crop cultivation and livestock activities provides opportunities to save the use 
of chemical fertilizer. The manure can be used as organic fertilizer either directly or as the residual 
of biogas digester. The manure also improves the physical characteristics of the Region 's soil, 
which is generally poor in organic contents. 

A ricultural chemicals 

Under irrigated conditions, certain pests and disease may proliferate. Well formulated crop 
rotations, preventing concentration in a few crops, can minimize these problems and the use of 
chemicals. The Plant Protection lnstitute in Diyarbakır should be supported to provide farmers 
plant protection and other related services. 

(5) Farm mechanization 

Demand for farm machinery will increase as crop diversification progresses and crop intensity 
increases. Mechanization level on dryland will alsa improve. At the fu ll development of the GAP, 
the total tractor requirement in the Region will reach 90,000 units of 45 hp, a three fold increase 
from the present tractor park. 

The combine harvester and tractor hiring services should be extended to other machinery and 
equipment particularly tor small and medium size farms. For !his, some medium size farm 
owners/operators should be encouraged to expand their machinery park. This will include 
machinery needed tor new crops grown under irrigation. This will be supported by extension 
services and TCZB credit. The farm machinery and equipment manufacturing planı of TZDK in 
Şanlıurfa will continue to meet the Region's specific requirements. 

(6) Marketing 

Soil Products Office (TMO) will continue its activities to support farmers backed by the 
Government price support policy. Thus tor those crops handled by TMO, viz. cereals and 
legumes, no serious marketing problem is foreseen from farmers' point of view. The TMO storage 
capacity needs to be increased trom 421,000 tons at present and 500,000 tons by 1990 as 
planned. 
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Cotton, soybean, groundnut, sesame and sunflower may face problems with marketing and 
processıng, as their production increases.The Çukurova Cotton Agricultural Sales Cooperative 
(Çukobı rlik) and the Southeastern Agricultural Sales Cooperative (Güneydoğubirlık) should be 
re-organ ızed to cope with these problems by proper pricing, development of domestic and 
international markets and provision of incentives and financial supports to farmers. Financial and 
personnel capacities of these cooperatives will have to be much increased. 

The private sector should be encouraged tor betler functıon i ng of marketı ng channels in the 
Region. in particular, investment in agro-processing industries, storage and conservation 
faci li ties, packaging and transportation should be supported by the provision of credit and other 
means. 

Establishment of quality standards and product classification is another important area of future 
concern in Turkey. This is particularly relevant in the GAP region, as most agricultural products 
and agro-processed commodities are oriented to export. Quality control should be an important 
area in extension services provision related to those crops to be much expanded such as oil 
crops, cotton and horticultural crops. 

6.3.2 Livestock, forestry and fishery 

(1) Livestock 

lnstitutional arrangements for livestock development should aim at improving the productivity of 
the existing herd in the short run. in the medium to long run, efforts should aim at improving the 
cattle breeds and development of commercial poultry. 

lmprovement of the productivity of the existing livestock herd requires strict veterinary control, 
and beller husbandry practices including supplemental feeding. The farmers will be reluctant to 
adopt these practices without a simultaneous improvement in incomes from livestock. 

At present, the major feed source in the Region is communal village pastures. Both the quality and 
the hay yield of these pastures have deteriorated due to overgrazing. Demonstration projects for 
controlled grazing should be started immediately. Additional feed will become available by 
introducing feed grains and forages into the summer rotations under irrigated conditions. 

The Region is part of the border band tor control of epidemic diseases. Periodic vaccinations 
should be strictly undertaken. Combined with the control of internal and external parasites, these 
measures could increase livestock productivity by up to 15 % at little marginal cost. 

The farmers' adoption of these practices as well as the long run structural change of livestock 
production in the Region require increases in incomes from livestock raising. This would depend 
on improvements in marketing. Although excess capacity lor both meal and milk processing 
exists in the Region, little meat and milk is processed. The amount of processed milk could be 
increased by additional investments in milk collection facilities. 

Both tor milk and meat, composition of processed products should be changed. Shift from 
production of cheese to fresh milk and yoghurt will increase the value added and farmers' income. 
in the case of meat, shifts from export of whole carcasses to choice cuts of packaged meat will 
have asimilar impact. Additional inceme could accrue to the farmers by improving the efficiency of 
State owned processing facilities (EBK and SEK) and privatizing these facilities. 

in the long run , the livestock base will be increasingly dominated by cattle since the scope tor 
increasing sheep and goat production without a larger herd size is limited. The Government policy 
calls for keeping the herd size constant. lncreases in production , therefore, will come mainly from 
cattle. Depending on the accessibility of the villages, cross breeding tor cattle will utilize both 
artificial and natura! insemination, with the first becoming increasingly dominant. 
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Paral!el to the improvements in breeds, and the possible establishment of some nucleus farms 
keepıng pure- bred cattle, the feed base in the Region will expand with irrigation. Demonstration 
forage productıon projects should be undertaken in areas where high yield breeds are available. 

Agrıcultural credi t far cattle should be directed to the medium sized farms to encourage mixed 
farmıng . About 1 O % of farm famil ies in the Region own no land and rely exclusively on 
lıvestock. These primari ly sheep and goat raising fami lies should be the exclusive beneficiaries 
lor sheep and goat credits from the Agricultural Bank. 

(2) Forestry 

Forestry activities consist mainly of afforestation around the new reservoir areas to reduce 
sedimentation and create additional recreational opportunities, expansion/ improvemeni of 
energy forests for woodfuel production, and on-farm tree planting to protect agricultural land from 
erosıon and various external effects and also to provide extra revenue to farmers. To encourage 
them, the following measures should be laken: 

1) to provide farmers with seedlings of selected species, and 

2) to provide technical extension on nursery practices and woodlot management and clarify 
marketing and economic aspects of wood production. 

Seedlings/saplings supply by private enterprises should be encouraged with incentives 
provided by Forestry Law 6831 as amended and new Afforestation Legislation introduced in 
1987. 

(3) Fishery 

As the inland fishery activities are currently almost non-existent and the demand tor fish is not 
developed in the Region, public sector initiative wi ll be required to promote th is sector. A fishery 
center should be established and managed by a designated public agency. The center will conduct 
research/ training tor fishing gears and methods, equipped with hatchery and fingerlings 
production faci lities, and establish distribution and marketing channels. Storage and processing 
faci lities will also be provided at a later stage. 

6.3.3 lndustry 

(1) Manufacturing 

The Government policy on development calls far reliance on the private sector. The kind of 
industries proposed tor the Region (agro-industries, construction materials and consumer goods 
production) are of small scale and undertaken by the private sector. The role of the Government in 
the industrialization of the Region is thus establ ishment of the appropriate policy framework, 
including incentives, taxation and financing. 

Technical consultanc ı uidance 

Consultancy or guidance tor prospective investors will be essential. The information to be 
provided includes new investment opportunities, marketing prospects, and available support 
services such as concessional credit, tax incentives and financing. Export incentives under the 
"Law Concerning the Encouragement of Foreign Capital" and the "Law tor the Encouragement of 
lnvestments" are particularly re l evanı tor the GAP region. Five of the GAP provinces are classified 
as development priority areas and export-oriented industrial growth is envisaged by the Master 
Plan. 
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Technical guidance to prospective investors will be required to introduce new production 
processes and technologies and indicate other factors affecting the establishment of new 
industries. Technıcal training by Smali lndustry Development Organization (KÜSGET) should be 
extended to cover ali the GAP provinces. The proposed Regional Development Center should 
cooperate with this and other institutions to provide the information and the industrial extension, 
also covering management skills including financial management. The organization of seminars is 
an effectıve way to disseminate technical information. 

One area where such vital information is produced by SPO, tor instance, is estimate of 
subsectoral growth based on domestic and export demand. Another is the projects tor which 
incentive certificates are issued. This information should be produced tor GAP and disseminated 
to potential investors. 

Cooperation between research institutes and industries should be promoted. The research 
institutes should respond to specific needs tor industrial technology, and new technology should 
find immediate application in existing or new industries. 

A rapid increase is expected in the private manufacturing investment as the irrigated agricu lture 
expands. The existing financ ial institutions in the Region do not have the capacity or resources to 
meet this demand. Both the number of branches of development banks in the Region and the 
Region 's share in total lending should be increased. 

Foreign investment should be promoted in the forms of joint-venture formation, direct investment 
and BOT schemes. Essential tor !his wili be dissemination of information on ınvestment 
opportunities, incentive measures and other conditions of investment to prospective foreign 
investors, and identification of local partners and areas of cooperation. For these services, the 
proposed Regional Development Center is expected to cooperate with existing organizations. 

Or anizational measures 

For ali these measures, local government support will be essential. A private sectorfirm should be 
contracted tor the promotion of industrial development, in cooperation with the Regional 
Development Center and other related organizations. it wili provide technical guidance, 
assistance in the preparation tor obtaining loans and promotion tor foreign participation, and 
advise the local government on promotional measures, including industrial estates. 

Procedure 

Active participation of able indigenous entrepreneurs is an essential condition for industrial 
development in the Region. As the first step to recruit such candidates tor new investment 
opportunities, potential indigenous entrepreneurs should be identified by this firm in cooperation 
with RDC. Loca: Chambers of Commerce and lndustry wili be the main sources. 

Representative pre-feasibility studies should be carried out by RDC, the firm or any other entities 
subcontracted. On the basis of these reports , all relevant candidate entrepreneurs will be invited 
tor application with relevant information. lf required by the prospective entrepreneur, RDC Y.1ill 
continue to provide technical information, contacts tor joint venture and local governments, and 
general planning advice. 

RDC wi ll coordinate training provided by public agencies, if found necessary tor any particular 
industry to be established. The training courses will cover general industrial projeci management 
and specialized subjects related to the particular industry. The latter may include a tour of similar 
establishments within and/or outside the Country. 
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(2)Mining 

More private sector initiative should be encouraged tor exploration and exploitation of mineral 
resources. For this purpose, existing data on mineral deposits and assay results should be 
compıled for_ea~y access by the private sector, and the existing system of licencing and crediting 
for prospectıve ınvestors should be improved. 

The compilation of existing data may be done asa part of more comprehensive su rvey to prepare 
mıneral resources base maps. Additional dala will be obtained by Landsat imagery interpretation, 
aırborne magnetic survey, geological survey, gravity survey or geochemical survey. Such base 
maps wıll be very useful tor future exploration/exploitation activities. 

(3)Tourism 

As a first step to promote tourism, a tourism resource inventory should be prepared with the 
cooperation of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism and local and foreign travel agencies. A 
comprehensive study of these resources should be conducted, and broad guidelines 
established, including an action restoration programme tor historical ruins. Tourism personnel 
should be trained by the Ministry and TURSAB tor hotel management, catering , tour operators 
and travel agencies. Tourism centers should be established, where the information on tourism 
attractions, accommodations and other facilities, and tour routes will be made available. 

6.3.4 Trade and commerce 

Trade and commerce activities are an integral partof urban and regional economic structure. They 
provide services that are essential tor the viability of loca! business and the subsistence of 
households such as banking, wholesale and retai l trade, hotel / restaurant and real estate/ 
insurance. 

in the GAP region, trade activities concentrate in Gaziantep. Some major banks do not have 
branches in most administrative centers in the Region such as the Turkish Halk Bank (THB). the 
primary lending bank tor small and medium size business and manufacturing establishments 
(Appendix 8-4). 

The following measures need to be taken: 

1) to establish bank branches and financial advisory services in those regional/sub-regional 
centers lacking THB, 

2) to encourage and support on-the-job training programs tor employees of banks/finance and 
hotel/ restaurant services, and 

3) to re-evaluate the curricula of the Region ' vocational high schools to gear it with specific needs 
of the Region. 

in the long-run, more trading centers need to be established, including a few specialized in 
international irade preferably in Mardin and Gaziantep. National policies need to be clearly stated 
in the Five Year Plans including training programs and associations to monitor the services tor 
quality improvement. 

6.3.5 lnfrastructure 

(1)Vllaterresources 

The management of water resources is a key ıo the successful GAP implementatıon. in addi ti on to 
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the technıcal ıssues related to water resources development (Section 5. 1). management and 
insti tutional ıssues are involved in GAP ımplementation . lmportant ones include watercharge and 
on-farm management of irrıgatıon water as wel l asa broader ıssue of watershed management 
(Section 5.3). These are closely related also to on-farm development and drainage, land tenure, 
electrıcıty charge for pumpıng , and agrıcultural extension. 

in order to address these issues in a coherent way, irrigation districts should be establ ished, first 
on a pilot projeci base. Model farms should be established in areas where small farmers are 
dominant and ı or land consolidation/ redistribution has been completed. Farmers should be 
organized to become a sübstantial implementing agency for irrigation development and 
management. New water charge system and irrigation technologies can be tested through such 
an entity. 

(2) Transportation 

Overall needs 

The Master Plan has clarified in general terms main directions of transport development in the 
Region. However, the lack of reliable and consistent data related to regional traffi cs by mode and 
the capacity of existing transport facilities hinders the formulation of specific measures to be 
taken. Especially the lack of 0-D tables is critical. While the existing transport system dominated 
by the good road network continues to serve the immediate needs in the Region, it would be 
sensible to conduct a comprehensive study of this important sector. Such a study should focus on 
the critical issues identified by the Master Plan and should be conducted in an output-oriented 
way to formulate specific measures to be implemented subsequently in order to support the GAP 
implementation ona full scale. 

Main points to be covered by this regional transportation study are included in the fol lowing 
paragraphs. in addition, modal spl it in general , aviation needs including improvement of local 
airports and establishment of local air services and direct connection to neighbouring countries, 
and pipelines lor domestic needs should be covered. 

Road transportation 

For the road network to serve as the prime mode of transportation in the Region, consistent 
measures will have to be taken continuously to further improve the system. in addition to the 
physical m.easures suggested in Section 6.1 , road maintenance capacity of TCK will have to be 
enhanced. 

The following measures should be laken in the nearest future, particularly related to GAP 
implementation. 

1) Completion of the 0-0 survey and study of traffic demand on E-24 and other priority roads. 

2) Comparative feasibility study of Atatürk reservoir passage, covering alternative routes, modes 
and types of bridge, if relevant; and 

3) Corridor study to examine socio-economic conditions for locations of strategic industries and 
to identify infrastructure and utilities needed along the Diyarbakır-Şan lıurfa highway. 

Other points to be highlighted in the regional transport study include the following. The use of dam 
reservoirs more generally asa part of the Region 's transport system may deserve consideration. 
The portion of the proposed motorway within the Region should be reviewed lor possible 
realignment in the light of the Master Pıa·n. Those sections of the roads to be submerged by the 
planned reservoirs should be given priority considerations. · 
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Railwa 

The main is~ue withi n the rai lway operation is management. The railway at present is not operated 
ı n an etfectıve manner, and potential freight and passenger traffic is diverted to road services. 

The regionaı transport study should cover both the needs for improving physical faci l ı t ies and 
management issues such as the following: 

- loading and unloading facilities in Nusaybin 

- economic and traffic potential for realignment of Niz ip-Nusaybin rai lway via city of Şan lıurfa 

- potential for goods movement between Batman and Kurtalan and points to the north and west 
of Malatya 

- ımprovement of Fevzipaşa passage with the focus of traffic demand to the north and the east 

optimum pricing policy 

- physical measures including track replacement, bridge upgrading, alignment relocation, new 
rolling stock and updated signalling. 

Ports 

T he envisioned increase in agricu ltural products and manufactured goods for international trade 
would make it necessary to re-evaluate the ports just outside the Region . Along this line, 
consideration of the impact from the international and domestic adoption of cargo 
containerization would be required. Adoption of containerization may permi! greater potential for 
penetration into foreign markets. A study of this possibility should be apart of the regional transport 
study. 

(3) Social infrastructure 

Top priority should be given to the improvement of health and education services by establishing 
a fair share allocation of State budgets to these sectors in order to narrow gaps in service levels 
between the Region and the national average. At the minimum, the present national average 
leveıs should be attained in the Region by 2005. Guidelines tor allocation to the GAP region 
should be established and used to evaluate any proposed allocation. 

Extended education should be encouraged. Curricula and courses offered need to be reviewed 
to make them fit to the Region 's needs. For this, a study should be carried out in the near future to 
examine possible subjects to be covered , target population, location and composition of facilities. 

in the long run, a major institute for higher education / studies should be established. This may be 
new or bui lt upon an existing university.The institute will provide post-graduate train ing for both 
Turks and foreigners. Contacts with international research institutes such as CIMMYT and IRRI 
and dener agencies should be established. The subjects of specialization could include irrigation 
technologies, Middle Eastern trade and policy studies. The institute should aim at an international 
repu tation asa study center. 

6.3.6 Urban sector 

Many of the powers and responsibilities previously held by the Central Government have now 
been delegated to the local authorities. The statf capacities for planning and financial 
management, however, are extremely limited. A major program should be undertaken to deve lop 
the manpower resources in these entities. Despite the substantial financial resources made 
available after decentralization to the local administrations, their financial capability has not 
sufficiently improved. 
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Financial management 

A review of municipal finances in GAP indicates that an increasing percentage of future reserves 
are committed to debt repayment and to cover the current account deficit. This limits the fund 
available tor fixed capital formatio·n. 

Suggestions lor improvements in municipal finances include: 

· Funding from the general budget should be increased, earmarked to specific urban projects in 
the GAP region ; 

· Municipalities should be given access to loans at concessional rates; 

· Accumulated short term loans should be consolidated and rescheduled ; 

. The accumulation of funds due to municipalities should be placed in separate accounts to 
ensure their avai lability tor GAP projects. These funds would be supplemented by 
extra-budgetary funds . 

. Municipal administrations should be oriented to be as efficient as possible with efforts made to 
revalue assets, make adequate provision for liabilities, and identify new sources of income. 

The change in the law in 1984 allows municipilaties to undertake commercial activities on their 
own or through partnershipsJhe funding for these, however,has to be municipalities' own funds or 
otherwise may be borrowed. 

Together with the provincial administrations, which may undertake similar activities outside the 
municipal boundaries, this combination of public and private activities may provide an appropriate 
institutional framework and additional opportunities to promote investment in GAP. 

Municipalities are encouraged to prepare and propose projects of their own. They can use 
e.)(ternal professional services or apply to the İ ller Bank. The latter wi ll in turn put up tenders on 
behalf of the municipalities for project preparation. The proposed Regional Development Center 
may perform the same function. Municipalities are encouraged also to undertake cost recovery 
measures. The most viable sets of principles for cost recovery are set out in the Reconstruction 
Act and the Municipal Revenues Act. 

Urban planning 

The Reconstruction Act defines the urban planning process in two stages: 1) master planning 
stage, and 2) implementation planning stage. in the Act, these two separate but complementary 
activities are indicated as the necessary steps to be taken before any physical development 
occurs. All settlements with populations over 10,000 are required to prepare such plans. 

The following guiding principles are recommended to improve the planning of major urban 
centers. 

1) The plan should clarify the socio-economic framework of urban development within the 
regional development frameworks provided by the GAP Master Plan, rather than just being a 
physical plan of facilities and land use. Objectives and basic strategy of urban development 
should be specified. 

2) The plan should be a realistic and implementable one. Cost estimates and implementation 
phasing should be included in the plan , and needs for human, financial and other resources 
should be carefully weighted against respective availability during program formu lation . 

3) The plan shou ld formulate measures tor mobilizing private sector resources and guiding 
private sector activities. The measures will include land use control, user charges, 
environmental regulations, building codes and others. They need to be institutionalized with 
formal adoption of the plan. 

4) Procedures must be established for collecting and structuring basic data lor urban planning 
and updating the plan. 
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1 
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(completion) management on slope 

1 
land 

1 - Grain storage facilities 

- Maıor distribution depot 
lor fertilizer and 
agro-chemicals 

- Demonstration schemes 
for oil crops and feed 
grains 

- Upgradıng oı'EBK meal 
combine 

- Expansion of animal feed 
milis 

Diyarbakır urban 
development-1 si stage 

11 - F / S of Kayser dam and - Dicle right bank pumped - Encouragement of 
S ilvan-Batman irrigation irrigation (initiation) on-farm tree plantıng on 

- Silvan dam and hpp slope land and other soı l 

conservation measures 
- Study of Ergani-Batman - Silvan-Batman irrigation 

1995 rerailing (initiation) 
- lmprovement of social 

services 
1 

- Ergani - Hilar caves - - Extension services lor 
Cayonu ıourism road on-farm water 

- 2004 
Upgrading of Diyarbakır management and 

airport horticulture 

- Establishment of edible 
oil industry 

- Further expansion of 
anımal feed mılls 

- Diyarbakır urban 
development - 2nd stage 

111 - Dicle right bank pumped 
ırrigation (comp letıon) 

- Silvan - Batman ırrıgatıon 
(completion) 

2005 - - Expansıon of edıble oıl 
ındustry 



Table 6.2: Development Phasing ... (2) Greater Şanlıurfa Development Area 

Phase 1 

- 1994 

Study 

Upaate F Sof 
Sıverek-Hılvan pumped 
ırrıgatıon and Bozova 
pumped ırrıgatıon 

F Sof Suruç-Bazıkı 
Proıect 

1-
F S of Şanlıurfa regıonal 
aırport 

Comprehensıve study 
for ıhe State Farm 
conversıon 

Comprehensıve plannıng 

study lor Şanlıurfa urban 
developmenı 

~of contaıner ınland 
1 Vvf'Ot 

1995 

- 2004 

111 

1 2005 -

lmplemenıatıon 

Urfa - Harran ırrıgatıon 
(completıon) 

Mardın - Ceylanpınar 
ırrıgaııon -1 sı sıage 

(ınıtıaııon) 

Border Fırat proıect 
(ınıtıaııon) 

Şanlıurfa-Dıyarbakır 
road upgradıng 

Vıranşehır - Ceylanpınar 
road ımprovement 

Cotton expansıon 

- Cotıon gınnerıes 

Dısırıbutıon depot lor 
fertılızer and agro -
chemıcals 

- Graın sıorage facılıııes 

Upgradı ng of EBK mea,t 
combıne 

Şanlıurfa cıty water supply 
and sewerage - 1 sı 

stage· rehabılıtatıon 

Şanlıurfa urban 
developmenı - 1 sı sıage 

Tourısm ınformatıon 
cenıer 

Communıcatıon complex-
1 sı stage 

Mardın - Ceylanpınar 
ırrıgatıon - 1 st stage 
(compleııon) 

- Sıverek - Hılvan pumped 
ırrıgatıon (ınıtıatıon) 

- Bozova pumped 
ırrıgaııon 

Border Fırat Proıect 
(completıon) 

Expansıon of ıexıııe 
ındustry 

Şanlıurfa regıonal 
aırpart - 1 sı 
and 2nd sıage 

Şanlıurfa cııy waıer 
supply and sewerage -
2nd stage: maıor 
expansıon 

Şanlıurfa urban 
development - 2nd sıage 

Communıcatıon complex 
- 2nd sıage 

Sıverek - Hılvan pumped 
ırrıgatıon (compleııon) 

Suruç - Bazıkı Proıecı 

Conıaıner ınland depoı 

Furıher upgradıng of 
functıons of Şanlıurfa cııy 
lor communıcatıon 
educatıonı ıechnology 

developmenı 

Other Measures 

Promotıon of commercıal 
poultry by TKV 

Organızaııon of smaıı 
holders, landless lor 
on-farm waıer 
managemenı 

lntensıfıcatıon of 
research on crop 
varıeııes. croppıng 

patterns/cycles under 
ırrıgatıon 

On - ıhe - ıob ıraınıng of 
extensıon sıaff and 
exıensıon servıces for 
ırrıgaıed agrıcuıture 

Establıshmenı of an 
ınstııute lor advanced 
educatıon/sludıes 

Regulatıons related ıo 
urban devefopmenı and 
ındusırıal ıocatıon 

Envıronmenıaı measures 
ıo control ındustrıal 
wastewaıer dıscharge 

and applıcaııon of 
fertılızer and agro -
chemıcaıs 



Table 6.3: Development Phasing ... (3) Gaziantep Gateway Development Area 

- -----ı 
Phase Study lmplementatıon Other Measures 

1 - Update F/S of Adıyaman - Gazıantep Proıect - - Promotıon of ırrıgatıon 
- Göksu - Araban Proıect completıon of Hancağız development by prıvate 

ırrıgaııon sector 

- 1994 - Update F/S of Gazıantep - Passıng lanes on E-24 
Proıect - Regulatıons related to 

- Study of traffic demand Gaziantep - Araban road 
urban development and -
ındustrıal ıocatıon 

on E-24 ımprovement 

(completıon) 

- Comprehensıve study of - Gazıantep cıty water - Technıcal traınıng by 
raılway reınforcement supply and sewerage - Small lndustry 
ıncludıng the 1st stage Development 
ımprovement of Organızatıon (KÜSGET) 
Fevzıpaşa passage and 
the extension to - Raılway reınforcemen t , 

Şanlıurfa stage 1- rehabılitatıon of 
existıng facilıties 

il - Adıyaman - Göksu - - Wastewater dıscharge 
Araban Project regulations lor ındustrıes 

- Gaziantep city water 
supply and sewerage -

1995 
2nd stage 

- Gazıan tep Proıect 
(ınıtıa t ion of other 
schemes) 

- 2004 

- Yavuzeli - Kasaba vıllage 
road lor tourism 

- Yeserek vi llage - lslahiye 
road lor tourısm 

- Raılway reinforcement, 
stage 2- improvement of 
Fevzıpaşa passage and 
extensıon to Şanlıurfa 

111 - Adıyaman - Göksu -
Araban Proıecı -
lrrıgation 

- Gazıantep Proıect 
2005 - (comp letıon) 



Table 6.4: Development Phasing ... (4) Siirt Development Area 

Phase Study lmplementat ıon Other Measures 

1 Comprehensive study - Garzan - Kozluk - Afforestatıon and erosion 
tor hydro-power irrigation control on slope land 
development along the 
Batan River 

- Small dam projeci 

- 1994 
- F/ S of Garzan Projeci 

- Rural road programme 

- Es tabl ıshment of quality 
- Livestock improvement standards for livesıock 

programme products and inspection 

- Sanitary slaughter houses 

- Meal processıng industry 

- Establıshment of 
- Siirt city water supply marketıng channels for 

(completion) livestock products 

il Comprehensive study - Small hydropower - Environmental 
for developing development along the regulatıon to control 
geothermal resources tor Batan River organic wastes from 
power generation, livestock industry 
industrial process heat, 

1995 green houses, 
recreational and 
domestic uses 

- Small dam projeci 
(continuation) 

- 2004 

- Hides and skins industry 
- Animal feed industry 

il i - Garzan dam and hpp 

- Garzan irrigation 

- Leather product industry 

2005 - - Geothermal 
development 

- Tourism development 



Table 6.5: Development Phasing ... (5) Ad ıyaman Development Area 

Phase Study lmplementation Other Measures 

1 - Comprehensive F/ S of - Ad ıyaman -Kahta projeci- - Designation of Nemrut 
Adıyaman - Kahta Projeci Çamgazi irrigaiton as a national park 

- Comparative F/ S of - Realignment and paving - Atforestation along the 
- 1994 Atatürk passage of Kahta - Gerger road Atatürk reservoir 

- F/ S of fishery complex - Atatürk link to Şanlıurfa 
(bridge and road) 

- Comprehensive study 
lor tourism development - Pistachio processing 

- Tourism 
training/information 
center 

il - Adıyaman - Kahta projeci - Establishment of 
(initiation) management body for 

fishery complex 

- Adıyaman - Cermik road 
1995 - Atatürk passage - Establishment of 

reservoir water quality 
monitoring station 

- Fishery complex - 1 si 
stage: fishery center with 

- 2004 a hatchery, research and 
training facilities - Designation of Atatürk 

recreation area 

- Tourism facilities lor - Extension campus of a 
Nemrut park and Atatürk university in Atatürk 
recreation area recreation area 

111 - Adıyaman - Kahta 
Projeci (completion) 

- Fishery complex - 2nd 

2005 - stage : expansion of 
facilities, processing unit 

- Further improvement of 
tourism facilities lor 
Nemrut park and Atatürk 
recreation area 



Table 6.6: Development Phaslng ... (6) Mardin Frontier Development Area 

Phase 

- 1994 

1995 

111 

2005 -

Study 

Update F/S of Mardın 
Ceylanpınar ırrıgaııon -
2nd stage 

Comprehensıve F/S of 
Cızre Proıect, ıncludıng 
update F/S of Nusaybın -
Cızre - ldıl pumped 
ırrıgatıon 

ldentıfıcatıon of 
promısıng hortıcultural 
crops lor processıng 

ldenııfıcatıon of asphaltıte 
reserves for earlıer 
exp loıtatıon 

- F/S ofa border irade 
cenıer 

- Study of economıc and 
traffıc potentıals lor 
realıgnmenı of Nızıp -
Nusaybın raılway 

Sıudy of raılway 
extensıon from Nusaybın 

lmplementation 

- Sılopı - Nurdus ırrigatıon 
(completıon) 

- Nusaybın ırrıgalıon 

(completıon) 

- Repaır and maıntenance 
of E-24 

Rehabılıtatıon of Savur 
road 

- Dıstrıbutıon depo! lor 
fertılızer and agro -
chemıcals 

Lıvestock ımprovement 
programme 

- Mardın - Ceylanpı nar 

ırrıgatıon 2nd sıage 
( inıııatıon) 

- llısu Dam Projeci 

Silopi irrigaııon 

- Kırkemır - Hezıl dams 
and hpp 

- Nusaybın - Cızre - ldıl 

pumped ırrıgatıon 
(ınıtıaııon) 

- Upgradıng of Mardin -
Dıyarbakır hıghway 

- lmprovement of Cizre -
Şırnak road 

- Vegetables/fru ıts 

processıng ındustry 

- Exploıtatıon of asphaltııe 
reserves 

- Mardın - Ceylanpınar 
ırrıgatıon - 2nd stage 
(completıon) 

Nusaybın - Cizre - idil 
pumped ırriga tıon 

(completıon) 

- Cızre dam and hpp 

- Border trade center wılh 
contaıner depo!, free 
trade/processıng/ 

assembly zone, 
warehouses, bankıng 
and other commercıal 
servıces 

- Expansıon of asphaltııe 
exploıtatıon 

Other Measures 

- Market ınformatıon and 
other promotıon 
measures lor 
hortıcuııural crops 
expansıon 

- Esıablishment of export 
marketıng channels for 
prımary agrıculture and 
processed producıs · 

- lmprovemenı of customs 
and relaled servıces on 
lhe border 

- lnstıtutıonal arrangemenı 

lor establıshmenı ofa 
border free trade zone 



Table 6.7: lndicative lnvestment Schedule tor Phase 1 (1990-1994)' 
(Unıt. TL 10 ın June 1988 Prıces) 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 TOTAL NOTES 

AGRICULTURE 
Dıcıe-Kıralkızı lrrıg . 73.8 72.0 65 2 62.7 273.7 
Ba1man Rıgh1 Bank lrrıg. 36.8 22.7 59.5 
Ba1man Lelt Bank trrıg 9.B 36.6 28.2 10.1 84 7 
Urfa-Harran lrrıg . 72.2 80.1 75.5 73.3 60.5 361.6 
Mardın-Ceylanpınar trrıg. 65.6 98.9 98.5 118.4 381.4 lst stage 
Hancağız lrrıg. 7.9 7.9 Gazıantep Proıect 
Batman-Sılvan lrrıg. 82.1 120.2 202.3 

Sub-totaı 200.5 277.0 267.8 326.7 299.t 1371.1 

Other Proıects 

Ql S<OO & ''"'füru°' ı Demonstratıon 
Graın Storage Facılıtıes 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.9 5.1 23.2 
Lıvestock lmprovement 
Programme 
Dıslrıbulıon Depots lor 
Agrıcultural lnputs 
Afforestatıon 10.3 10.8 11.4 11.9 12.5 56.9 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 215.0 292.2 283.8 343.5 316.7 1451.2 

2. M\NING 
Madenkoy Copper Ex1ractıon 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.9 7 1 33.4 
Mazıdağ Phosphate 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 20.9 
Peıroıeum 23.6 24.1 25.0 25.7 26.5 124.9 
Asphaltıle 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.6 12.2 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 36.1 37.1 38.3 39.4 40.6 191.4 

3. MANUFACTURING 
Alloca1ıon 10 S1ra1egıc lndus1rıes 
01her lndus1rıes: 

11.3 11 .6 12.0 12.3 12.7 60.0 

EBK Mea1 Combınes 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 15.0 
Erganı Copper Smeller 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 15.0 
Mazıdağ Ferlılızer 28.3 29. 1 30.0 30.9 31.7 150.0 
Ülher SEE's 32.4 33.4 34.3 35.4 36.5 172.0 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 77.8 79.9 82.3 84.8 87.3 412.1 

4. TOURISM 
Tourısm lnformaııon Centre 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 3.5 
Tourısm T raınıng Cen1re 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 6.5 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.3 10.0 

5. ENERGY 
Ata1urk Dam + hpp 211.0 124.5 53.5 389.0 
Batman Dam + hpp 61 .2 58.0 119.2 
Bırecık Dam + hpp 10.3 20.5 56.8 93 1 180 7 Border Fırat Proıect 

Dıcle Dam + hpp 33.1 31.0 64 1 
Dıpnı Dam 4.4 22.0 22.0 48.4 
Karkamış Dam + hpp 5 1 15.7 15 7 33.7 70.2 
Kıralkızı Dam + hpp 33.4 31 1 64.5 
Urla Tunnel + hpp 70.0 70.0 67.9 207.9 

Sub-totaı 408 7 330.9 162 o 94.5 148 8 1144 o 

01her Proıec1s 
Small Dam Proıec1 l 
Adıyaman • Golbaşı 
Thermal Power 54 60 6.7 7.6 85 34 2 
Power Transmıssıon and 

Dıstrıbu1ıon 15.6 17.5 19.9 222 250 100.2 
Rural Elec1rıfıcatıon 39 44 4.9 5.6 62 250 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 433.6 357 9 t935 1299 188.5 1303 4 



(Unıı TL ıo· ın June 1988 Prıces) 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 TOTAL NOTES 

6 TRANSPORT ATION 
Bısmıl • Baıman Road 88 
Şanlıurla • Dıyarbakır Hıghway 27 o 
K Maraş · Gazıanıep Road 80 
E-24 Passıng Lanes (G Anıep-Ş.Urfa) 90 
E-24 lmpıovemenıs (Ş Urfa-lraqı Boarder) 230 
Kahla - Gerger Road 99 
Dıyarbakır - Adıyaman Reconnecııon 46.0 
Reıocaııon of Roads reıaıed ıo 

Aıaıurk Reservoır 24 6 
Erganı-Oıcle-Hanı Road Programme 13.3 Realıgnmenı and brıdges 
Gazıanıep • Şanlıurfa Motorway 50 due ıo Oıcle dam 
Gatakopru • Kulp - Lıce Road 16 0 
Mıdyaı • Cızre Road 16.0 
Rural Road Programme 92.5 G.D ol Rural Affaırs allocaı ıon 

Sub-ıoıaı 52.0 55.7 59.5 63.7 682 299.1 

Raılway Reınforcemenı Sıage ı 84 o 20 % of ıoıaı ınvesımenı 

lskenderun Porı lmprovemenı 30.0 cosıs 

lsdemır Porı Transformatıon 40.0 
Rehabı lııaııon of Mı lııary Pıpelınes 40.0 For cıv ılıan usc -----
Sub·ıoıaı 30.2 32.4 34 6 37 1 39.7 174.0 ----
Other Proıects 

Hıghway Maıntenace/Repaırl 

Upgradıng 100.0 
Avıatıon Servıces 150.0 
Raılway Maınıenance/ Repaır/ 
Upgradıng 80.0 
Communıcaııon 387 3 

Sub·toıaı 124.7 133.4 142.9 152.8 163.5 71 7 3 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 206.9 221.5 237.0 253.6 271.4 1190.4 

HOUSING 
Total Allocatıon 132 13.7 14.1 14.6 15.1 70.7 

8 EDUCATION 
Total Allocatıon 14.1 t5.5 17 t 18.9 21.0 76.6 lncludıng schooıs ıo be re-

ıocated from reservoır areas 

9 HEALTH 
Hospııaıs 2.9 33 4.0 46 5.5 20.3 
Dıspensarıes 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 2.0 

TOTAL ALLOCA TION 3.2 3.6 4.4 5.1 6.0 22.3 

10. OTHERS 
Şanfıurfa Cıty Water Supply 

and Sewerage 49 1 
Gazıanıep Cıty Water Supply 

and Sewerage 52.7 
Dıyarbakır Cııy Water Supply 

and Sewerage 38.3 
Sıırt Water Supply 17.4 
Dıyarbakır Urban Developmenı 20.0 Stage ı 
Şanlıurfa Urban Developmenı 20.0 Stage l 
Communıcatıon Complex 5.0 Stage ı 

Sub-ıoıaı 33 2 36.5 40. ı 44 1 48.6 202.5 

Other Proıecıs 
waıer Supply and Sewerage 41.3 
Urban Development 50.0 

TOTAL ALLOCATION 48.1 52.9 58.2 650 70.6 293.8 
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Chapter Vll 

ACTIONPLAN 

The bulk of development projects and related measures proposed by 
ımplemented within the competence and policıes of sector agencıes Hn:we\"Cf 
by SPO of various development efforts by many agencıes .. ,ıı h<l';e o 
Master Plan proposals will have to be discussed among related age 
conflicts resolved, and the Master Plan needs to be formally adopıed • 
Also, related organizational/institutional measures wıll have to be 
proposed Project Management System (Phase il Completıon Repoıı."..ıh ........ 
to be taken, immediately following the Master Plan submıssıon are 

Apart !rom the organizatonal I institutional measures to be taken ın ccortt:ı<ı~·-•·f<l 
Project Management System, more specific proıect-orıenteo actıons 
consist of (1) the preparation of a definite GAP investment schedule ancı (2) 
the priority projects selected. 

The preparation of the GAP investment schedule wıll follow the proocdur 
draft investment schedule will be prepared by SPO on the basıs ol 
comments on it by related agencies.lt will show imp lementatıon tımıng 

the major projects including the GAP hydropower and ırrıga on sd:tcnıcs 
subsectoral allocation lor other projects. Second, thıs draft ıvıll be dı~ı~:u 
with the participation of related agencies as well as SPO. SPO 
sectoral / sub-sectoral allocation. Finally, the defınite ınvestment sch du 
Ministerial Steering Committee tor submission to the Hıgh Plannıng Councıl ( 
Report, Volume 2). This schedule should be reviewed perıodıcally ıo accommoda!:c 
changes or results of latest studies. 

Actions to be taken in parallel with the investment schedulıng wıll consısıo (1 )mu:temc~r_o 
the priority projects, (2) project/ program formu latıon , and (3) loll ·UP t 
works tor any priority project should be continued or ınıtıated under ıhe rn.r•""',e • .,,... 
agency with proper budget allocation. SPO will be in a posıtıon ıo monıtor 

implementing agencies. 

Project / program formulation will in principle be conducted by relevantım 
Feasibility studies (F/ S's) are part of the project/program formutatıon U'oo:rao.:nc;ı!u;Jdl!.11Q 
F/ S's will be required tor some original GAP schemes ıncludıng the Oıcl r 
Dicle right bank pumped irrigation, Batman-Silvan proıect. Garzan pl'CJ. 

pumped irrigation, Bozova pumped irrigation, Suruç-Bazıkı proıecı. Ad • 
project, Gaziantep project, Mardin-Ceylanpınar 2nd stage ırrıgatıon and Cw 
6.1 ). They should be carried out along the directions ındıcated by the ' 
additional elements and new options identified by the Plan. 

Some further studies may also be carried out by implementıng agencıes Th 
require this step to be taken immediately are listed in Table 7 2. Other P' orı Pf 
further studies during Phase ı (1990-94) include the Şanhuria reg:onal 
reinforcement, pipeline expansion for domestic needs, estabhshmenı o' local 
State farm conversion and fishery complex. 



ın addition, SPO will carry out more detailed studies on specific sectors/ sub-sectors or aspects 
ıdentified by the Master Plan as important for the development of the GAP regıon . Objectives of 
such studies may be: 

- to set a policy framework for the project/program formulation , 

- to further clarify in more specific terms directions of development by sector/ sub-sector, 
and 

- to identify/ formulate new projects and other institutional measures. 

The fol lowing should be carried out, subsequent to the master planning (Table 7.3). 

(1) Corridor development plan study 

(2) Manufacturing industry development and location analysis 

(3) Regional transport study 

(4) Urban planning study for selected cities 

(5) Rural socio-economic survey and the establishment of data base associated with the 
proposed GAP Regiona\ Development Center 

(6) Health and education sector planning study, and 

(7) Marketing and cropping pattern study. 

The first three studies should be carried out in a well coordinated manner so that the study results 
will be mutually consistent. The manufacturing industry analysis (2) will set a framework for the 
other two by clarifying spatial distribution of various economic activities in \ine with the Master 
Plan. The corridor study (1) will deal with locational issues in more detail and identify specific 
infrastructure and utilities projects along the most important economic corridor. The regional 
transport study (3) wi\I formulate more specific measures for transportation development to 
support the GAP implementation ona ful\ scale. 

The other four studies can be carried ou t fairly independently from the fi rst three.The Master Plan 
provides sufficient base a·nd direction for these studies. 



lable 7.1: lnitial Steps in the Action Program tor GAP ın-.:~*'lm:c::r.ı 

s:en 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

::ırepare a policy document recomme 
o' the Master Plan obıectıves anc s· a: 
prıncı pal and requestıng appro .. a and su;:ııpon 

Adopt the Master Plan obıectı-.es ana ~n~-""' 
prıncıple as a natıonal policy 

Convene the Ministerıal Steer1ng 
resoıve sectoral concerns and con 
Master Plan proposals and the P•. S 

T ake legıslative measures necessa-y 
streamlinıng of SPO functıons re a'.ed 
establishment of RDC 

Appoınt the Director of RDC 

Establish RDC and organıze ıt 

Organize the Regional Steerıng Com 
fundamental issues related to GAP ım;ı:e~~rırı 
Master Plan, including involvemen o' 
agency into information exchange and adrr.:::tS:::a:a-1 

Establish local support and advısory base 

9 lmplement the GAP promotıon pac e. mcu:ı:m 
following: 
- implementatıon of orientatıon sem nars 

Master Plan proposals to a wıoe range o 
both ın Ankara and in the GAP reg 

- preparation of publicıty materıa s 
- drafting of promotion materıaıs 'o· se 

priority projects/ programs 
- organization of internatıonal donors 



Table 7.2: Priority Projects Requiring lmmediate Studies or Formulation 

Proıecl lmmediaıe Actions lmplemenı ing Agencıes 

1. Atatürk passage projeci Comparaıive feasibility study of the G.D. of Highways 
Atatürk reservoir passage, covering 
alternaıive rouıes, modes and types 
of bridge, il relevanı 

2. Şanlıurfa cily waıer supply Study ıo formuıaıe an action program DSl/Municipality 
and sewerage projeci lor improving municipal services of of Şanlıurfa 

Şanlıurfa, covering financial as well 
as physical aspecıs 

3. Grain si lo construclion Sludy to determine locations and size TMO 
proıecı of grain silos, followed by delailed 

design 

4. Kahta river basin Comprehensive feasibilily sıudy , including DSI 
development projeci new projeci components identified by the 

Master Plan 

5. Şanl ıurfa-Diyarbakır highway Socio-economic study ıo determine G.D. of Highways 
proıecı indusırial ıocations lor some strategic 

industries and ıo identify needs lor 
infrastrucıure and utilities 

6. Oil crops demonsıration Projeci form ulation ıo determine MAFRA 
projeci elemenıs ıo be included such as 

a demonsıration farm, exıension, 

research and provision of seed 

7. Livesıock improvemenı Program formulation to delermine MAFRA 
program components to be included 

such as a demonstration scheme lor 
conırolled grazing, artificial and natura! 
insemination and disease conırol 

8. EBK meal combine Study ıo determ ıne meal combınes ıo EBK 
upgrading projeci be upgraded, followed by detailed design 

9. Tourism training/ information lnventory of ıourism resources and master MC&T/TURSAB 
center planning lor tourism developmenı 

10. Batan river hydropower Comprehensive study ıo identıfy hydropower EIE 
development projeci potenıial and power demand including rural 

electrificaıion needs 

11. Gaziantep ci ty water Comprehensive feasibility study including DSl/Municipalily 
supply and sewerage projeci rehabilitation in a short run and the of Gazıantep 

Çataltepe dam in a long run. 

12. Gaziantep-Şanlıurfa Feasibility study on the basis of G.D. of Highways 
motorway projeci the eası-wesı lraffic demand 

analysis along E-24 as well as 
technical considerations 



Table 7.3: FurWStudies to be Undertaken by SPO. F<*owing 

Study 

Corrıdor oovelopment 
plan stu~ 

2. Manufacturıng ındustry 
development and locatıon 
anatysis 

3. Regional ansport study 

4 Urban pl~nning 

study for selected citıes 

5. Rural socio-economic 
survey aııd the 
establishment of RDC 
data base 

6. Health crıd education 
sector ~annıng study 

7 . Markebng and croppıng 
pattern study 

Socıo-economıc s 
lor some s"ateg 
Dıyarbakır corrıd 
ınfrastructure 

proıect no 5 ı T 

Study to de~erm 
locatıons and o _ P3.1ClrnC::!] 
ıo be newly ec:-ı:ı•~hl>-ıt 
determıne sup 

implementatıon 

Detailed stuay of cı 
GAP irrigatıon sche 
and ınternatıonal 
climate and other na1 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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